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THE ORIGIN OF THE SUMERIAN WRITING 

That the Sumerian Writing is a development of another sort 
of writing is a fact admitted by all Sumeriologists. When the Fara 
tablets were 'published,l all realized that those tablets show an ear
lier stage of development than those studied by Thureau Dangin

s 

and by Bartons• A few years late,r a set of newly discovered tab
lets at Jemdet Nasr were also published'"-tablets which evidently 
disclose a much earlier pe.riod in the development of that writing, 
so early as to leave a gap between it and the period of the Fara 

. tablets. The transition from J emdet·Nasr to Fara was finally found 
in the archaic texts discovered at TIr by the joint Expedition of the 
British Museum and the University Museum, University of Penn
sylvania, Philadelphia, to Mesopotamia5

• Earlier than all these the 
Kish tablet of the Ashmolean' Museum marks the initial state of 
the Sumerian Script, with which we are now acquainted". 

While studying aU these stages of development, one easily finds 
out that the pictographs of the Kish tablet have suffered a consi
derable change in the tablets of Jemdet Nasr and TIr, and much 
more in those of Fara. The signs become conventionalized and ap
parently phonetic. Their original pictographic nature disappears 
almost absolutely. Moreover round forms are little by little 
straightened, very little in Jemdet Naar, much more in Fara. 
Thus the transition from these conventionalized straight shaped 
signs to the cuneiform sign is almost imperceptible. 

This evidently shows that the original script was a piotographic 
script. The late Prof. S. Langdon speaking of the two styles of 
making signs in the J emdet N asr period says that both groups part 
"from the original and homogeneous pictographic stage" 7 

• Prof. 
BaU affirms the Same: "It has.1ong been recognized that Sumerian 
writing was originally of a pictorial or hieroglyphic nature". 8 

1. Deimel, Die Insckriften voo Fara (Leipzig, 1922). 
2. Thureau Dangin, Beckerches sur ~ 'Origine ~ " Ecriture Ounl:i/Ormt 

(Paris, 1898). 
3. :Barton, The Origin and Dooelo2Jment of Babylonian Writing, (Leipzig 

1913). 
4. Langdon, Pictographic Insc'I'il'tio'l'lS from Jem.det Naw, (Oxford, 1928) 
5. :Burrows, A'I'chaic Te:ds [of Ur] (1935). 
6. Of. Smith, Early Histo'l'1J of Assyria to 1,000 B.a., PI. III, b & Co 

7. La~gdon, op. cit., p. iv. 
8. :Ball, Ohinue and Sumerian, p. vii. 
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Where and when was this pictographic writing used? This is 
indeed a crucial question in the history of early epigraphy. Since 
the signs of the Kish Tablet are all piotographs, ~ould we suppose 
that this tablet marks the original pictographic stage? 

First of all, since the document is one only, and the signs 
inscribed on it are not many, it would be too premature to make 
a statement. Accordingly Prof. Langdon himself only affirms that 
the Kish Tablet "has the signs more near the original pictographs 
than the Jemdet NasI' script"\ and indeed, if we are to believe late 
Babylonian tradition, the Sumerian script came from abroad, 
brought to the valley of the Euphrates by Oannes, Odakon and all 
those half mythical heroes whose names are recorded in Berosus' 
fragments2 ~ 

Prof. Ball after studying the very suggestive similarities and 
even connections between Chinese and Sumerian finally concluded 
that both scripts might have come from a third original script of 
central Asias• At the time of Ball's publication the script of 
Mohenjo Daro was not yet fully known. Could Mohenjo Daro 
be the solution to our query? 

Sir C. L. Woolley boldly affirms that" the Indus Culture ap
pears to have had no effect on the Sumerians ".4: No other was the 
opinion of Prof. Langdon when he published the sign list of the 
Mohenj 0 Daro script in the work of Sir John Marshall. I) Yet after 
the publication of the Jemdet NasI' tablets he was forced to change 
his views. In a P. S. he attached to the above mentioned sign list, 
he corrects his former views6 and when he published the Jemdet 
NasI' tablets he acknowledged that "beyond all doubt, this race 
[viz. the Sumerians at least of Jemdet Nasr ] is connected with 
the race whose press seals and painted pottery have been found in 
the Indus Valley at Mohenjo Daro in the Sind and at Harappa in 
the Punjab" j and lest there be any doubt about the kind of connec
tion the Professor means, he adds: "The Sign No. 408 [ of Jemdet 
NasI' ] which waS lost in the Sumerian script is characteristic of 
the Indus Valley script, and a large number of signs are identical 
in the two scripts." 7 Even the way of writing seems originally to 

1. Langdon, op. cit., p. iii. 
2. Cf. Schnabel, Bero8sos und. die Babylonisch-HeUistische Literature, pp. 

1'12-1'10 (Berlin, 1923). 
3. Ball,op. cit., p. x, f. n. 
4. Woolley, The DeveZopment olSumerian Art, p. 85. Of. pp. 130-131. 
5. .Marshall, Mohenjo Daro anil the lnilus Oivilization, II, pp. 423-403. 
6. Ibid., pp. 453~455. 
7. Langdon, op. cit., p. vi. 
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have been the same in both the countries, according' to the Oxford 
Professor, who speaking of the Jemdet NasI' tablets avers that "the 
writing originally ran from right to left, as does the script of the 
Indus Valley seals.,,1 

After a careful study of the Mohenjo Daro script, I boldly sta
ted in a lecture delivered before the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society on March 18th, 1935, that the Mohenjo Daro signs 
were the original pictographs from which the Sumerian signs are, 
derived. The Times, London, published a report of my lecture on 
March 24th. Two days after in a letter published in the same 
paper, Prof. Langdon, apparently forgetting what he had written 
eight years before, said referring to the Mohenjo Daro script: "It 
is obvious that the script is not only later by at least 1,500 years 
than the early pictographic Sumerian script, which can be traced 
to about 4,000 B. 0., but also that the two scripts have nothing what
soever in common." 

The opinion of the present writer was not after all so extrava
gant. Dr. Hunter, following in the steps of Prof. Langdon him
self acknowledges the similarities between the Sumerian and 
Mohenjo Daro scripts;2 and Prof. Barton admits the probability 
of Indus Valley origin of the Sumerians.s Now, after having 
deciphered above one thousand and eight hundred inscriptions of 
Mohenjo Daro, I am reconfil'med in my views as regards the 
Indian origin of the Sumerian writing. 

This is what I am going to develop in the following pages. 
I am, however, not going to publish a full list of signs nor their 
genealogical formation. .A. few signs have been picked up here 
and there and their genealogy is explained after the knowledge 
acquired while reading the Mohenjo Daro script. Occasionally 
references will be found to the Proto-Ohinese script. For conve
nience sake the. signs have been placed according to the alphabetical 
order of their meanings.4 

1. Ibid, p. iii. The script of Mohenjo Daro is boustrophedon, i. II. odd 
lines from right to left and even lines from left to right. 

2. Hunter, TILe Script of lJtIohenjo Daro, pp. 19-21 (London, ). 
3. Barton, Semitic and Hamitic Origim, pp. 36-37 (Philadelphia). 
4. In the course of this article the .following abbreviations will be used: 

Ki==Kish Tablet In-Jemdet Nasr of Langdon 
Ur-Archaic Texts of Ur Fa-Fara tablets of Deimel 

of Burrows 
Ea.-More recent specimens 

of writing, in Ba.rton's 
work 

MD-Mohenjo Daro and Hara~ 
pa seals 

PC - Proto--Chinese writing 
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1. AOACIA 

The sign E> is found twice in Ur, once in this position 
(145) and the other time in the opposite direction G (183). 
They seem to be the same. It is found in seal impressions only. 
On account of the round shape of its lines, the sign seems to 
be very old and nearer .the original pictographic origin than 
many signs of Ur. The same sign is, very often found in MD. in 
the ordinary position. It reads vel, "acacia" in the MD. script. 

Fr. Burrows does not give any meaning to this sign. In point 
of fact it does not seem to have any correspondence in later 
Sumerian or cuneiform writing. Perhaps the acacia did not grow 
in Mesopotamia. This would be another argument in favour of 
the early age of this sealing, proving a sort of remembrance of the 
Mohenjo Daro acacias. 

2. ASS 

Two pictographs of an ass are shown in Ba (211). One 
represents the whole animal with the hind portion extremely 
conventionalized 2);:::0 • This is of Proto-Elamite origin. The 
other sign represents the head of the ass only. '~ Out of 
this the later Sumerian linear representation and the cuneiform 
signs are derived. In Jn (130) the head of the ass is clearly seen. 
~ , a little turned upwards in an tlnnatural position. This 

seems to be the clear ancestor of the above Sumerian type. Both 
Signs, the Proto-Elamite and the Sumerian, find their representa
tion in MD. The 'sign corresponding to the former is given in 
connection ~ith an "ass rider" '~ kalude orvan (MD. 
Ph., M. D., 31-32 Sd, 3089). The other seem~' to be used when 
the mere mention of an ass is made ~ (MD. Ph., H., Neg. 
4395, No.3). This seems to be the same Sign as In. turned to the 
opposite side and placed 90° to the left. 

3. BIRD 
This sign though much conventionalized in Ba (83), still keeps 

the original shape pretty weH in the archaic period: II..q Later 
it is difficult to recognise it any more. As birds live in the 
air, it meant the god Enlil " the lord of the air" at a later period. 
Why it ever stood for man, cannot be easily understood. In Fa 
(64) '''-4 the' bird's shape is still more easily recognisable. The 
figure Jn (191) Il..q is very roughly made. The sign d:A of a 
sealing of Dr (119) seems to be another shape of the same sign. 
Another sealing of Ur (4:19) has a real pictograph of a bird: <;t1 • 
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In MD several birds are represented: ~ 7cDJi, a member 
of the Koli tribe (Marshall, M. D., No. 207); E\\ pura, II pigeon", 
(the totem of a tribe) (Marshall, H., No. &1)9); l1 mara'likoti, 
"woodpecker"; ~. tara, "duck" (Ibid., M. D., No. 9a) and 
", ... or··~, parava, bird in general (Ibid., M. D., Nos. 
8, 36, 338, etc), which is always inscribed to mention the 
members of the ~be of the Paravas. The Ur sign mentioned 
in the last place seems to be derived from the Parava aign.1 
But the preceding signs seem to proceed from the sign that 
stands for tara. The very archaic character of that Ur sign may 
confirm our view. Is it perhaps a reference to the Paravas of 
India? Yet, those Signs that seem to have come from tara mean 
bird in general at a later period. 

4. BOAT 
The sign ~ of Ba (137) cannot be easily explain·ed as 

coming from a pictograph. The explanation of Barton is not 
satisfactory. In MD this Sign belongs to a phonetic family of 
signs that have all a similar shape and a similar phonetic value. 

Oftu,. " leg", U to walk" 
i~i "lightning n 

a~8 "royal land tax: 

lJ~ "boat" C::::' ~=-
Apparently there was never a pictograph meaning .. boat". If 
the latter sign is turned 90° to the left according to Sumerian 
custom, thus Z ,one can, by an easy process, come to the 
sign of Ea. 

5. CANAL 

The sign of Fa (121) ::tt: easily shows its pictographic 
origin. Two rivers (the horizontal lines) united by a canal 
(the vertical lines). The fact that the latter is marked by two lines 
vis. the two banks of the canal, is intended to emphasize the 
canal over the two rivers "in this sign. The In (396) sign 03 
is not so explained. In (409) D=D which has apparently not 
been given any meaning, seems to be a pictograph of a canal, 
more in accordance with the MD sign H ,from which the 
above Fa sign seems to come. 

6. OHARIOT 
The Sign of Ba (262) ~I- seems to be correctly explained: 

" Perhaps the sign was a diagram of a chariot, when viewed from 

1. Of. Ber&s, S1.VIM1'ian. Epigraph'll, The-New Re'Di6tD, v, p. 262. 
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above, the single line representing the pole and the two lines at the 
left the projecting wheels ".1 Barton seems to have had the lID 
sign in view when describing this sign. The MD sign ¥ 
beyond all doubt is the original pictograph of the above sign. 

7. CITY" 

The determinative for cities used in In (288) ~ has its 
clear ancestor in MD where 0 reads ur, "city". The sign 
is found in many combinations that stand for names of individual 
cities; -ff' VeZfw, @ Maramflr, 'te Arirur, etc. In (16) 
-& s which is found in an early sealing seems:to be the name of 
a city. In MD, there is a similar sign (i), which reads Orur. 

8. CLOUDS 

In Ba (480) there is a very quaint sign l±l::J which means 
" storm cloud" 01' " thunder storm". No satisfactory explanation 
of this sign has been given (Cf. Barton, OfJ •. cit., II, p. 231). The 
same sign has been found in MD of course in the ordinary erected 
position ~. Perhaps the origin of this sign is the sign l±Y. 
(MD. Ph., H., Neg. 3006, No. 14), meaning "garden" (Cf. "garden" 
below). The four stems represented in this pictograph are shorn 
of their leaves and flowers in the former one. That may be the 
effect of a storm. Consequently, this would be the original 
meaning of the sign. "Storm-cloud" would then be the secondary 
meaning. 

There are besides in MD other signs meaning cloudS. One 
of them'seemS to appear also in Dr .(31) -r.l • It appears on 
a sealing, and Fr. Burrows does not seem to assign any meaning 
to it nor to point out any later sign as a development of it. 
In MD (Ph., M. D., 28~29, Nov 7242) this sign is, as usual, found in 
an erected position with four additional strokes: 11 . It reads 
karumugiZ "r~in clouds"." This is the only time this sign occurs. 
I do not know whether to call it a mistake or a later development 
(specially considering the abo-ve sign of Dr). The sign, otherwise, is 
many times found turned to the other side: ~ . It is also 
very often found without the strokes, and then it reads mugU, 
"clouds". It is very interesting to follow the evolution of this sign. 
It has two elements A and 9 . The former always reads 
il, but sometimes it means not, sometimes in and sometimes 
.house. The latter seems to be the proper meaning here. If 
this element reads i&, the other element must read muk or mt4U, 

1. Barton, op. cit., II, :po 137. 
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which means "to draw, as water". MugiZ,. therefore, meanS "the 
house of drawn water" which is phonetically expressed in the sign 
itself!.. Because this meaning was naturally not understood in PO 
they slightly changed the sign thus: OJ or ~ , yfln, "cloud". 
For no other reason this sign evidently used in Sumer in the 
beginning, as the sealing of U I' shows, was forgotten at a later 
period. They preferred to use the sign first mentioned in this article 
which being in straight lines was more in accordance with the 
character the script was actually taking. 

9. COUNTRY 

This word is expressed in different ways in Ba (322): :. , 
:,. , ~ and ~ . In Fa (451) the signs are ~V , gD 
or V ,meaning hill. In Ur (418) go, once more meaning 
country. This dual meaning of the word kur evidently shows 
that the country, i.e. their country, originally was mountainous. 
In MD (Marshall, M., D., No. 215) the sign ,~ stands for "lands", 
which seems to be the original meaning of all the above signs. 
In our case anyhow it is interesting to notice that after passing 
through 80 many stages of development the sign reappears in 
the cuneiform script almost as it was in its original condition: ~. 

The word kur: , "country" was used amongst the Sumerians to 
mean their own country, while kU1'kur meant the foreign countries. 
ku'f' also meaning" other", "differentn• So kurkur properly meant 
"different" or "other countries." This phrase also seems to come 
from the Proto-Dravidian people of MD. In Dravidian languages 
kU1'uku1' literally means: "countries acroSs" or "opposite 
countries" • 

10. COWS 

The sign meaning "cows" in Dr (177) is already angular and 
almost cuneiform: ~ • In a sealing of Ur (178) there is a 
similar sign, €>- ,which seems' to be its immediate ancestor. 
Yet Fr. Burrows seems to compare the latter sign with In (179) 
€- ,which is read by Prof. Langdon Big, "low". Yet, Prof. 
Langdon himself says that the sign is found at times ,in lists of sheep. 
The In sign apparently stands £01' cows, too. It is difficult to 
imagine how this Sign can come from a pictograph of a cow. The 
MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 400) gives the link, ~ ,which 
reads li, "cow". This sign is a much conventionalized development 

1. Of. Heras, The Story oj two Mohenjo ]JaTO Signs, Journal of the Benares 
Hindu University, I, No.3. . , ' 
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of the original pictograph as may be seen when placed in its natural 
position, thus: ~ The body and the four legs of the animal 
are easily seen. The upper line of the body becomes the tail at the 
back and the horn. in front. Over the horn an ear may be seen. 
A.ll these additional limbs wel'e lost in course of time, the main 
lines of the pictograph remaining only, which later became angular, 

11. CROSSWAY 

The In (136) ~ -is a simplified way of marking the 
original MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 100) ~ ,7ca(ja, which 
means " to cross", H.end" (At the entrance of many courtyards in 
South India and Ceylon, they place a contrivance of this shape to 
pre';ent the cattle from entering. They call it ka(javu at present ). 
When this sign means 7carj,a, "frontier", "boundary", "horizon", it 
takes always this shape: ~ (MD. Marshall, M. D., No. 102 ). 
There is still another sign of the same family ~ ,which 
reads 7co(jika(1e, "the beginning and the end" • 

.. 12. DEATH 

In Ba (705· ~ meanS "death, cOl'pse"; in· Fa (17) the 
same sign stands for "corpse", "to kill"; in In (271) it means 
"dead". Assyriologists and Sumeriologists give different explana
tions of this sign. Why does an arrow mean "death" ? Bal~ton 
gives this ingenious but not fully sabisfactory explanation: "Perhaps 
it is a rude representation of a branching vein or artery. It would 
then naturally mean artery and blood. The importance of blood to 
life (cf. Den.t., 12,23 the ~lood is thelije) suggested live, be; then by 
an extension, dweZZ. Perhaps· by contrast, or possibly b~cause of a 
blending of the idea of opening with the thought of a vein, it came 
to signify die, dead, corpse, etc."l. (Words in itaUcs are different 
meanings of the same sign ) The explanation is rather far-fetched. 

The sign from which the above sig~ comes is very often found 
in MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 14) and passim.) ~ reads 
sa and meanS " death ", .' dead "." to die". It is a pictograph 
l'epresenting the funeral monument (the stupa of the Sanskrit 
period) and the corpse under it. What appears to be an arrow is 
not an arrow. The sign for If arrow" in MD (photo, H.neg. 4782, 
No.1) is t t in PC 1 . In MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 55) 
means one. Adding the determinative of personality to this 

1. Barton, 01'. cit., II, p. 37. 
2'. Cf. Heras, Mohenjo Daro, the most Importants Afchaeologica~ Site in 

India, J. I. E., XVI, pp~ 9-10 
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sign we have t (Marsball, M. D., No. 32) which reads orvan, 
"one person ".The sign, therefore, represents a person under 
the funeral monument. This sign is already simplified in the 
MD period. It has two stages of simplification: 41 (Marshall, 
H., No. 23) and Q (Marshall, M. D., No. 536), which signs show 
the tendency to eliminate the whole monument. Finally in In the 
sign has already become ~ 2 That this arrow-like sign is not 
originally an arrow, but orvan, may be clearly seen in MD, 
No. 344. 

13. DWELL (To) 

Ba (281) e3] is explained as an irrigating wheel,i though 
it is difficult to explain many of the meanings of this sign, like" to 
dwell", "to take counsel", "to kill", "to strike down", "to divide" 
"to separate" as coming from the idea of "irrigation". In MD 
(Marshall, M. D., Pl. CXVII, No. 10) this sign is fonnd in a three 
sign compound: ~ . The meaning of the compounding 
elements are ~ , kilavan, "the headman"; EB mu(iu, 
" door" or "gate" and .. c: , which is unknown as a simple 
sign, but which seems to be part of the wall sUlTouriding the village 
or town.2 The whole sign therefore reads: mii(iuki.~avan, "the 
headman of the gate". It is well known that in ancient times the 
town elders used to decide cases and judge at the gate of the town. S 

This is precisely· the relation existing between the headman of the 
MD and the gate of the village. The Ba Sign, therefore, originally 
represented the village gate only. The idea of U dwelling" within 
the village is easily represented by it. The meanings of "killing", 
" turning", U fighting of men", "wounding", "taking counsel", 
"strike down", " oppressing", U dividing", "separating", "seizing" 
" crushing" are associated with the idea of headman or judge. 
Even the personal pronoun" I" may also be easily explained 
for .the headman on deciding a case probably gave his view by 
saying: "I, so and so, decide, etc." 

14. END 

mm in Ba (269) means, "end" among other things. tt is 
evidently a derived meaning from the MD (Marshall, M. D., 
No. 16) II or m which read tirpu, judgment, decree. 
Indeedthe judgement or decree is the real" end" of the case, 

1. Ba.rton, op. cit., II, p. 149. 
2. Tha.t such walls existed is known through the Rigveda, at least a.t a 

later period. 
3. Gen. XXIII, 18. 
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15. EYE 

A very interesting phenomenon occurs with this sign. As a 
general rule. as said above. the round lines of the original picto~ 

graphs which'at times are still seen in Jn, little by little, disappear 
and become straight and angular lines. But in this case just 
the opposite happens. In Jn (182) we have the round and the 
angular forms (}-- and <I- . In Dr (185) it becomes still 
rounder 0- just as the physical organ represented by the 
sign. It once more becomes half straight in Ba (406) and it is not 
fully angular again till it becomes cuneiform. Barton says that 
four scholars" have all correctly explained the sign as the picture 
of an eye", and he adds: "The Egyptian (Cf. EAG 206, No. 10 and 
MHP 1, No. 82), and the Chinese (ECW No. 267) formed· ideograms 
from the eye in analogous ways".1 Nevertheless, the MD sign from 
which the Sumerian sign evidently proceeds, does not seem to be a 
pictograph. It is always represented as a real arrow Lt (Marshall, 
M.D., No. 19 and passim). Itreadska'l), "eye", "to see", "vision". 
The word katL in Dravidian languages etymologically means "to 
pierce", and in a derived way" to see". The sign, therefore, is a 
phonetic sign, for an arrow is proper for piercing: it graphically 
represents the meaning of the sound. It passed to Jn as an arrow 
just as it was in Sumer. But in Sumer the original meaning of 
katL was long fOl'gotten~ An angula'J' eye was after all not 
natural. They made it round, and then it became a pictogl'aph, 
which was finally angularised once more when it become 
ouneiform. 

Ba (407) has still another sign that means ,; to see" ~ 
in which the sign for "eye" is compounded. This sign is also 
found in Ur (243) ~ . This sign, as some scholars rightly 
say; is a compound of <l- and ~ .2 One of the meanings 
of the latter sign is "powerful" in Ba. This is the original 
meaning of the sign in MD (Marshall, H., No. 84) ~ , 
which ,reads val and means "strong", H powerful ". Therefore, 
this compound Sign could read in MD valkatL, i. e., "strong eye", 
or "strong", "powerful vision" or "to see with great per~ 
fection ", a connotation which is perhaps partly expressed in the 
following two'meanings of this Sign in Ba, "to recognise" and" to 
remember" which suppose something more than simple "seeing". 

16. FATHER 
In Ba (59) X reads pap, i.e. "father". This sign .also 

means "leader", "prince". In Dr (126) the same Sign also means 

1. Barton,·op. cit., p. 211. 
2. OL Barton, op.cit., II, p.21St 
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" father ". In PO "father" is expressed by the sign: 'X' .1. 

9Q seemS also to mean "chief" in Sumerian. ~ All these signs 
come from the MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 203) X which reads 
u(ia, "to lead". Applying the determinative of personality to 
this sign we shall have 'X' 01' x: ,3 which read urJ,ayan, 
" leader" or "chief". From the idea of chiefhood or leadership, 
the idea of· fatherhood naturally arose. 

17. FIELDS 

In Ba (119) JIJIL means "fields". In Ur (61) the sign. 
meaning "fields" is similar to this, but has slight differences, 
JJI] , lTIl , JII[ ,and JIllf . Some scholars explain 
the sign as an enclosure, others as irrigating ditches.4. The MD 
Sign (Marshall, M.D., No. 311) 11111 shows irrigating ditches only. 
It is interesting to notice that both in MD and in Ba there are 
five vertical strokes in the sign. The horizontal lines of the Ba 
and Dr signs seems to have come from a certain confusion with 
the sign that means "farmer", an occupation connected with 
fields. The Dr sign is very similar to the MD sign (Marshall, 
M.D., No. 96) Ej which reads ulavan and means" farmer "i 
which is evidently the original sign from which Ba (127) 1:1 
proceeds. The latter besides meaning " farmer" means 
" luxuriant", "plantation", U irrigating instrument" which 
words directly refer to fields. It also means ",prince" for 
the rulers both in Mohenj 0 Daro and in Sumer received the titles 
of farmer. Since the kings in those countries were besides 
priests, the sign also means" priest-king". In Jn (125) the sign 
for U plough" ~ includes also the Sign for fieldS or farmer. 

There is still another Sign meaning "field" amongst many 
other meanings. It is in Ba (291) m . The sign is also 
found in Fa (283) ~ ,though developed in an extraordinary 
way. In In. (387) 11 looks more like the Fa sign. Barton, 
speculating about the origin of this sign, says: "The origin 
of the sign is difficult to discover. When we first come upon 
it in Dec. pI. ibis it has passed into an adjectival meaning. Many 
of the above meanings are also abstract. It is clear that is a very 

1. Ball, Ohinese and Sumerian, Sign List, No. 27. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Codrington, Oeylon Ooins and Ourfen~1I, pI. I, No.6 (Colombo, 1924) ~ 

Heras, Ohanhu Daro and its Incriptions, Another site of the Indus ValleiJ 
Oulture, St. Xavier's Oollege Magazine, XlIX p. 103. 

4. Cf. BartoD, o,P.ait., II, p. 66. 
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old and a much nsed sign. Probably it was a picture of a bit of 
brick wall.,,1 

The original sign is found in MD (Marshall, M.D., No 161) 
}rl phonetically reading kaZamalak and meaning "field measure". 
It is a phonetic sign of the family of kaZ, "quarter,,2. From 
the idea of "field measuring", it passed to mean "field" in general, 
and any other meaning which this sign has in Ba, like "as long 
as", "side"," cross over" ~ "side of afield", "front" ,"high place", 
"de.ep" I boundary", limit", "to surround", etc., proceed f),'om 
the original meaning of "field measuring". Of. Numerals, below. 

18. FISH 

The sign {J of Ba (525) besides meaning "fish" has.several 
other meanings indirectly derived from its. The sign is also found 
in Fa (34:7) *< with an extraordinary angular development. 
In In (199) iO>< is simpler and (200) Jt' scarcely has 
the shape of a fish. Also in Jn (198) there are two fishes ~ • 
The fish sign is one of the most common sign in MD, though often 
it does not stand for "fish" as such. There are three fish signs: 
.Q. (Marshall, M.D., No. 458) min, the Fish (i.e. the Zodiacal 
constellation) ~ min, a star or a proper. name; & . or 
& or .&. which read also min, but represent an adjective 
"shining", "bright, "glittering", "illustrious" ,"splendorous'~. 
Other fish signs are also found in MD connected with additional 
signs for instance, ~ miniZ, "in the fish" or ~ minan a mem.ber 
of the tribe of the Minas .or 1~1 minanir,. "the Minas". But 
when two fishes are to be mentioned two fishes al'e never marked 
.in the sign as .in Jn, but the fish sign is preceded by the numeral, 
for instance, ~\1 , ir min, "two fishes" (Marshall, M. D., No. 
468), or II~ minir,_ "fishes" (Marshall, H., No. 254) in general. 

19 FLAG 

In earlY'Sumedan sealS.from Warka of the date of the In 
there is an object represented. which probably is not shown as a 
writing sign, but as a sort of totem or something alike. It is 
~. /' In.MD (Marshall, }4,D., Nos. 197,493) the sign is .If.. 
or ~ • !treads koiU" "flag" and is also found in the 
compound sign ~ (Marshall, M.D., No. 556), which reads 
kofj,iko, meaning, Uthe hoisting of the flag". 

1. :Barton op. cit., II, p. 152. 
2. Of. Heras, Light on the Mohenjo Daro Riddle, The New Ileview, IV, p. a. 
3. Of. Barton, op. cit, II, pp. 261-2. 
4. Of. Woolley, TM Develoj7tMnt oj Sumerian Art, pl. 7., a, h, a, e and Ii 
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20. Garden 

In Fa (215) ~l stands for "garden". It is a pictograph, 
vie. two plants gl'owing along a water course. The sign is also 
found in In (25): i:{] • The priority of the latter sign is clearly 
seen, even putting aside the fact that In is prior to Fa. The 
plants are three in In, while in Fa there are two, which shows the 
ordinary simplification of the sign. In MD (Marshall, H. No. 
20) the- sign WI has four plants and four rivulets. In Dravidian 
languages nii,Z means "four" and also "many". The sign, 
therefore, means many rivulets and many plants, and therefore 
tata, a garden. In Sumer the second meaning of four being 
unknown, they naturally were not partiCUlar about keeping four 
plants and rivulets. The former were reduced to three and -the 
latter to two. Further on in Fa there were only two plants. 

21. GARMENT 

The sign for garm;nt §I is found both in Or (385) and in In 
(390). It represents a spread piece of cloth, which was tied round 
the waist or over the left shoulder. In :MD, the sig1,l is the same: 
B (Ph. M.D.; 28-29, No. 7061) or [3 (Marshall, M.D.,_No. 324). 

22. GO (To) 

In (83) ~ means" to go ", "to walk". In MD (Marshall, 
H., No. 329§) §\ meansvi{l, "to leave". A person who leaves 
necessarily must "go" and "walk". Therefore, these two are 
secondary meanings. The reason of the meaning of the In sign is 
not easily found. In MD there is a phonetic reason. The sigI!S 
~ or E or ~ ,of which we shall speak later, respectively 
represent "four"," three" or " six. houses". Therefore they will 
read: naZvi(l, munvi{l, or arvi{l, for Vir) means "house". There. 
fore, the other sign turned to the oPPosite direction and so similar 
to' these reads vi{l, U to leave-". They are signs belonging to the 
same phonetic family; there are many similar phonetic families 
in the MD sign list. 

23. GOD 

:sa (13) gives ~ as an archaic sign meaning probably god 
Anu, who was supposed to be a prehistoric god in the Sumerian 
period.]. Other signs of Ea (13) are * or cuneiform modifications 

1. Of. R&dau, SU'fMmn lIVmns ana Pra'IJers~ l>. 13 (Philadelphia) 
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of it. Yet the former sign of Ba is not the oldest form of this sign 
in Sumerian writing. In Fa (8) we find * in a sort of cuneiform 
shape meaning" heaven", "high" and" god". With the mea
ning of" god" it is also found in In (33), but it is not used as a 
determinative of god.1 In this sense it appears in Dr (6) fOl'the 
first time. When the number of gods increased, it was found 
necessary to place this sign as a determinative before the names of 
gods in order to avoid confusion. 

It is evident therefore that the sign originally meant " god " 
in general. Then it was used as a determinative keeping still its 
original meaning. Finally it was used only as· a determinative. 
But what was the origin of this sign ? 

In MD the denomination of" god" in general is represented 
by this sign: .~ (Marshall, M.D., No.1), i.e. a being with 
four hands, more powerful than man, something beyond 
human nature, an idea expressed by the word kar)avu~. The 
sign sometimes takes this shape: ~ • In the tendency 
of the script to simplification the legs of this eign were finally 
marked as parting from the lower angles in continuation of the 
upper pair of arms, thus: * . Then turning the sign 90° to 
the left * , we have the Ur sign. 

A similar thing happened with the sign of ~ (Ph., M.D., 
29·30, Dk, 8337) and ~ ,Al,l, the Supreme Being of MD 
(Marshall, M.D., No. 72): arms and legs were written in continu
ation as one stroke only thus: )I( , and this was the sign 
representing AI). in In (a). Later on half the sign was suppressed 
and AI). was represented by A\ .\1 In Chinese it kept the 
original form much longer: ~ t :l t A , ~ and the 
present Chinese sign -:k S 

24. GREAT 
The Ba (300) sign §:1- gaZ," great", may be eaSily 

followed in Fa (164) t- t Dr (107) a-- (which sometimes 
has 5 and at times 2 and 6 strokes) and In (84) ~ ,to MD 
ar or Lf !per, "great". In MD the strokes are sometimefll 
repeated twice, ~ or If, !per per, "very great". 

25. HARVEST 
In In (77) there is a sign without meaning ~) which bas 

its original in MD (Marshall, M.D., Nos. 69, 175.), In MD ~ 

1. Of. Langdon, OJ). cit., p. vii. 
2. Ball, 0ll. QU., Sien list NO.2. 
3. Ibid. 
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or , read arup and mean "harvest". Once this sign is 
compounded with two other signs, thus: ~ (Marshall, M.D., 
No. 548) which reads arupanir- "harvesters". Accordingly, in 
MD the above sign of In would read arUpanO'l\ i.e. "harvesters ". 
Could this perhaps be the meaning of this sign ? 

26. HEART 
The Fa (255) sign ¢' means" heart". Further develop

ments of this are ® and 0 (ibid.).:!' The former sign in 
MD means" in" or "within the house". From the idea of 
." being within", it naturally happened to mean "heart" when the 
system of grammatical determinatives of Mohenjo Daro was not 
continued in Sumer.2 

27. HOUSE 
This is a meaning expressed by a number of Signs : 
(a) In Ba (147) the Sign II means" house". It shows 

the elevation or perhaps a section of a house. In MD 
the most common sign is ri (Marshall, M.D., No. 
219) ; but II is also found. The latter Sign seems 
to be the immediate predecessor of the Ba sign. 

(b) In In two other signs mean "house" ro (357) 
and ~ (372). If they are placed in an upright 
position thus: EI A, one easily realizes 
that they proceed from the lID ti 

(c) The sign -0 in Ba (353) means U totality" and also 
"the city of Eridu". In Ur the same sign (184) 
means" good" and , stands for place. All these signs 
proceed from the MD sign <> which reads il and 
means" house" • From this idea we may easily pass 
to the idea of a city, of totality (a self~contained unity) 
or of goodness (for it is better to be in the hous~ 
than outside). 

(d) In In (408) ~ and § occur very often in sheep 

lists, and are also found in Proto-Elamite script. 
This Sign, as Prof. Langdon admits, " is characterstic 
of the Indus Valley Script ".8 In MD it means a 
number of houses, for instance, § nalil, " four 
houses", or ~ ariZ," six houses". It may possibly 

1. Of. Thureau Dangin, op. cit., No; 255. 
2. Heras, The Decipherment oj the Mohenjo Daro Inscriptions. 
3. Langdon, .op. cit., p. vi. 
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have this meaning- in In in connection with sheep, 
" houses of sheep", i.e. stables. This sign does not 
occur any more in other Sumerian documents.!. 

(e) In Ba (365) also means "house", but it also means 
" excavation", " hole", "pit", " cave". Very rightly 
does Mr. Eall remark that these meanings of the 
above sign seem to suggest that the primitive dwellings 
of the Sumerians were cave8. But they could certainly 
not live in caves in Mesopotamia for the country is flat 
and without rocks, but caves were not infrequently 
inhabited even in the heyday of Mohenjo Daro as is 
frequently mentioned in the inscriptions. 9 

28. KID 
In Ba (80) +<> stands for" kid ", U lamb". More plain 

are the signs of In (2 and 3) -<> , -0 and -0 ,which 
mean "sheep". The first of the last three signs is also found in 
MD (Ph., M.D., 28-29, No. 7820) meaning sheep too. The other 
two read uir, ., life". . They are like the Egyptian !f . S In 
the early Oeylonese coins this sign is thus: ¥- .4. The 
material similarity of the three signs and the formal similarity 
of their meanings, finally had ]D.ade them all to mean "sheep" 
inJn. ~. 

29. KNOW (TO) 
In Ba (6) -Ef3 reads zu or idu, meaning" to know". In 

Ur (224) <1J!II- means "to know", and according to Ball it 
means "to know specially" sexually. (Of. Mother, the Ur sign 
of which is almost the same). It is of interest to note that a 
totally similar sign in Ur (222) ~ reads oa, i.e. H to divide ". 
Indeed in MD (Marshall, M.D., No 182) &. reads ari, 
meaning " to know" and "to divide". The original meanirtg of 
the word and of the sign seems to have been "to divide", an action 
which is graphically expressed by the perpendicular line dividing 
the triangle, into two ~alves. .A. division brings distinction and 
knowledge. Hence in the original proto Dravidian language both 
meanings were expressed by the sam e word ari. Later the r of 
an, "to know"was made guttural and the word is now written 
ari.· These two meanings are found in Ur but not in Ea, during 
which period nevertheless the sign keeps the original shape of MD. 

1~ Ibid. 
2. Cf. for instance, Marshall, OPe cit., M.D., 21, ete. 
3. Naville L' EcritU'I'6 Egptienne, p. 72. 
4. Codrington, OevEon Ooim and OU'I'renCt/,pl. 1, No.9, etc, 
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aD. LIFE 
Ba (91) has M..~ meaning "life". In other cases, recorded 

ibid. there are five zig-zagging lines to right, instead of three. 
They seem to represent five rivulets ltll~ (cf. FIELDS). In 
MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 37) there are instead five strokes IIlIl 

which stand for nar;l, field~, thus: hillUll ,which represents 
11II four (or many) f canals in 11111 fields, which evidently 
are the source of "life", avi, The sign fo1' four or many 
is lost in Sumer and naturally the right line of the angle is made 
as long as the left one. 

31. LIGHT. 
In Jn (5) -$- stands for Light. This is the straightened 

shape of the MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 55) ~ which means 

"sun", el, The Egyptianhieroglyph for sun 0 is also a 
simplification of the MD sign. 

32. LYRE 

In Ur (29) ~ seems to be derived from (ibid) 4 
and is read baZag which is a lyre, or a similar musical instrument. 
It evidently comes from the MD (Marshall, H. No. 335) j 
or ~ (Marshall, M. D" No. 46). The Fa (525) sign ) 
or I!J which is probably given as bread, has very likely no 
other origin. 

33. MAKE (To) 
<l- is the sign of Ea (5) that means "to make", "to do" 

(epdSu). In Jan (309) [l> or ID mean "to create", "to make" 
(gar). In MD (compounded with another sign in Marshall, M.D., 
No. 129) I> reads kei, "to make". In Chinese the sign 

standing for "making" or U doing" is Y 
34. MAN 

In Ba (214) -oJ ,among other meanings, means "man", 
"male" and "penis", the sign originally representing a phallus. 
There is still another sign in Ba (4:9) .pJ:~ meaning "man" 
in which the second element was "mountains" (or country. Cf. 

OOUNTRy).2 In Jn (42) 0 means "male", "penis". In 

MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 49) we find the original pictograph of a 

phallus ~ ,viz. a solid pedestal with the phallus erected on 

top. This sign means only the phallus cu~i, U linga" as 

1. Of. Ball, op. cit., sign list No.4. 
~. Of. Barton, OPe cit., II, p. 23. 
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afterwardS in Sanskrit; it never means the "penis" or "man" or 
"male"~ Such meanings were derived from the original one (The 
sign -0 of MD is not to be confused with the above one. It 
reads J?a~i, "village"). 

Ba (129) has still another sign meaning" man" b . It 
evidently represents the head of a man. In In (164, 165) the sign 
is found thus: Ob . This sign has not its corresponding 
sign in MD. In MD the pictograph representing" man" is like the 
primitive way of depicting men on the rocks of the caves by 

prehistoric man: ~ , The idea of drawing the close-up 

portrait-like picture of a man seems to be later. In Hittite script 
man is also represented this way.1 

35. MOUNTAINS 
In Ba (227) f> has 33 different meanings. Some 

'scholars think that it· represents a wedge. 'Barton maintains that 
it is the representation of a "peg", which is one of the meanings. 
From this idea, according to him, several other meanings have been 
derived. His surmise does not seem to be correct after the study of 
the Mohenjo Daro script. Putting this sign in an upright position, 

we shall have /1. This Sign or the one similar to it fA (Marshall, 

M. D. No. 66) read ko and roean "mountain", "excellence", 
greatness", "height". Similar to this sign is MD (Marshall, M~ D. 
No. 54) fjM which, reads mala, "mountains" and which 
has been found in seal 259, U, 11426 of Ur.9 Later on this sign was 
marked with curved lines thus: en. ·or & on the punch 
marked coins of Indias and on the cast coins of India and Ceylon.s 

Down to the times of the Vallabhis of Saura~tra this sign appeared 
on Indian coins.5 

Similar development took place in In (170) (.2 or simply 
in Ba (322) t~ or :. which stand for caves and 
tnountains. Ball :pointedly remarks that "the character suggests 
that the Sumerian writing was not originally invented in Babylonia, 
which is not a hilly country, but in some mountainous region of 
the further East"G~ In the MD inscriptions indeed very· often 
mountains are being mentioned (Marshall, M. D. No. 20). 

1. Hrozn'Y, -Le, Inscriptions Hittites Huroglyphiques, pp. 25, 28, 34, etc. 
2. Woolley, Ur Oemetery, I •. p. 355; II, pl. 210. 
3. Of. Prasad, The Sil1Jef' Punch-marked Ooins, pIs. I and' II. 
4. Of. 'Rapson, OatalQgu~ of Ooins oJthe AndhraDynasty, pIs. II, III, IV. 

etc. 
5. Oodrington, 011. cit., pl. I. 
6. :Ball, 0fJ. cit., pp. ix.x. 
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36. MIDDLE 

Dr (62) has several signs which may be reduced to this: 
:-0- , the inner space being filled up with strokes or dots. It 
apparently means "to do", "to make", "to act"; but I cannot explain 
these meanings; unless they immediately refer to an "intervener" 

or "go-between", for the MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 253) * or 

¢ mean "middle". The PO Ie and the Ohinese rp also 

mean "middle". 

37. NUMERALS 

1. In Dr (Num. A) 71 means one. It is evident that 
the sign is the same as the MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 180) l' , 
orvan, "one person". The original meaning on account of the 
determinative of personality A being forgotten, (Of. Person 
(one) and Death), it means "one" only in the early Dr period. In 
In the determinative of personality does not appear1:
means "one"; but at the same time D also means "one". 
The latter remained the ordinary figure for numerals in Surner. 
In MD (Marshal, M.D., No. 168) I is always "one", and also in PC. 

2. In In (41) = means "two". The same sign with the 
same meaning is found in Fa (:90). In MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 
174) II 

3. meanS "three" in In (57) and Fa (133). 1/1 
is the corresponding sign in MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 30). 

4. In Fa (91) == stands for this numeral. A similar 
If is also found in MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 74); but 
sometimes also the sign lUI occurs. Yet this sign does not 
always mean "four". Sometimes it has a phonetic meaning, for 
'nul means "four" and "good" in Dravidian languages. 

t. Prof. Langdon has already noticed the similarity between 
the MD sign ) (Marshall, M. D., No. 36) and the Sumerian 
sign C ,which finally becomes < and ( 2. ( in 
Sumerian reads sus and means one-sixth. The same sign means 
one-fifth in Elam. These fractions do not exist in Dravidian 
langnages. Hence ) only means "one-fourth", "a quarter". 
In point of fact ) is one quarter of the circle: ®. It reads 
kiil in MD, and phonetically it means, "foot~', "stone". "forest", 

1. Marshall, op. cit., II, po 443, NOB. 153 and 162. 
~. Thureau-Dangin, Recherches sur l' origine de Z' EcritU'l'8 Ouneifo'l'me, 

No. 267. 
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"pillar", etc. This seems to be the original meaning of this sign, 
according to its geometrical significance. The other meanings of 
Elam and Sumer were given to the sign as a secondary meaning 
in relation to the system of reckoning of those countries. (The 
opposite sign of MD ( should not be confused with the 
Sumerian and Elamite sign ) . This sign in MD reads the 
opposite of kaZ, i.e. lak and means to "rise"). With the sign ) 
in MD innumerable phonetic combinations are formed, many of 
which were afterwards lost in Sumerian, for they could not be 
macle in their modified language. Thus: 

I 
X 
}n( 

kalak, "union" 
kalalak, "stone weapon" 
kalamalak, "fieldmeasure" 

~ alukalamalakula "the grazing ground of 
the troubled union" 

5. In Fa (135) -= and in In (65) stands for five. This 
is also practically always the sign meaning "five" in MD IN 
(Marshall, M.D., No. 157). The sign [1111 only once or twice 
means five (Marshall, M.D .• No. 346). Otherwise they are the 
rivulets of cultivated lands, and therefore mean "fields", na(J. 

6. == in Fa (134) and III in MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 
249). Only once it has a phonetic value, meaning "side' '. In 
In (65) it is marked thus: . ::::: • 

8. In MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 419) this numeral is 
expressed by)) etu, eight, which sometimes phonetically 
means "to reach". I have not come acroSS this sign in Sumerian 
but it is found in PC thus: ;\. . It reads pa. In In (75) 
we find . § ,which is not used as a numeral, but with 
phonetic' value only. In MD 1111 meaning eight occurs only 
once· or twice (Marshall, M.D., No. 71). 

9. In In (64) and in MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 273) ==:: 
means nine. 

38. OFFSPRING 
In Ur (248) ~ means "mother". The same sign is also 

found with curved lines in Ur (413): B . In In (346) the Sign 
is also similar: B or B. • they mean" offspring". In MD 
(Ph., M.D., 28-29, No. 6837) the sign is more significant If or 
B' • It' means "offspring", "to produce". This seems to be 
the real pictograph, in which one or two stems are seen protruding 
from the central depression of the figure. 

13a (169) ¥A "prince"., "king" is a compound sign of the 
above sign. The two elements are 3- "great" and ~ 
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"offspring", "progeny". Literally, therefore the sign reads "great 
progeny", and therefore in a derived sense it means "king". 

39. PALISADE 
In MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 333) ) means "palisade", 

"fence", metu. This sign is found placed between sheep in some 
early Sumerian seals: ~ .1 

40. PLANTATION 
In Ba (467) ~ means "a plantation". In Fa (365) ~ 

meanS "a garden". A similar unidentified sign is found in Ur 
(267). In MD (Marshall, M.D.,-No. 183) 0 reads tota, "garden", 
plantation" • 

41. PRAYER 
Among the early rare signs Ba (593) ~ is of special interest. 

It reads ga, meaning "request" and "prayer". It also reads 
sil, or sUa meaning a measure of capacity. In (301) ~ is the 
~ncestor of the above sign. The corresponding sign in MD 
(Marshall, M.D., No. 540) is '5. which reads kon, "king", 
"lord". This idea naturally was the origin of the idea of 
"requesting" or "praying", an action which is done before the king. 
Moreover, requesting or praying is in order to obtain something. 
This something must therefore be possessed by the person 
prayed to. Hence the idea of "measure". It is therefore beyond 
all doubt that the meaning of the J nand Ba periods are derived 
from the meaning of the MD sign. As regards the sign itself, the 

MD A is a compound of IA ko, "mountain" and the deter~ 
minative of personality: II. ~ reads kon, king. Now this 
sign in Sumer still retains the additional determinative slightly 
changed in Jn, though the system of determinatives was not ill 
vogue while the language itself was changed. 

42. PRINCE 

Ba (112) ~ can scarcely be recognised as a chair or a 
throne, and as such it means "highH

, "lord" or. "king". In fact 
Barton does not want to recognise a chair in it, and thinks that the 
sign is a compound of two pictures rlX which he thinks to be a 
hand holding a sceptre (116) the other being a boat with sails.!l 
As a matter of fact this blending of two signs does not seem to 
have taken place according to the opinion of scholars. When 
comparing this sign with its predecessors, one sees clearly that the 
sign is a chair. For though in Fa (530) the shape of the chair is 

1. Wooley, Sumerian Art, pI. 67, c. 
2. Barton, OPe cit., p. 61. 
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"not easily discoverable, yet, in Ur (296) the original chair or throne 
clearly appears. tmP; It reads en, "lord", "noble" "lordship". 
In In (317) ~ the chair is not so clear. It means the same. 
But in MD (Marshall, M.D., No. 544) the original pictograph 
~ doubtlessly appears. Sometimes it appears in an ab
breviated form thus: h (Marshall, M.D., RI. OXVI, No. 22), 
kan, "king", "prince" specially in compound signs like this : ~ 
ko"jikon, the king "of the Ko~i8". 

There is still another sign in Dr (194) 3Z -which has the 
meaning of "authority", "superior" or "commanding" (Of. Ur 
(195),), though the corresponding cuneiform sign is not given by 
Fr. Burrows. This sign does not exist in MD, but its two com
ponents do exist in the MD script; In MD [> read kei and 
means "to make" (Cf. To MAKE). If the perpendicular stroke of 
this sign is suppressed, we shall" have > , the phonetic value of 
which will be obtained by eliminating the initial consonant of kei. 
> therefore will read ei, which means "arm", "weapon" and 
particularly "arrow". The opposite sign < has not a different 
meaning in MD. Now inBa (336) > means "a cutting instru:.. 
ment" and consequently "cutting" (origin of sign is uncertain 
according to Barton1

), while ( means "to raise arms", "to fight" 
in In (270). Both meanings are developments of the original 
MD meaning. Therefore, ~ would mean "arms" in plural, 
and hence in a derived meaning any person having under 
him or her arms, or soldiers. In MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 
426) we have the sign B€ which reads eikeior and means 
"people holding arms". Dr (196) is very similar. It means "to 
protect", "to take", "to capture" in"Ba(332) which are all effects 
caused by those who hold arms. Similar Ba (330) ~ which 
in MD would mean "people of arms", means "to oppress", to 
trouble", "to destroy", "to ruin", "oppression", Hfetter", etc., all 
meanings derived from the first MD meaning. Even the MD sign 
for "farmer" u1avan, which is used asa title of the kings, seems 
to come from 3( 

4:3. PUDENDA 
In Ba (9) ~ means "pudenda mnlieris". Also in Ba 

(497) 17 means "pudenda", in general, and derivately, 
"nakedness". In"Fa (270) ~ also means "pudendum" with "a 
special reference to men and animals. In Ur (397) [> stands 
for "woman" and for anything that is "womanish". Also in In 
(302) ~ means "pudendum"~ "female", "woman". The origin 

1. Darton, OJ). cit., II, p. 176. 
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of this sign seems to be the sign ~ which originally in MD 
means "half" and phonetically "to know"; this meaning was 
afterwards qualified Uto know sexually". (Cf. To KNOW) In 
MD there is no sign for pudenda muZieris. There is nevertheless 
a sign ..kl (Ph., M. D., 28-29, No. 6500) which reads bayir, i. e. 
"womb", "belly", "to be born". From this sign the Chinese 
sign £j' mu, "mother" seems to come.:r. 

44. QUEEN 

In Ba (499) ~ means "sister", "lady" and "princess". 
In Ur (401) ~ stands for "a goddess". In In (305) ~ means 
"queen". This is also the meaning of the MD (Ph., M. D., 30-31, 
No. 12621-) sign J( (Of. Woman). 

45. RAIN 

In MD rain is expressed by the sign ~ (Marshall, 
ff., No. 76) which has its parallels in Chinese Ai yil (modern 
Ohinese i ) and in Sumerian .j e-{)a, "overflow", 
"Hood". A similar sign is Sumerian 'it gig, ge, meanS 
"dark", "black", "night". Also "J'ffi' 9 Ba (380) ~= means 
"dark", "darkness". It is evident that all these signs are inter
related and indeed darkness is always produced by a heavy 
rain. Therefore, the original sign was the sign for rain. The 
meaning of "darkness" seems to be a second or derived meaning. 
In MD (Marshall. M. D., No 1) there is a special sign for darkness, 
~ which sign was originally the same and was slightly 
modified by adding the sign of the "high sun" attached to the sky, 
in order to show that the sign does not mean "to rain", but a 
phenomenon related to light, i. e. "darkness". 

46. STAR 

Ba (13) * means "star". It· is absolutely like the sign 
or determinative of god, though apparently in the beginning they 
were different. Elsewhere we have explained the origin of the 
determinative of god (Of. GOD). In MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 79) 
star is expressed by the sign ~. min, for in Dravidian 
languages both "fish" and "star" proceed from the root min, "to 
glitter". Perhaps later on the sign ~ was marked thus: 'fl.' and. 
afterwards the other two lines were added, while the lines.-

1. Ball, 01'. cit., p. 30. 
2. Ball, 01'. cit. p. 28 and Si~ List, No. 69, , 
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representing the fish were omitted as having no meaning at all 
in Sumerian. 

But besides, this Sumerian sign for star also means .. ear of 
corn u. Barton says that the reason of this meaning may be 
because the ear of corn "was the symbol of the god Nidaba "1. 
If that were so symbols of other gods would also be meant by this 
sign. In 'point of fact the reason should also be looked for in MD, 
where the" ear of corn" also meanS " ray of light", " illustrious" 
(Marshall, M. D., No. 148) :for both ideas are expressed by the word 
kadir in Dravidian languages. .since the star has ray of light and 
lustre, it also finally became to mean " ear of corn". 

47. STATUE 

In Ur (90) ~ means" statue". In f sealing of Ur 
(ibid) the sign is simpler and more primitive: ~ Sumeri. 
ologists cannot easily explain this sign. This sign does not exist in 
MD. Yet its two compounding elements exist there. t means" to 
see" or " vision", and the sign t means" a person ". The sign 
therefore literally means: the vision (or appearance) of. a person, 
i.e. a statue. The sign is doubled, for plural of majesty was 
always used for prominent persons and statues were certainly not 
made of ordinary people, but. only of kings, governors, priests, etc. 

48. STONE (Inscribed) 

In Ba (11) ---i means stone. The same sign is used in In 
(6). In MDthe sign is absolutely the same, but turned to the 
other side. This position does not seem to the original one. For 
the natural position: would be t , being a pillar and the inscription 
erected on top of it. This sign, as well as others, shows that there 
was an earlier stage iIi MD writing. 

49. STRAIGHT (To be) 

In the J n period (18) ~ means" to be straight". In its 
vertical original position f is found in MD (Marshall, M. D., 
No. IS). 

50. STRONG 

The In (144:) ~ reading tui has a number of meanings. "One 
who throws down or overthrows mountains, buildings, etc.", 
"man"; '! male ", "strong drink ", etc. In MD(Marshall, M. D., 
No. 84), the Sign ~ reads val, i.e. 'I strong". Evidently, all the 

1. BartoD, op. cit. p. 13. 
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above meanings are derived from this. This sign is found in some 
compound signs, for instance, ~ valil," strong house", i.e. 
" fort"; ~ valkei," to make strong", " to strengthen" and ~ 
valaZ "strong man". Also in MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 404) this 
sign is found with the little addition which always reads iZ placed 
inside it, thus: ~ ,which reads vaUl, i.e. "not strong", and 
therefore, "weak". In Sumer the sign is found in a simplified 
way: A l.. Also in Ba (527). This evident origin of the sign 
shows that the explanation of Barton 2 that it represented originally 
the setting sun is not correct. 

51. SUN 
Ba (337) means 3> "sun ", 'day", "bright". A.ll Assyria .. 

logists agree that this sign originated in a picture of the rising 
sun. S The original picture removing the angles of the later 
script, should be j . In Ur (197) 3> also means "sun" and 
"light". But in Dr (178) we find already €- ,which is a Sign 
half angular and half round. The fully round form :} is found 
in In (171), though the angular form is also found. It means 
"sun", "light" and also "day". The sign ) in MD (Marshall, 
M.D., No. 145) means "the waning moon"; while the opposite 
{ stands for the "waxing moon". Since the period of the 
waning moon is the period during which light increases, the sign 
afterwards happened to mean "light" and consequently "sun". It 
may be noticed that the original signs J and { are still 
used in some modern calendars with exactly the same meaning 
as in the MD period. 

52. TEMPLE 

In Ba (301) t- means "sanctuary", "something set apart'J. 
¢ also has a religious significance. It stands for a "perio
dical festival". A similar Sign ~ means "the place of a 
festival" in Ur (298). In In (354) we have ? and -¢- • And 
in MD (Marshall, M. D., No. 227) Jl kovil, "temple", which 
evidently is a pictograph of a house to which all the streets lead. 
Such a house could only be tho temple which was usually built 
in the centre of the cities. All the other meanings are derived. 

53. THINK (To) 

Ba (77 c) -& means "to think", "to remember" t "to under ... 
stand'7. The corresponding MD sign is \lJ ,which means "to 

1. Ball, op. cit., Sign List;, No. 42. 
2. Barton, op. cit., p. 263. 
3, Of. Ba.rton. op. cit., II, p. 178, 
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think", "to meditate", "to calculate", "to count". In Egyptian 
ill means "to calculate" . But this sign in Ba (ibid) also means 

"road" which meaning is not easily explained. Apparently, in 
the Ba sign two signs have been amalgamated : one is l!J. "to 
think" and other IV , which is also found in MD (Marshall, 
M. D., No. 418) ~ and reads adir, i.e., "road", "path". 

54. WAGON 

In In (363) !Jl- means "wagon". It is a house drawn 
by animals (Cf. HOUSE). In MD "wagon" is cP (Marshall, 
H., No. 94). 

55. WOOD 

In Ba (258)0 means a "piece of wood". Thus in J"n 
(405) :C1 or 0 stand for wooden objects. In MD (Marshall, 
H., No. 105), DOD are logs of wood. 

The cases of script development explained in the preceding 
'Pages cannot be mere coincidence, for they are too many and too 
striking for being so. On many occasions the Sumeriologists 
cannot explain the reason of the meaning of some signs and this 
may be explained perfectly well aiter knowing the MD list of 
signs. The explanation is occasionally phonetic, at times also 
pictographic. There cannot be any doubt at present that the 
greatest number of signs of the Sumerian script owe their origin 
to the Mohenjo Daro writing. 

Prof. Ball after studying the Sumerian and Chinese affinities 
in respective scripts of these two nations, suggests that perhaps 
the Chinese and Bumerians came from an original stock in Central 
Asia.1 We have .also referred .to ·en passant to some Chine.S~ 
.similarities. From the premises· exposed hitherto we do not dare 
to draw .any ethnographical conclusion. .But this certainly do we 
,atate that both the Sumerian and Chinese writing proceed at least 
in their greatest portion fl'om the Mohenjo Daro script of the 
Proto Indian people. 

H. HER.A.S, S.J. 

1. Barton op. cit., p. x, note 1. 



THE STHANIKAS AND THEIR HISTORICAL 
IMPORTANCE 

~. ANTIQUITY AND IMPORTANOE OF THE 
OFFIOE OF STHANIKA 

The earliest historical mention of the importance of the 
Sthanikas is in the Arthasastra of Kautalya. Whatever may be 
the use to which the root {Jthri (denoting place, position, station, 
etc.), from which is derived the word sthanika, is put by classical 
writers/- it is only when we come to the time of Kautalya 
(321-300 B. 0.) that we have definite evidence of the important 
position held by the Sthanikas in the civil administration of the 
State. Kautalya uses the words sthana, sthliniya, and sthanika 
in different contexts, but generally in connection with an office or 
place. The word sthana is used by him while explaining the 
question of war and peace and neutrality, thus :-" Sthana 
(keeping quiet), asana (withdrawal from hostility), and upek{Jana 
(negligence) are synonymous with the word asana (neutrality).,,2 

This, however, is not the primary meaning of the words 
sthana and sthani7ca. Kautalya speaks of a sthaniya in the sense 
of a fortress. "There shall be set up a sthaniya (a fortress of that 
name) in the centre of eight hundred villages, a dro'(lamukha in 
the centre of four hundred villages, a 7charvatika in the centre of 
two hundred villages, and a sanghraha1),a in the midst of a 
collection of ten villages. ,,9 

1. Mr. N. S. Shiva Rac of Puttur (S. K.), whose interesting paper in 
Kannaga, entitled Sthanika-prajnana, a copy of which is with me, 
gives some examples of the use of the root ~~ha (which with the tense 
lyut and the suffix than gives us the word sthanika) from early times, 
e. g . ., Eg Veda (ma~~ala 1, ad. 2, Butra 7), Satapatha Brdhma'f!a (pr. 1, 
va. 1) Pa~ini, Amarasimha. Halayudha, etc. While these examples 
no doubt establish beyond doubt the use of the word stluina in contexts 
denoting position, place, dignity, etc., they do not help us to elucidate 
the position held by the Sthanikas in the Hindu State. This part of 
Mr. Shiva Rao's paper shows signs of much industry, but the latter 
pa.rt is devoid of any historical value. B.A.S. 

2. I am aware of the fact that some scholars would place Kautalya's 
work anywhere between the second and sixth century A.D.-B.A..S. 

3. Kau!alyat Arthasustra, Bk. II. Oh. 1. 46, p. 44. (Shams. Sastry's 
ed.1924) 
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Perhaps Kautalya uses the word sthaniya here in the sense 
ib was used by Manu, who tells us that the word sthanaka meanS 
" the pickets of soldiers commanded by a trusted officer placed in 
the midst of two, three, five, or hundred villages.,,4 Both Manu 
and Kautalya, therefore, are inclined to associate the words 
sthanaka, sthaniya, with an important office, but attached to the 
military department. 

Indeed, Kautalya further associates the word sthaniya with a 
prominent civil office as well, as is shown in the following 
context :-" In the cities of sangraha'(ta, dro'(tamuklla, and 
sthaniya, and at places where districts meet, three members 
acquainted with Sacred Law (dharmasthas) and three ministers of 
the king (amatyas) shall canoy on the administration of justice."1S 

This is not all. The most conclusive proof of the official 
status of a Sthanika is seen in those passages in the Arthdsastra in 
which a Stha:nika is always classed togethel' with a Gopa, both 
being endowed with definite civil and criminal duties. Thus, for 
instance, while dealing with the formation of villages, Kautalya 
states the following :_H Superintendents, accountants, Gopas, 
Sthanikas, veterinary surgeons (anikasthas) , physicians, horse
trainers, and messengers shall also be endowed with lands, which 
they shall have no right to alienate by sale or mortgage."s 

The duties of the officials called Gopa and Sthilnika are enumer
ated thus in the Arthasastra:- "It is the tluty of gopa, village 
accountant, to attend to the accountant of five or ten villages, as 
ordered by the Collector-General,,7. This does not end the work 
of the Gopa. He was to set up the boundaries of villages, number 
plots of grounds as CUltivated, uncultivated, plains, wet lands, 
gardens, vegetable gardens, fences, forests, altars, pasture grounds, 
roads, register gifts, sales, charities, remission of taxes, and he was 
to number houses as tax-paying and non-tax-paying, and do quite 
a lot of work pertaining to the sphere of the Revenue Collectors. 8 

Turning to the Sthl!.nikas we find the following in the 
Arthasastra:- "Likewise (i. e., like a Gopa) Sthanika, district 
officer, shall attend to the accounts of one-quarter of the 
kingdom." 9 

4. Manu, VII. 114, p. 234. (S.B.E.) 
5. Kautalya, ibid, :13k. III. Ch. I. 148, p.167. 
6. Ibid, Bk. II. Ch. I. 47, p. 46. 
7. Kautalya, op.cit, Bk. II. Ch. XXXV. 142, p. 158. 
8. Ibid, pp. 158-109. 
9. Ibid; p. 159. 
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Then, again, in a later context Kautalya classifies the Gopas 
and the Sthg.nikas thus:- "A Gopa shall keep the accounts of ten 
households, twonty households, 01' forty households. He shall 
not only know the caste, gotra, the name, and occupation of both 
men and women in those househol ds, but also ascel'tain their 
income and expenditure". 10 

The Sthanikas and the Gopas wel'e to be in direct touch with 
the Manager of Oharitablelnstitutions. "The Managers of Charitable 
Institutions shall send information (to Gopa or Sthanika) as to any 
heretics (pli~a~l{1a) and travellers arriving to reside therein." 1l. 

But the State did not give unlimited authority to the Gopas 
and the Sthanikas; nor did it complet.ely trust them in financial 
matters. This accounts for the fact that supervisors and spies 
were placed over the Gopas and the Stbg.nikas. In one context 
while dwelling on the duties of the Revenue Collectors,-snch as 
the Gopas and the Stbanikas essentiallY'were-, Kautalya lays down 
the following:- "In those places which are nnder the jurisdiction 
of Gopa and Sthanika, Commissioners (prade{Jtra[l) specially 
deputed by the Oollector-General shall not only inspect the work 
done and means employed by the village (Gopa) and district 
(Sthanika) officers, but also collect the special religious tax: as bctli 
(bali p'tagraham k'l.£ryuM." U 

Then immediately afterwards Kautalya says that "Spies, under 
the guise of householders (urnapatika, cultivators), who shall be 
deputed by the Oollector-General for espionage, shall ascertain the 
validity of the accounts (of the villa Gopa and district [StMnika] 
officers) regarding the fields, houses, and families of each village; 
the area and output of produce regarding fields, right of ownership 
and remission of taxes with regard to houses and the caste and 
profeSsion regarding families."19 

Under the prade:fjtraQ- or Commissioners, the Gopas and the 
Sthanikas had to do the policing of the country as well. For 
Kautalya informs us that "A Oommissioner with his retinne of 
Gopas and Sthanikas shall take steps to :find out external thieves; 
and the officer in charge of a city (nagaraka) shall, nnder the 
circumstances sketched above, try to detect internal thieves inside 
fortified townS.,,14 

10. Ibid, Bk. II. Oh. XXXVI. p. 160. 
11. Ka.u~ya, 0.21. cit, p. 161. 
12. Ibid, p. 159. 
13. Ibid, p. 159. 
14. Ibid, Bk. IV. Oh. VI. 217, pp.2,14.245. It is in this sense of a 

protector that the word Gopi! is used.in the Junagadh inscription of 
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The conclusion deducible from the above statements in the 
A'f'thasastra are the following:": 

1. That a Sthanika, like his colleague Gopa1 was always 
entrusted with an important office in the civil administration; 

2. That he was generally a District Officer;15 

3. That his duties were generally those pertaining to the 
collection of revenue; 

4. That sometimes in the capacity of a District Officer he 
had to do the work of a police officer as well; and 

5. That Commissioners were most often placed over both the 
Gopas and the Sthanikas. 

While, therefore, the official status of a Stha:nika is thus 
proved beyond doubt in the A'f'thasast'f'a, nowhere is the 
word Sthanika ever associated with a community or a 
caste. What is more important is that Kautalya does not 
make Sth!1nikas exclusive managers and trustees of temples 
and temple lands. Moreover, there is another detail 
mentioned above to which attention may be drawn. Kautalya 
explicitly states that, as we have seen just now, the Sthanikas and 
the Gopas, were to be endowed with lands, but that these lands 
could not be ali.enated or mortgaged by them. 

In these two details, viz., that pertaining to the alienation of 
endowed lands by sale or mortgage, and that relating to the 
exclusively revenue character of the Sthanikas, later historical 
practice completely transgressed earlier legal precept. The 
association of a Sthanika with an important office continued to exist 
ages after Kautalya ; but whereas formerly a Sthnnika was connected 
with the collection of revenue, in later historical times, a Sthanika 
was entrusted more with. the managership of the lands around 
temples and with similar duties of trustees which were not entirely 
devoid of a financial tinge. This was inevitable in the course of 
the evolution of the Hindu State. For both the Hindu State and 
society had considerably altered since the days of Kautalya; and with 
the ever-gro wing demands of the State, need was naturally felt for 
appointing separate officials to look after the revenue (and police) 
work, while the Sthanikas were charged with the duty of controll
ing temples, temple lands, and the like. But whether in the age 

Skandagupta (5th century A..D.)-"sarve§U de~e~'U vidhaya gOptrin, 
sam.cintalliimasa." Fleet, Gorp. Ins. Ind. III. Gupta 1'11.8., pp. 59, 62. 

15. The Sthanika. or District Officer is to be distinguished from the Chief 
of a District (ra~~,.amukhya) mentioned by Kau~alya in. a later COllte~t 
Ibid Bk. IX. Ch. III. 347, p. 375. 
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of Kautalya or in later times. the Stha.nikas never formed a caste or 
community by themselves. Indeed, Kautalya does not tell us 
anywhere to which community. the Sthanikas belonged. For to 
him they wer~ merely officials recruited evidently from the 
highest classes of society. It seems to us that it was only in our 
own times that the Sthanikas were classified under the denomin~ 
ation of a caste, more by the machinations of those who were 
divided from the Sthanikas by religious tenets, rather than by any 
conscious and deliberate attempt on the part of the SthAnikas to 
style themselves as a caste. To understand the validity of our 
statement, we shall review the position of the Sthanikas in later 
times, basing our remarks mostly on the innumerable stone and 
copper-plate inscriptions, the value of which can never be over
estimated, supplemented to some extent by notices of Stha.nikas 
in literature. 

2. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE STHANIKAS AND 
OTHERS CONNECTED WITH TEMPLES 

But before we proceed to cite epigraphic and literary evidence 
in regard to the pOSition of the Stha.nikas, it is desirable that we 
should differentiate the Stha.nikas from others who held similar 
pOSitions but without the powers and privileges of the former. 
These others were the Goravas, the TammaQ.igal, the Saiva temple 
servants, the Nambis, and others about whose duties and inferior 
position in Hindu society we have ample evidence in epigrapbs. 

(a) THE GORAVAS WERE NOT THE SAME 

AS STHANIKAS 

The word Gurava or Gorava is a tadbkava of the Skt. guru+ 
ai),i mean.ing the Foot used in the honorific sense like piida in 
Sanskrit.16 The idea underlying the word Gorava, therefore, 
seems to be the following-That a Gorava was one who was "at the 
feet of the Guru or Lord" in a temple. This meaning is by no 
means identical with that of the word Sthitnika which, as we have 
seen. connotes dignity, office, place, etc. However, the position 
held by GOl'aval's and Sthitnikas sometimes coincided. The 
earliest reference to the Goravar is in one of the Sambhukallu 
temple stone inscriptions found at Udayavara, the ancient capital 
of the .Alupas in Tu!uva (mod. South Kanara). We 'have fully 
described the importance of this record while delineating the 
history of the Tnluva country. The last two lines of this record 

16. Epigmphia Oamatica, II. No.5, p. 3, and ibid, p. n, (1) 
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end thus-Sakala-Sri-algaZ Goravar. These Goravars, therefore, 
who were at the feet of the Lord (8ri-aZgan of the temple of 
Udayavara, had already become well known in the reign of the 
Alupa king Maramma .Alvarasar, who reigned in A. D. 575.1'1 

The Goravars are also mentioned in inscriptions found at 
Srava1}.a Belgola. These records have been assigned to A.D. 700. 
One inscription relates that TIl·thada Gorava\ligal (or the Goravar, 
guru of the tirtha or holy place), having observed the vow (ended 
his life). Another records the· same fact concerning DUikkal
goravaQ.igal of the same date.19 A third epigraph also of the same 
date relates that GUl)asena Guravar of Kottara, the disciple of Moni 
(Manni?) Guravar of Agali died in the orthodox manner.20 And 
a fourth one assigned also to the same date records the death 
of Dhal)l)akuttarevi Guravi, the female disciple of Perumaln 
GuravaQ.iga1.2

1. 

From the above records the following conclusions may be 
drawn:- First, the word Goravar was connected with a ti'J·tha or 
a holy place. Secondly, females obviously "at the feet of the 
Lord" in ·.such holy places, were called Guravis. And, finally, the 
term Goravar, or Guravar, was applied to Jainas as well, as the 
name GUl)asena Guravar clearly proves. 

Of these the first conclusion concerning the association of a 
tirtha with a Goravar is borne out by later records, one of which 
(dated Saka 872=A. D. 949-950) asserts that the Goravars managed 
the sthilna.29 This is further substantiated by another inscription 
dated A. D. 814 which makes a Gorava ruler of a sthuna.28 In an 
inscription dated A. D. 950 a Goravar is made the manager of a 
temple.24 These facta, it may be presumed, are sufficient to 
justify the identity of the Goravars with the Sthanikas. 

But on a closer examination this identity vanishes. It is true 
that so far" ruling a sthilna "was concerned, both the Goravars 
and the Sthanikas held an identical office. Both were. priests 
(attached mostly to Saiva temples), and both were concerned·with 

17. Saletore, Ancient Kamataka I. pp. 82, 176,385. 
18. E. C. II. p. 3. 
19. Ibid, No.6, p. 3. 
20. & 21. E. O. II. nos. 7·8, p. 3. 
22. Epigraphia Indica, VI. p. 56, and ibid, n. (7) 
23. Ibid, VII. p. 200 aeq. 
24. E. O. III. Md. 41, p. 42. For other exa.mples, see E. I., XII. p. 290; 

Indiom. ArWiquary, XIX, p. 271; E.!., XIX, p. 150; E .. O. IX. Ht. 
110, p. 112. 
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duties pertaining to temples. But throughout Karnataka history the 
Goravas have never been confounded with the Sthanikas. In the 
first place, these latter, as we shall prove later on in the course of 
this paper, had definite social status which was denied to the 
Goravars. Secondly, while the Goravars no doubt were, like the 
Sthanikas, sometimes said to" rule a sthana ", they were never 
entrusted with elaborate duties concerning the ownership of lands 
which were associated only with the Sthanikas. And, finally, the 
State in Karnataka, especially in the fourteenth century and after, 
invariably assigned to the Sthanikas a place in the civil adminis
tration of the country which was never given to the Goravars. 
These considerations, therefore, make it impossible for us to 
identify the Goravars with the Sthanikas.95 

As to how the Goravars came to claim the lordship of sthana8, 
it is not possible to say at the present stage of historical research. 
We can only suggest, however, that in· the early days of struggle 
between Brahmanism and its rival creeds like Buddhism and 
Jainism-the leaders and priests of which were certainly not 
always drawn from the Brahman community-, those associated 
with the ownership of holy places, on the decline of the non
Brahmanic religions in the early centuries of the Ohristian era, 
naturally became "the rulers of the stn1inas ", when these latter 
passed into the hands of the Hindus. Such transference of office 
is not unknown to the history of·southern and western India. We 
shall see later on in the course of this paper, that the Stltltnikas 
themselves in comparatively recent times were dispossessed of 
their rights, privileges, and lands by their rivals the Vai~lJ.avites in 
certain parts of southern India, And we have shown elsewhere 
that the Jainas were driven from the predominant position they 
had held in western India, their basadis having been converted 
into Hindu temples, and in some instances, the pedestals of Jaina 
images being used for Hinclu gods! 26 It is not improbable, there
fore, that in the early. ages when Hinduism succeeded in onsting 
rival religions, the priests of the latter, on their promising allegi
ance to the Hindu gods, were permitted to continue as "rulers of 
sthanas ", which had definitely passed . into the hands of the 
Hindus. These are no doubt conjectures; but what appears 
certain is that, notwithstanding the identity of the office of " rulers 
of the sthanas" which the Goravars and the Sthanikas held, these 

25. In view of these facts, my identification of t'he GoravaB with the 
Sthanikas (A. K. I.pp., SO, 90, n (1), 385) is to be rootified.--B.A..S. 

26. Read my Medireval Jainism, Bombay, 
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latter were never considered to be the former, especially in 
Karnataka and the Tamil Jand where, as nnmerous epigraphs 
amply prove, the Sthanikas had definite duties, privileges, and 
powers which were never given to the Goraval's.2'1 

(b) THE STHANIKAS WERE NO:r THE SAME 

AS THE TAMMA'9IGAL 

There is another class of minor temple servants whose position 
outwardly resembled that of the Sthanikas. These were the 
Tamma<Jigal or attendants on the temple images. The term 
Tamma<Jiga!, like the term Gorava, is of some antiquity. Two 
stone records found at KammarahaHi, Gur;.<Jlupet taluka, Mysore 
State, and assigned by Rice to A.D. 750, speak of GUJ;lasagal'a 
Tammac;).i of Aralnr-gar;.avalr, to whom the Twelve (representatives) 
of A.riur made over certain grants of villages (named).28 

It seems as if we are to infer from the above example that a 
Tamma<Jigal, like a Gorava and a Sthanika, was" a ruler of the 
sthfina ". But there is definite evidence to prove that the 
Tamma<Jigal were not the same as the Sthanikas. The Magena
hani stone inscription, Chennapattar;.a taluka, Mysore State, dated 
A.D. 1318, is of parLicular importance in this connection. It 
falls within the reign of the last great Hoysala ruler Vira Balli:tla 
III. His House-minister (maneya pradhana) the Mahamaru)a
leSvara Somarasa granted MuguvanahaHi in Ke1,avalana<J to Cittari 
Bala Setti and Masana Betti by means of a stone sfisana. The 
sasana was as follows :-That in MugulanahaHi (evidently the 
same as that mentioned above) if there is a Tamma<Ji, the elder 
brother's property will go to the younger brother, and the younger 
brother'S property to the elder brother. If there is no elder or 
younger brother, the nearest relatives and children by the female 
servants will have the chief claim. If there are none such, the 
childless one's cattle will be given to the. temple. If there is no 
provision (required) for a Tamma(li, without payments (specified) 
or any others, free of all imposts, a fair will be established in that 
MugnlanahaUi as a city for the Nanadesis", to continue in 
perpetuity. II 9 

27. The Goravars are commonly supposed to be SUdra priests. Banerj ee, 
Prehistoric and Ancient India, p. 37: History of Orissa, I. p. 239. Havell 
connects Gharapuri(and the name for Elephants.) with the Guravas. 
Ancient and Mediaeva~ Architecture, p. 157. I found Goravas in and 
a.round the well known temple at .Alandi, near Poona, still claiming 
that they were the original masters of that temple I-B. A. S. 

28. E. O. IV. Gu. 88, 89, p. 50 
29. Ibid, IX. Cpo 73, p. 146. 
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Although it is not clear what precisely is meant by the last 
statement relating to the establishment of a city for the 
merchant-guilds called the Nanadesist yet it is evident from the 
above regulations pertaining to the law of inheritance among the 
Tamma(Jigal, that these were classed among the (female) servants 
of a temple a position which was never given to the Sthanikas in 
any period of Indian history. There is one more consideration 
which may be noted here. The above order was passed during the 
reign of king VIra Ballala III. Now as we shall show in a later 
context, that monarch as well as his great officers knew very well 
the importance of the Sthanikas in the Hoysala Empire. The fact 
that in the Magenaha!li stone inscription the TammaQ.igal are not 
confounded with the Sthanikas is very significant. It shows that 
in the fourteenth century A.D. the Sthanikas enjoyed powers and 
privileges which the TammaQ.igal were denied. For the Tam
maQ.igal were of the same inferior pOSition in a temple as the 
PaQ.iyilar, Devaraljiyar, and I§abhattaliyar, who were to be found, 
for instance, in the southern temples like those at Tiruvo~:r:iYf1r.80 

(0) THE STHANlKAS WERE NOT TEMPLE SERVANTS 

There were other temple servants called variously Siva 
Brahmans, Jryas, or JiyanguIu, Pf1jaris, Nambis, and quite a 
number of others. The Sthanikas cannot be classed with any of 
these servants of an inferior position. The numerouS temple 
servants are mentioned in stone inscriptions concerning the State 
regulations of the southern Cola monarchs. One such record dated 
about A.D. 1071 of the reign of the king Raja Raja, contains 
allotments of allowanoes to an army of .temple servants among 
whom the Sthanikaa do not figure. U 

The Siva Brahmans were distinct from the Sthanikas. We 
have many epigraphs which contain details about the status and 
duties of the Siva Brahmans. The Maljival&. Parvati temple ston.e 
insoription, Bowringpet taluka, Mysore State, dated A.D. 1228, 
deals with the Siva Brahmans. It is related in this inscription 
that three Siva Brahmans (who are named, their gotras being 
Gautama and Bharadvaja) , having received six potl-, pledged 
themselves to provide a daily offering of one na.~i of rice in 

30. Read Epi(JraphicalRepo'l't OJ the Southern Oi'l'cle for 1913, p. 127, for the 
specific duties of this class of temple servants. In an undated 
ill scription found in the Ramesvara temple at Hebbasiir, yeq.atore 
taIuka, Mysore State, Kava Tammaq.i of Maral3, (descent stated) iE 
mentioned in connection with the building a temple by the Elko~ 
Dasa. E.G. IV. Yd. 44, p. 58). 

31. E.O. X. Kl. 106 (d), p. 33; See also KI. 108, of A.D. 1071, pp. 36-37. 
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perpetuity, from the interest of the above sum (viz., six vof1.) , 
granted by Tantl'ipalan, one of the king's servants, for the 
goddess Parvatr. This was in the reign of the king J ayangolJ.Q.a 
Sola Ilavafijiya R~ya;n.B2 

Another record also found in the Same place and falling 
within the reign of the same Tamil rulel', but dated A. D.1231, 
countains the following:- That the same royal servant Tantripalan 
(descent stated) granted one perpetual lamp to be burnt at the 
tiruvvura7ckilr)ai within the temple of Svayambhu-Nayanar, and 
as a fund for maintaining it gave nine pon. And the Siva 
Brahmans (three named with their gotras) of the temple, having 
received the above sum, pledged themselves to burn the lamp in 
perpetuity. a a 

One more stone record refers to the same temple of 
Svayambhu~Nayanar, who is called in this inscription Seyambhu 
Nayakar. This epigraph is dated A. D. 1261. In it we are told 
that Seyambhii Nayakan (descent stated) granted certain specified 
lands to provide for the daily offeringS of rice (specified) and for 
two twilight lamps in the same temple, This charity was made 
over to three Siva Brahmans (named) of the temple who pledged 
themselves to conduct the charityB4. 

In the reign of the same Tamil monarch, Settalvai, 
the daughter of Brahmadhiraja Se],val).Q.ai and consort of 
Sil'uvasudevar, who was the son of the king Jayangol).Q.a Sola 
Ilavafijiya Rayan, granted one perpettlal lamp for the god 
Svayambhu Nayanar,...t and gave ten pon for its perpetual 
maintenance. Three Siva Brahmans (named with their gotras 
Gautama and Bharadvaja) received the ten pon, and pledged them
selves to maintain the perpetual lamp, from the interest on the 
sum at the rate of one pagam (cf. haga in KannaQ.a) on 
eachpon.85 

What precisely was the position which the Siva Brahmans 
held in the temple organization of those days is shown by another 
stone inscription also of the reign of the same Tamil king 
Jayango:t;lQ.a Sola Ilavafijiya Rayan. It is dated about A. D. 1280. 
This ruler had built the temple of Jayambhu-Nayakar 
(Svayambhu Nayanar ?), which he had richly endowed with gifts 
of lands together with provison for the maintenance of the 

32. E. C. X. Bp. 37 (a), p. 145. 
33. Ibid, Bp. 35 (a), p. 144. 
34. Ibid, Bp. 38 (b), pp. 146-147. 
35. Ibid, Bp. 32, p. 143. 
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following fifty-two families of temple servants. who had to perform 
various duties in the temple. The fifty-two families were as 
follows:- four Siva Brahmans including the Saivacariyin, five 
drummers including the dancing master. twenty-four dancing 
girls, one singer of the Tiruppadiyam (Tamil hymns in praise of 
Siva), orie stage manager to have the sacred drama acted, twelve 
families of Brahmans for repeating prayers .•. and for conducting 
services, one gardener fOl' the temple gardens, two families of 
potters, and one temple accountant.S6 

A few more instances will enable us to determine the position 
of the Siva Brahmans in society. Vettumappara Bal)an, the son 
of Uttama Sola Gangan Vlra Gangan, the supreme lord of the city 
of Kuvalala, and a descendant of the Ganga family, (with' other 
titles), granted in about A.D. 1280 certain specified lands to 
provide for the offerings (named) in the temple of T51'i8varam
U<J,aiya-Nayanar at Po~:kundam in Kuvalalana<.lu. He also granted 
some tax.es (named) to the Siva Brahmans and the other servants 
of the temple (ikkOyiZil Siva Brahma1}afk'lun nimandakara,:k'l.fJm 
etc.)S7 It may be observed here that the Sthanikas are not'classed 
among the temple servants in the above inscriptions. 

Five years later CA. D. 1285) three Siva Brahmans (named 
with their {Jot')'as which were Gautama and Bhal'advaja) of the 
same Svayambhu Nayanar pledged themselves to supply 
perpetually a speoified quantity of rice for the offerings of the god, 
out of the interest on the sum of four pon given by Vayiral}.Q.ai, 
the Bon of one of the Vellala residents ofPudavur in Ilavafijina(l, 
at the rate of one pflgm per month on each pon.88 In the same 
year (A. D. 1285) the Siva Brahmans of the same temple pledged 
themselves to burn a perpetual lamp from the interest on four 
pa1}am which had been given as a gift by Si!u~nayan, the SOIl of 
Val).akkirai U eJaiyar Sokka Nayan, the lord of the city of 
Kafici.39 

'fhe Siva Brahmans had, therefore, the following duties to 
perform:- They provided for daily offerings in a temple; they 
pledged themselves to burn perpetual lamps, to conduct charities 
given by princes and peoples ; and to supply specified offerings of 
rice for gods in temples. There is one fact in the above 

36. E. O. X. Bp. 38 (a), p. 146. 
37. Ibid, Bp. 55, p. 149. Of. ibid, IV. Ng. 38 dated A. D. 1284 where the 

Sthanikas are not included among the temple servants. P. 123. 
38. Ibid, X. Bp. 29, p. 142. 
39. Ibid, Bp. 30, p. 142. 
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epigraphs which stamps the Siva Brahmans as temple servants 
of an inferior nature. In one of the records cited above they 
are classed together with the dancing master, dancing girls, 
potters, and the like, thereby proving that they were of the same 
low social rank as these latter temple servants. The Sthanikas, as 
we shall see, were decidedly of higher and more respectable status. 

We may add here that the term Jrya, which was one of 
respect, was applied to the Sthanikas as well as to other higher 
priests in temples, as in about A.D. 1216.40 But the name Nambi 
used in the Tamil land and in the Andhradesa,~a and the 
term Pujari42 which was common in Karnataka as well, were not 
applied to the Sthanikas, who, in their capacity of worshippers in 
temples, no doubt performed the duties of priests. The term 
Arcaka was distinct from the term Sthanika, as is proved by a 
record dated A.D. 1564. This inscription relates that Cikka Raya 
Tamma Gau<;larayya, a nobleman, granted three villages (specified) 
to the Arcaka Nilakal}.thayya and his posterity. This was granted 
in connection with the gift of the village Mugubalu which Cikka 
Raya had made for the offerings of his gods Somesvara and 
Vlrabhadra.4.S Since in the sixteenth century, as we shall amply 
prove in a later context, the people as well as rulers were well 
aware of the existence of Sthanikas, and since in the above 
record the latter term is not applied to NIlakal}.'\ihayya, we are to 
suppose that the people never confounded a Sthanika, who was 
essentially a high official, with an Arcaka, who was merely an 
ordinary priest conducting the worship in a temple. 

Indeed, the Cennakesava temple stone inscription found at 
Hiri-Ka<;lalur, Hassan Mluka, and dated about A.D. 1443, clearly 
proves that the temple servants had separate names, and that the 
people never identified the Sthanikas with them. This record 
relates the following :-That G5vaI}.l}.a, and BaUaI)l}.a the sons of 
Srlrangadeva of Aral}.ipura in Ka(lalur, along with the Sthanikas 
Kesava Pine and others (named), made a gift of specified land for 
the offerings of the god Cennakesava. The various temple servants 
mentioned in the record are the following: -The N ambi, who was 
to get six gadya'(La; the paricaraka, who was to get three gadya'(La; 
the bearers, who were to receive five gadya/(I,a; the gardener, who 
was to get three gadya'(La and the cook who waS to receive five 
gadya'(La. These and other details were written with the approval 

40. E. a. VI. Kd. 137, p 26. 
41. :Butterworth- Ohetty, Nellore Inscriptions, III. p. 1064. 
42. Ibid, II. p. 622 
43. E. O. IX. Rt. 94 p. 98. 
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of both parties (one party being the donor, the other being the 
Sthanikas) by the Senabova of the town, SingaI).:Qft, who was aIs(l 
the Stha:nika priest of the Mnlasthl1na god. The Stb.l.inikas werE 
to continue in perpetuity and undisturbed the worship in the 
temple. (ll Kesava devarige adhikariyagidda LingaraBarQ 
Mada'(LfJ,a rm./,nUIui 'IIi 8thanikarige acandrarkka l1ariyanta 
na~vant-agi kotta-sasana.)44 

3. WHO, THEN,WERE THE STHANIKAS? 

We have now to enquire who were called Sthanikas. The 
Sthanikas were known by various names in historical records. 
They were called Sthana~ryas, Sthanapatis, Sthanattar, or 
Tal),attar. Sthilnadhipatis, or merely Samsthanakulu. In the reign 
of the Oola monarch Raja Raja III (A.D. 1216-?), the Sthanikas 
were called Tlt:Qattar.46 A stone record dated only in the cyclic 
year Pingala and found in the temple of Tiruvo~r.iY1ir in the 
Saidapet taluka, Ohingleput district, registers an order of T~I).attar 
of the same temple assigning the quarters called Narppatte:QI).i1yir. 
apperunderuvu for the exclusive dwelling of sculptors. and 
artisans.' 6 The Sthilnikas were the priests and trustees of the 
Srrsundarapa1}Q.ya . Isvaram .. UcJaiya temple in the Pudukottai 
State.4

'1 The temple trustees of the Vi$:Q.u temples in the Tamil 
land were caUed Sthlt:Q.attar.4.8 

In the Andhradesa the Sthanikas were called SthttnAdhipatis, 
or Sthanapantulu, or Samsthanakulu. Thus, the Ramalinga temple 
stone inscription found at Mann11rn (or MaQ-anuru) in the NeUore 
district,and dated Saka 1033 (A.D. 1111·2). affirms that on the 
specified date Gosanayya, the son of VlreQ.Q.i, presented five 
gadya'fl,a for a perpetual lamp in the temple of RameSvaradeva 
at ltamukkala. This charity was entrusted to the cbarge of 
Sima Bhatta, the Sthilnadhipati of the same temple; and it 
was declared that he and his descendants should burn the 

44. E. O. V. RD. 82, pp. 25·26. 
45. Ep. Rep. o/tl1.6 S. Oirclefor 1928, p. 107 
46. 204 of 1912; Rangacha.rya, A Topographical List o/I'lZscnlltions in the 

Madras Presidency, I. p. 451. It is difficult to verify this da.te. See 
55 of 1908; 381 of 1902; 81 0/ 1909 for references to the temple of 
Narpattennilyira Vjnnigar. 

47. :Surgess-Natesa Sast;i: Tamil &; Sanskrit I1l8cripiicm, I. p. 51, n. (5) 
48. E1J. &1J. o/B. Virale/or 1918, p. 8fij Nilakanta Sastri, 'Ibe Pdndva'll 

Ki.ngdon}, p. 9. As managers of temples, the Sthanikas may be 
compared to the kovillcelvis for whom see seo 01 1912 dated Salta 
1437 (A.D. 1515-16) 
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perpetual lamp in succession. 9 In Saka 1077 (A.D. 1155~6), 
according to the stone inscription found at Bolla varaps.Q. u, N e110re 
district, all the mahadanas (i. e., Brahman burgesses) of the 
illustrious Duyys.lareytirll gave ten puttis of land in the field of 
the god Ramesvara to Madajrya, who was the Sthanapati of the 
temple of Siva, for providing worship, offerings, lighting, 
enjoyment, and decorations of the god Ramesvara, in perpetuity. 60 

The Sthanapantulu of the· Mallesvara temple at Nagalup. 
palapagu, NeUore district, were Mara Jiyyalu and his younger 
brother Bhaira Jryyalu. These ·two sthanikas received the 
endowment of specified lands pl'esented by Madhava Nayaka 
when he had consecrated the temple mentioned above in Saka 1161 
( A. D. 1239~1240 ). They were to· carryon the work of providing 
oblations, offerings, and worship of the above god from the revenue 
of the lands entrusted to their charge, in perpetuity. 61. There are 
many such instances of Sthanikas or Sthanapantulu, or Sthanadhi~ 
patis, or Sthanapatis, who, in the middle and latter part of the 
thirteenth century A. D., were the custodians of the lands which 
were given as gifts to temples, and from the revenues of which 
they were to provide for the daily offerings, worship, etc., of the 
gods in the temples.52 

" We may now proceed to give a few examples of Sthanaptis 
or Sthanapatigalu in Karnataka. The Sangamesvara temple stone 
inscription found at Sindhaghatta, Krishnarajapete taluka, Mysore 
State, and assigned to A. D. 1179, relates how the Sthanikas 
co-operated with the Brahmans in the matter of selling endowed 
lands. The Brahmans, who are called Mabajanas, belonged to 
the immemorial agrahara of Sangamesvarapura alias Sindhaghatta, 
while the Sthanapatis belonged to Macanakatte alias Bijjaleavara
pura. The Sthanikas and the Brahmans together sold to Male 
Ns.yaka for eighty-five gadyan(ts certain specified land belonging to 
the gods Sangamesvara and Jannesvara in Sindhaghatta, reserving 

49. Butterworth-Chetty, Nellore Ins., III, p. 1045. These editors alwa.ys 
wrongly translate Stluiruidhipatis as temple servants. Rangacharya. 
copies this blunder. Ibid, III, pp. 1991 and 1Jassim. Obviously these 
writers must have been led to commit this mistake by the erroneous 
nature of the interpretation of the word Sthanika given in Government 
Publications to which reference will be made at the end of this paper.
B.A.S. 

50. Butterworth·Chetty, Nellore Inscriptions, H, p. 926. The editors 
wrongly interpret Mabajanas as elders.-B. A. S. 

51. Ibid, III, p. 1Q59. 
52. Ibid, III, pp. 1009, 1030, 1046, 104'1, 1082, 1083, 1148, 1157, 1163, 

1168, & 1323. 
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for themselves the amount payable for the offering to the god 
Sangamesvara.53 

Although the above is one more instance of the flagrant 
breach of the injunction of Kautalya pertaining to the sale of 
endowed lands, yet it affords another example of the Sthanikas 
being of the same status as the Brahmans. 

Tripurantakadeva, the Son of the king Irungola Co(:ia Maha
raja, was ruling from Haniyadurga in A. D. 1262. The Amara~ 
pura stone inscription Srra taluka, Mysore State, which contains 
the above detail, relates that Tl'ipurantakadeva granted in that year 
certain lands to RudraSakti, the son of Uttava Jrya, and the 
Sthanapati of the temples of the gods Govindesvara and Ramanatha 
Mulasthana of Tayilangere in the 8Irenu<:l, evidently for performing 
the wOl'shipand decorations in the above temples.54 

The Koyil-sthanaptikkal of the Rrrmesvara temple of the 
Durga agrahara in Yelandiir Jagir, Mysore State, was Alvan 
Bhatta, the son of ..• Bhatta, of the Gautama gotra. Both he and 
Ummai Ammai, Periyakka, and another lady,-all of whom were 
the wives of SivabaJam UcJaiyar,-with their sons, grandsons, and 
grand-daughters, together with the panca-sthanli:patikka"f Raja. 
Raja Bhatta, made a grant of land to K unnificca Pillai. This 
damaged stone inscription found in the Lak$mr Narasimha temple 
at Agara, Yelandur Jagir, tells us that Raja Raja Bhatta was the 
Sthanapati of the seven towns and five temples of Rajarajapura 
alia8 Talaika:tu (Talak[~u) in VacJakarainacJu.55 

In about A. D. 1425 Bijjalesvarapura alias Macanakatte figures 
again in a sale deed effected by Revu1a Malleya, the son of the 
Sthanapati Cikka Malleya Nayaka of Bijjalesvarapura, to Cakravarti 
Bhattopadhya:ya, the son of Rajarajagul'u Vi61).U Bhattaiyanga. This 
sale deed concerned about fifteen houses, certain specified cocoanut 
and arecanut plantations, and specified lands which were the 
private property of the Stha.napati, as is evident from the last 
lines of the epigraph which dwell on the consent of the wife, 
sons, relations, and heirs of the donor being taken before the sale 
deed was effected.56 

53. .E. O. IV. Kr. 70, p. 110. This sale deed is repeated elsewhere. E. O. 
III. Ml. 83, p. 64. 

54. 1ff. O. XII. Si. 34, p. 94. 
55. Ibid, IV. Yl. 56, p. 32. 
56. Ibid, Ng. 106, p. 141. The Sthi1niiciirya of the south may be compa.red 

with the Sthaniintarika mentioned as an officer in one of the Oriasan 
inscriptions. 'E. 1. XV. P. 2. 
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The Office of the StMinika was common to the J ainas, the Sri
vai~1)avites, the J(atamukhas, and the Saivites. 

One of the most important considerations in regard to the 
Sthanikas, is that the office of the Sthanika was common among the 
Jainas, the Srrvai§l}.avites, the Ka!itmukhas, and the Saivites. In this 
detail the Sthanikas and the Goravas bear comparison. For from 
the examples given above, it must have been evident to the reader 
that the name Gorava was applied also to the Jainas. But in the 
history ot the Jainas and the Hindus, the office of a Sthanika 
carried much respect and many privileges along with it. Among 
the Jainas there were the Stham:ya or Thal}.iyakula Jainas, as is 
mentioned in some Mathura. inscriptions of about the 1st century 
A. D.157 The office of the priests of the Dhtlndiya sect of Jainas, 
is still called Sthitnaka.58 We have to surmise that the use of the 
words Sthanrya and Sthanaka in the above contexts, referred 
obviously to the office and dignity of a sthilna. Our surmise is 
proved by the Isvara temple sto~e inscription found at Balla, 
A val}.i hobli, Mu!bagal MIuka, Mysore State, and dated about A. D. 
970. In this stone inscription of the reign of the PallavaNNolamba 
king Dilrpayya, we are told that Tribhuv.anakartta was ruling "the 
sthana (Tribhuvanakarttara sthlinamam a~utt ire),59 N ow we 
know from another stone inscription also in the same place but 
dated A. D.I007 that this Tribhuvankarttara was a Bhatara, i. e., a 
Bhattltraka, a title which was generally applied to a Jaina priest. 
In this recol'd he is sty led as one ruling the A V81tiya sthana, thereby 
showing that he was the high priest of the whole A val}.inaQ.. 60 

We shall have to refer to this great figure presently in some 
detail. 

More definite evidence than the above concerning the 
existence of Sthanikas among the J ainas . is afforded in other 
records, one of which was that found in the Tattekere Ramesvara 
temple, Shimoga, and dated about A. D. 1085. This inscription 
contains the interesting information that a certain official named 
PerggaQ.e N okkaya, who was the disciple of Prabhacandra 
Siddhantadeva of the Mula sangha, Kral).ur ga'1J,a, and Me§apa§al}.a 
gaccha, erected four basadis (evidently at Tattekere) , and made 
specified grants of land for the Stha:napatis of the Gal).a-gaccha.61 

57. E. L t. pp. 378, 383, 386, 392, 393. 
58. Burgess·Indraji, Oave Temples of Western India, p. 68. 
59. E. O. X. M.h. 93, p. 99. 
60. Ibid, Int. p. xxii, Mh. 91, p. 99. 
61. Ibid, VII. Sh. 10, p. 12. 
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Another stone inscription found at Sabanur, Daval).agere 
taluka, Mysore State, and dated A. D. 1128 illustrates better our 
statement. In this record it is related that the Senior Da'(J(lanu
yakiti Kaliyavve granted specified land in the orthodox: manner 
to Santisayana PaI,lQ.ita, the Sthanacarya of Sembanur (srimat. 
Sembanur.sthanacarya-8antiSayarlc(,-parl(litara kayyaZu srimat· 
piriya·da1J,r)anayakUi Katikavve etc.). This grant was made for 
the company of 'Parsvadeva and the service of the god, and the 
livelihood of the p?7ji7ri. 62 The distinction made hel'e between 
the Pfijari and the Sthanacarya is very significant. For it shows 
that even among the Jainas the Sthanikas were never confounded 
with the ordinary priests. 

The diginity of the office of a Sthanacarya is further borne 
out by the Barmma temple stone inscription found at Hurnli, 
Sohrab taluka, Mysore State, and dated A. D. 1237. It is 
narrated in this inscription that Elamballi Deki Setti made 
speoified gins of land for the repairs of the Santinatha basadi 
oonstructed by him as well as for the gifts of food to the Jryas and 
thefour castes of SramRI,las. This gift was made to the Santi· 
natha-ghati7ca-sthana·mar;,r)aZacarya Bhanukrrti Siddhantadeva 
in the prescribed orthodox manner (after washing the latter's feet). 
And the same record oontinues to narrate that Bhanukrrti Sid
dhantadeva made over that sthana (office) to his disciple Mantra
vadi Makaradhvaja. 68 

In about A. D. 1255, as is related in one of the Mallesvara 
temple stone inscriptions at HirehaHi, Belur taluka, the Sthanika 
of the ba8adi of AdiguI,lQ.anahaHi along with Maca GauI,l(;1a, Mara 
GauI,lcJ.a, Oikka Gaul}.Q.a, Oikka Maceya, and the Sthanika Kalla Jrya 
of that place (alliya Sthani7ca Kalla Jiya), constructed a basadi 
and gave it to Madayya, the son· of Macayya. This latter person 
Maoayya was the disoiple of Peruma!u-kanti. One interesting 
detail in this connection is that the Jaina gurus Vajranandi and 
Mallisenadeva joined the donors on this occasion.6

4, 

Ruling a 8thiJ,na was not the only privilege of the Sthanikas 
among the Jainas. The Caturmukha basadi stone inscription of 
Karka!a, South Kanara, dated Saka 1508 (A. D. 1586) is of special 
importance in this connection. This record informs us that 
bathing, worship, and the other ceremonies of the Trrtbankaras 
Ara, Malti, and Nemrsvara on the four sides and of the twenty
four Trrthankaras, on the western side of the same Oaturmukha 

62. E. O. IX. Dg. 90, p. 67. 
63. Ibid, VIII. Sb. 384, p. 68. 
64. Ibid~ V. BI. 139, p. 92. 
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basadit were to be performed by the fourteen families of Stha
nikas living in the four directions of the Same basadi. King 
Bhairarasa OQ.eyar of Karkala gave specified grants of land for the 
above mentioned ceremonies as well as for the anga-ranga-bhoga 
ceremonies, etc., of the.images. 65 The fact that in the famous 
Tribhuvanatilaka caityalaya of Karkala the daily worship was 
performed by the fourteen families of the Sthanikas who lived 
arol1nd that basadi, proves beyond doubt that as "rulers of the 
sthana", the Sthanikas were entrusted with the duty of conduct
ing the daily worship in a Jaina temple. 

In this connection it may not be out of place to observe that 
~rava1}.a Belgola, the most famous Jaina centre in the south, also 
possessed Sthanikas. This is proved by epigraphic as well as 
literary evidence. One of the many inscriptions at ~ravaI}.a 
Belgola is a damaged record dated A. D. 1455. In it we are told 
that Oarukirti Pal).Q.itadeva, the disciple of Abhinava Pal).<~.itadeva, 
the GavuQ.agals of BelgulanaQ.ut many of the jewel merchants, the 
PaI}.Q.ita-Sthanikas, and physicians, did some useful work which is 
unfo:rtunately effaced in the record.66 The evidence of an 
inscription dated A. D. 1634 will be cited in a later context. This 
epigraph· also proves that the Sthanikas managed the shrines of 
Srava1}.a Belgola. 

The literary evidence concerns PancabaI}.a, the author of the 
KannaQ.a poem Bhu}abalacarite written in the sangatya metre in 
A. D. 1612. He tells us that he was the son of the Sthanika 
Oennappa of Srava1}.a Belgola.67 

That the office of a Sthanika was to be found among the 
SriVaie1J.avites is proved by the following epigraph· discovered in 
the Narasimha temple at Belur. It is dated A. D. 1174. It 
registers a royal gift by the Hoysala monarch Ballala Deva of the 
petty taxes (specified in detail) from twelve villages (named), to 
the god Vijayanaraya:Qa in that na~u of Belur. And for the 
performance of prayers, sacrifices, daily service, and recitations of 
the Vedas, the Hoysala king gave further grants of villages 
( specified) to the 120 Bhattas of Kesavapura (i. e., Belur), the 
twenty-one (priests) of Subhap'nra, and the thirty Srivai~1}.ava 
Sthanikas of that place (i-stha~ada-sthanika-Srivai~'(Lavaru 
muvattakwn).88 The Srlvai~1J.avas mentioned here were Brahmans, 

65. E.!., VIII. pp. 132-136. 
66. Ibid, II. No. 257, p.1l6. 
67. Mysore Archaeolooical Reportjor 1912, p. 68. 
68. E. O. V. El. 59, p. 58. 
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as is proved by another stone inscription found in the same place 
but dated A. D. 1117."9 

The existence of a Sthanapati among the Kltlamukhas referred 
to elsewhere by us, is further corroborated by the Gal}.apati temple 
stone inscription found at Kal).ikatte, Arasikere taluka, Mysore State, 
and dated A. D.1152. It informs us that Sivasakti Pa1J.g.ita 
was the Sthanapati of the J agatesvara temple of Kalikatte 
( Jagate§varada sthanapatt Sivd.sakti Pa1)~ita'!'ige). He received 
specified gifts of money and land from the Mahilpradhana BaUama, 
during the reign of the Hoysala king Narasinga Deva.70 

These epigraphs establish clearly the claims of Sthanikas to 
Brahmanhood. Nevertheless, there is one detail which requires 
elucidation here. In the Arthasastra of Kautalylt no reference is 
made to the community to which the Sthanikas belonged. For, as 
we have already seen, to him they were essentially officials. Such 
was also the position which the Sthltnikas enjoyed in historical 
times. And in this capacity as officials in charge of temples and 
temple lands, the Sthanikas, as is proved by the following record, 
carefully distinguished themselves from the ordinary Brahmans. 
The inscription in qUBSliion was discovered near the same Ga1J.apati 
temple mentioned just above. It has been assigned to A. D. 1215 by 
Rice. The distinction between ordinary Brahmans and the officials 
called Sthanikas is very well illustrated in this inscription which 
narrates the following-That five Sthanikas of the immemorial 
agrahara of Vijayanarasimhapura alias Kalikatti, by name 
Bitti~guru, the son of the Stha:nl1carYta Devaliisi guru, Jagat-jlya, 
Canda JIya, Sankha JJya; and Lakha Jrya, the last being the son of 
Naga guru, after agreeing among themselves, gave the following 
sale deed (vole) to all the Brahmans of the same agrahara of 
Vijayanarasimhapura in the presence of the great senior merchant 
Ponnaccha Setti and others . ( named) as follows-A dispute 
having arisen as to some gain or loss in the land of the god 
Kamatesvara, the people of the place, Ponnaccha Betti, 
the JIyas, the GavuI)Q.as, and Cavugaveyas, having assembled, 
inspected the place, and said to those (five priests) (it Sthanikarige 
ht/al'l.l,),-"It is not right for you to dispute about his". On 
which the Sthanikas agreeing said-"We will make no dispute. 
From this day forth the land of all the temples which we have 
been 'enjoying is ours; the land which the Brahmans have been 
enjoying since the agraha,ra was established is theirs. When the 

69. Ibid,BI. 58, p. 08. 
70. Ibid, Ak. 52, p. 129. For other examples, Bee E. I. VI. llP. 93, 135 and 

ibid, n 
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land was distributed to uS and the Brahmans there was no 
watchman for Hani Hiriyur". Such was the vole given by the 
Sthanikas to the Brahmans. We may observe here that this deed 
in writing was duly attested by quUe a number of witnesses and 
written on stone by an approved stone mason (named).71 

But it is not to be inferred from the above record that the 
Sthanikas were not Brahmans themselves. Epigraphic evidence 
conclusively proves that the Sthanikas were, indeed, Brahmans. 
The Mulesval'a temple stone inscription found at Ma<;livala, Kolar 
taluka, Mysore State, and dated A. D. 1394 is very useful in this 
connection. It registers the sale of land in that year by the 
following Sthal}.attaril (which is the Tamil equivalent for 
Sthanikas) of the temple of SrI Mulasthana U<;laiyar at Tendattl1-
ma<;laivilagam-Madhava Bhatta, the Son of Madhava Bhatta of 
the Kasyapa gotra, Nacchiyappa, Ramanan, and PonnipiHai, 
to Si!,ucchomal}.a, the son of Samanta Bhatta of the Ha:riti.{fotra, 
and a Sthanika of the Somisuram U<;laiyar temple at Su?;ur. The 
land sold is called lc~etra. The four Sthanikas of the SrI 
Mulasthana U\laiyar temple having received full payment, made 
over to Sigucchomal}.a the full possession of the tract of land in 
that place which had formed their portion of the devadana of the 
SrI Mulasthana U<;laiyar temple, including the houses, the gardens 
attached there to, the gomaf lands, the wet and dry lands, the wells 
under ground, the trees over ground and the surrounding hamlets, 
together with all kinds of rights (specified).79 

While the above stone inscription undoubtedly proves that the 
Stha:.nikas were Brahmans, and that they possessed devadana lands 
attached to temples, it also enables us to assert that in one 
particular respect they had completely violated ,an important, 
injunction of Kautalya. For we saw in the above pages that 
Kautalya specifically laid· it down as a rule that Stha:.nikas who 
were endowed with lands, shall have no right to alienate them by 
sale 01' mortgage78. In the above Mulesvara temple record a sale 
deed of a portion of the dev.adana property belonging to the 
Stha:.nikas of the SrI Mo.lasthl;\na Ugaiyar temple has been 
registered. We shall see that there were other instances as well of 
the sale of endowed land by the Stha:.nikas. 

But to continue with the question of the Bl'ahmanhood of the 
Sthanikas. The Gonga<Jipura stone inscription (Bangalore ta:.luka) 
da.ted A. D. 1495 affirms that the Sthanikas were, indeed, 

71 E. O. V., .A.k. 49, p. 129. 
72. Ibid, X. Kl. 81, pp. 22-23. 
73. Km.l~alya, op. cit .• p. 46. 
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Brahmans. This epigraph registers the gift of the Gangag.ihaHi 
(village) in KukkalanitQ.u, within the jurisdiction of his 
nayakaship. by the Maltama'J)4ale§vara Go~e Raya, to the sons of 
Timmarasa, the Sthiinika priest of Vakkejallimangala and to others 
(named.) The reason why suoh a gift was made is unknown. But 
it is olear from the reoord that Timmarasa was a Brahman. For it 
narrates that he belonged to the Kasyapa gotra and Apasthamba 
Butra (Kasyapa gotrada Apasthamba 8utrada VakkejaUimangala 
Sthanapati Timmarasa).74 

Further proof may be adduced to show that the Sthanikas 
were Brahmans. This is gathered from the Triyambaka temple 
stone inscription discovered at Triyambaka, Teraka:Qambi hobli, 
GU1].Q.lupet taIuka, Mysore State. Dated in A. D. 1535 this record 
like the above is one more proof to show that the Sthanikas had 
transgressed the injunction of Kautalya in the matter of selling 
their devadana lands. But it contains the fact that during the 
parupatya of Bhaskrayya, Agent for the Affairs of Ram a Bhattayya, 
Ayappa was the Sthanika of the god Triyambaka. Ayyappa is 
called the son of Nanjana:tha Joyiaa, of the VaSi~tha gotra, 
Drahyayana sutra, and Sama sakha. Sthanika Ayyappa gave a sale 
deed of lands (bhurJana kraya sasana) to the treasury of the god 
Tl'iyambaka. This sale deed was in regard to the share (specified 
in detail) which had come to him rent free by a sasana, the share 
(also specified in detail) whioh had come to him as a gift, and.the 
share which he had purchased from one Gopa1].a. These 
lands were sold in order to payoff the debts of his uncle 
Triyambakadeva.75 

The above record no doubt demonstrates that Sthanika 
Ayyappa had violated Kautalya's injunction mentioned above; but 
it establishes beyond doubt the priestly class to which the 
Sthanikas belonged.76 

4. THE POSITION, PRIVILEGES, AND POWERS OF 
THE STHANIKAS IN HISTORICAL TIMES 

In order to understand the duties and rights enjoyed by the 
Sthanikas in historical times, it is necessary that we should review 
epigraphs ranging from the ninth century A.D. onwards till the 

74. E. C., IX. Bn. 123, p. 24. 
75. Ibid, IV. Gu. 4, p. 36. 
76. In view of this clear evidence it seems that Mr. H. Vasudeva Rao's 

contention that the Sthanikas are, and haye been, Brahmans, is 
quite correct. Read Rd§~'I'abandhu of July 16th 1928, p. 11 
(Mangalore) 
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eighteenth century A.D. The evidence of these nUmer'O'11S 
epigraphs, we may repeat, is of first-rate importance, in as much as 
they not only cover ten long centuries, but also the three important 
regions of the south and the west-Karnataka, the Tamil land,. and 
the AndhradeSat 

NINTH CENTURY A.D. 

The MadhukesvaJ.'atemple damaged stone inscription found at 
Oikka Madhure, OhaHakere taluka, Mysore State, and dated about 
A.D. 815, of the reign of the Ra~trakuta monarch Prabhutavar~a 
Sriv~llabha (i.e., Govinda ~II, A.D. 794-A.D .. 814), contains an 
unusual variant of the name Sthanika. It is the word Sandeva. 
8antiga used in connection 'with the temple priest Paramesvara of 
Ko~ur Nakhareavara, the disciple of Vinita,tmacarya. The 
Sthanika evidently received the grant of·land (specified) made'by 
GavaI}.abbe, the consort of the prince Pallavamalla, who ruled over 
Madarikal and other (specified) territories. '1'1 . 

A clearer use of the word Sthanika is ·in A.D.' 828 'when 
Sthaniga Madhuravajha is mentioned as the engraver of· a copper 
plate grant of the Ganga king Racamalla (Satyavakya I) •. Madha
ravajha was of the ViSvamitra gotrc6 and a native of· the: town of 
Karuvtlr. '1 S 

TENTH CENTURY A.D. 

A great name among the Sthitnikas in the last quarter of' the 
tenth and the first quarter of the'eleventh century A.D. is . that of 
the Stha.nika Tribhuvanakarttara Bhatara, who has already· been 
referred to in this treatise. Nine records refer to' the powerful 
influence wielded by this Sthanacarya in the Ava~idesa during the 
reign of the N olamba king Dilrpayya I!iva N olamba. In some. 
inscriptions Tribhuvanakarttara, who had also the biruda of 
PaI}.~itadeva, is said to have been merely governing the spiritual 
kingdom (tapa rajyam geyve), when the king Dillpayyawas ruling 
the earth. '19 In other records Tribhuvanakarttara is represented as 
ruling the Avartiya sthana (Ava'(Lyada sthanamam atutta ire), 
or merely ruling the sthana, obviously of the A vaQ.ina~. These 
later records are dated about A.D. 970 and A.D. 1007.80 

77. E.O.XI. 01. 34, p. 101, text, pp. 277-278. 
78. M. A. R. for 1909, p. 25. 
79. M. A. R. for 1927, p. 90 j E. O. X. Mb. 94 & Mb. 264 both dated 

circa A. D. 970, pp. 100, 133; M.A.R. for 1923, p. M. 
80. F. O. X. Mh. 91 dated .A.D. 1007; Mh. 93 dated circa A.D. 970, p. 99. 

M.4.R. fo~ 1923, p. 54j ",'bid, for 1927, pp. 91, 92. 
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But both these records are posthumous, since the date of the 
death of Tribhuvanakarttara is given in the GiQQ.itirtha stone 
inscription dated A.D. 931. This record says that having ruled 
the A. vaQiya sthana for fifty years, constructed fifty temples, and 
built two big tanks, on that date Tribhuvanakarttara, entitled the 
Kaliyuga Rudra, departed this life.81 Hence this remarkable 
Sthanacarya exercised his powerful sway from A.D. 891 till 
A.D. 931. 

To about the tenth century A..D. may be aSSigned the stone 
inscription found in Sangasandl'a in the hobli of Duggasandra, 
Kolar district, and dated only in the cyclic year Krodhi, Caitra 
Suo a. It informs us that Racayya, the son of Timmayya, of 
KuruQ.amale, gave the gift of the village of KarapanahaUi in 
KuruQ.amalesime to the Sthanika KaQ.I}.appa, who was the manager 
of the temple of the god SangeSvara, as a hereditary grant. This 
gift was made for the servioe of offering food and lights to the 
god.s2 

ELEVENTH OENTURY A.D. 

A more powerful and famous nam.e than that of Tribhuvana.. 
karttara mentioned above is that of the Rajagu'I'U Ekko#samaya
cakravarti~8fJ(f)tahattari~8thanacllrya SarvesvaraSaktideva, the 
great Kalamukha priest who was in charge of seventy-seven 
tem.ples in and around Kuppa~ur. Sarvesvarnsaktideva is also said 
to be ruling in peace the kingdom of penance (taj)orajya) in the 
Kaita,bheSvara temple stone record (Sohrab taluka) dated A.D. 1070. 
This learned man. received many grants at the hands of Udayadi
tya Da:Q.Q.anftyaka, who had reoeived them from the Western 
Calukya monarch Somesvaradeva.s9 

The priests of the well known Kuppatur Kotisvara Miilasthft
na temple and of all the eighteen temples there were called 
Koti§vara-mula8thana-J)ramukha-padine~tu~8thanad-a () a l' y Y a;, 
rum, in a stone inscription dated A.D. 1077 and found in the 
Jaina basadi in Oikka Oavutagrama in the Sohrab taluka.8

4: 

TWELFTH CENTURY A.D. 

The importance of the Sthanikas in public matters not 
pertaining to temples but to public grants is seen in a stone 
inscription found in the Aundh State, Bombay Presidency. This 

81. E.O.X. Mb. 65, p. 95. 
82. M.A.R. for 1927. p.89. 
83, E.O. VIII. Sb. 276, p. 47. 
84. E. O. VIII. Sb. 262, p. 42. 
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record dated A.D. 1107 relates the following-That in the reign 
of the Western Calukya king Vikramaditya IV, his officer 
Prabhu Sonnane Nayaka, who was placed over Kollapura 
(mod. Kolhapur), along with his wife, daughter and son (all 
named) granted a village (location specified) for the services of 
the goddess Mahalak§lmi, and at the same time granted other lands 
(to the priest?) Bairanayaka. To theBe charities the Sthanikas 
were cited as witnesses, and the latter had to guard the gift against 
obstructors (sarva-bildha pariharam agi sakala· sthilnigarum 
gar,tij,a mai),adavara hadana variyaZu [? ] bitta dharma.)85 

There are other instances to illustrate the importance of 
the Sthanikas in the twelfth century A.D. The damaged 
Ramesvara temple inscription found at Hale Sohrab, and dated 
about A.D. 11297 registers a gift of land to the god Kali. This 
gift was engraved on a stone by the Stha:nika Boppaya Jiya with 
the approval of the Senabova Bittimayya.86 In about A.D. 1139, 
as the MalledevaraguQ.i stone inscription found at BikanahaHi, 
Chikkamagaliir taluka, Mysore State, relates, during the reign of 
the Hoysala monarch Tribhuvanamalla Vie~lUvardhanadeva, 

Er.eyama Betti, the son of the head merchant (vai),i)a-vyavahcwi) 
Dori Betti, made over a grant (of land) for his god to the 
Sthanika Tatvapatha PaI).Q.ita.87 In about A.D. 1153 the Stha:.na:.. 
patis o~ Kedaram.koQ.Q.esvara temple at TalakaQ.u alias Ra:jal'aja. 
puram, having placed before them the Sthanapatis of the seven 
towns and five mathas made an agreement with certain GauQ.as 
(named) in regard to the kC6r,ttikara share which they had sold. 
This was during the reign of the Hoysala king Narasimha 1.88 

An undated inscription, asSignable to the same year A.D. 1153, 
styles PadmadeV8I}.J}.a GangaI}.I}.a as the Sthanapati of the seven 
towns and the five mathas of TalakaQ.u-Rajarajapuram.89 

To the middle of the twelfth century must be assigned the 
stone inscription found in the RamanandiSvaram· Ug.aiyar temple 
at TirukaI}.Q.apuram in the Tanjore district. It falls within the 
reign of the Cola monarch Kulottunga Coladeva II (?-.A..D. 1143) ; 
and it relates the following- That the Ma:hesvaras and the 
Ti.i:Q.attar (Sthanikas) of the temple of U Q.aiyar TramanandiC
churam.uc;laiya-Nayanar set up a PaurayiI}.adevar (?) at 
TirukaQ.I}.apuram, and approaching the temple authorities at 

85. M • .A. R. for 1927, pp. 147M 148. 
86. E. O. VIII. Sb. 49, p. 9. 
87. Ibid. VI. Om. 144, p. 55. 
88. E. O. III. MI. 60, p. 62. 
89. Ibid, III. Ml. 57, p. 62. 
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Cidambaram in their assembly hall, represented to them how they 
( the Mahesvaras and the Sthanikas) were in need of corn and 
coin. Arrangements were at once made to help the temple in 
distress. And the Sthanikas and the Mahesvaras who collected 
the various donations, were each entitled to recieve (a rem unera
tion ?) from the temples owning more than ten ve~i of devadana 
land, one ka~am of rice, and from others one t't6'!hi and one 
podakku. The DevakaI)mis (menial temple servants) and the 
accountants were to co-operate with the Mahesvaras and the 
Sthanikas in the collection of the amount.90 

The above record is doubly important: Firstly, it ranks the 
Mahesvaras with the Sthanikas, entrusting both with the work of 
collecting money and corn for temples. And, secondly, it 
clearly distinguishes the DevakaI)mis from the Sthanikas, 
thereby proving once again that in the history of southern India 
the Sthanikas were never confounded with the lower temple 
servants. 

That the original meaning of the word sthana (an office) 
was retained in the twelfth century is proved by the Kesava 
temple stone inscription found at Belur, Hassan district, Mysore 
State. In this record dated A.D. 1174 it is related that Bittibova 
constructed the shrine of Bittesvara within the courtyard of the 
famous Kesava temple at Belur. For the offerings in this shrine 
as well as in that of Jagatisvara, the Hoysala king granted the 
village of Koner:il situated in Tagarena(l. And Bittibova granted 
the trusteeship' (sthana) of the two shrines to a Saiva priest , 
called Tejonidhi PaI).Q.ita (Tejonidhi-:part(1titargg-i sthanamam 
dharapurvvakam BittibOvam kotta).91. 

Tejonidhi PaJ;lQ.ita's disciple Devendra Pa!).Q.ita, we may 
incidentally note, is called in a record dated A. D.1159, and found 
in the Madesvara temple at Stilekere t Arasikere taluka, Mysore 
State, Sthanapati Devendra PaJ;lQ.ita. He received a grant of land 
made by Bhava HeggaQ.e on behalf of the god Mtilasthana of 
Suleyakere in that year.9ll 

Tejonidhi palJ-Q.ita was himself a Kalamukha teacher. In A. D. 
1161 he is mentioned as the disciple of Vamdakti Pa1)Q.ita, and his 
co-student was Kalyal).asakti Pa:Q.Q.ita. To Tejonidhi PaI)(~.ita was 
granted specified land by Senapati Da:Q.c)anayaka's wife MahadevI 
DaI)c)anayakiti, along with a house for the Jiya.98 Tejonidhi was 

90. Ep. Ref of the S. Oi'1'cle for 1928, p. 107. 
91. M • ...4.. R. for 1981;, pp. 80, 82. 
92. E. O. V. Ak. 119, p. 165. 
93. Ibid. XI. Dg. 84, p. 67. 
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also the recipient of another grant of land at the hands of the 
Mahama'(t(iale§vara Vijaya Pat;tQ.ya Deva in A. D. 1177.94 

Another instance may be given to show that managerShip o£a 
temple and the office of a sthana were one and the same. This 
refers to the reign of the Hoysala king Vtra Ballala II, when in 
about A. D. 1185 in the village of AntarpaHi, Oandramo.1iyat;t:Q.a 
appointed Mahildeva, the son of Vi:Q.iJ.ayilt;tQ.ar, as the Sthanapati 
and manager of the temple in that village.95 

The famous guru VamaSaktideva, of the great temple of 
Kedara in BaHigame, Talgunda hobli, Shikarpl.lr taluka, Mysol'e 
State, is called in a record dated A. D. 1193 .the Sthanacarya of 
that temple.96 

THmTEENTH.OENTURY A.D. 

In the thirteenth century the Sthanikas continued to be 
powerful as well as popular. The Mahaprabhu Nagarasa set up 
the god Nagesvara in the Honnali taluka in A. D. 1203. And for 
the god Nagesvara he· granted specified land to the learned 
Sthanacarya Sovacarya Bhairavayati. This was in the reign of the 
Hoysala king Vira Ballala II, as is related in a stone inscription 
found in the same temple at Arakel'e.97 

The importance of the Sthanikas is proved by the Basavana
gu(ii stone inscription at Hnruli, Sohrab taluka, and dated A. D. 
1216. This falls within the reign of the Yadava king SinghaI)a 
Deva, when DroI}.apala, a native of Prabhask~etra (i. e., evidently 
the well known Prabhas Pattan) in Saura§tra, and an official under 
that Yadava monarch, presented the village of Eleballi and Sirivur 
for the permanent worship of the god Somanatha in BandaI)ike in 
Nagarakh~(ia Eighteen Kampal)a. This grant was made with the 
knowledge of the following Sthanapatis-Bhairama Jrya, the 
Sthanapati of the Somanatha temple at BandaI)ike; Nakeya Jlya, 
the Sthanapati of the god Nakharesvara; Sarves-vara Deva, the 
Sthanapati of the god Kotisvara at Kuppatur; and Rudradhvaja, 
the Sthanapati of the god Ramesvara of the Yammanur village. 
Along with these were· all the other Bhattarakas (unnamed) and 
the Brahmans residents who were the following-the Sarvajiia 
Brahmans, Susvari Brahmans, and Bhala-Sarasvati Brahmans. 
There were other individual Brahmans who were present. These 

94. Ibid, XI. Dg. 86, p. 68. These three inscriptions Ak. 119, Dg. 84, 
and Dg. 86 are referred to by Dr. Krishna. M. A. R. for 1934. p. 83. 

95. E. a IlL Ml. 54, p.61. 
96 Ibid, VII. Sk. 105, p. 77. 
97. IbiiJ., Hn. 108, p. 177. 
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were Kamana Bhatta, Oakriya Deva of Oikka Ke;r:evuru agrahara, 
Basavarasa of TilivaHi agrahara, Bhimaya of Kuppatur agrahara, 
and other Brahmans (named). Various district officials and 
citizen-representatives are also mentioned in the epigraph, as those 
whose consent was sought by Dro:Q.apala Deva before making the 
grant. It is interesting to note that among the other witnesses 
mentioned in the epigraph were the following-Ketaya Jiya, the 
TammaQ.i of the Lak~ma1).esvara temple, Malleyadeva, the TammaQ.i 
of the Kalideva temple, and the Jaina guru Remaklrti of the 
Santinatha basadi of Banda1).ike.98 

We have cited above the evidence of an inscription to prove 
that the Sthanacaryas were sometimes endowed with authority over 
seventy-seven temples. This is further corroborated by another 
stone inscription found also in the Kaitabhesvara temple in the 
Sohrab taluka, and dated A.D. 1231. In this inscription Rudrasakti 
Pal).Q.itadeva, the learned Kalamukha priest of the K6tIsVal'a 
temple at Kuppatur, is called the Oakravarti of the Ekk6ti-samaya 
and master of the seventy-seven temples (saptahattari 
sthanacary(6).99 

The high status occupied by the Sthanikas in Hindu society is also 
responsible for their having been included on committees of 
enquiry set up by the State, or for their being cited as witnesses 
to public grants. One of the SivapurIsvara temple stone inscrip. 
tions found at Sivayam (Kulittalai taluka, Trichinopoly district), 
and dated only in the fourth regnal year of the king Rajendra 
Cola Deva III (i. e., in A. D. 1250) [1246-1267], contains the 
following interesting det,ails:- That the monarch appointed a 
committee to enquire into the affairs of the temples of Tirumal}.ik. 
kamalai-UQ.aiya-Nayanar in KurukkainaQ.u, a subdivision of 
Rajagambhlravalanag.u. The committee of enquiry included the 
Mahapradhana lJ1a'lJ-flalika Murari A!iya Somaya Da1).Q.anayaka, 
Sevayya DaI;lQ.anayaka, Somanatha·Vittayya, the Mahesvaras, the 
Sthanikas, and the merchants.l.OO 

As regards the Sthanikas being cited as witnesses to public 
grants, the evidence of three inscriptions all dated in the saine year 

98. E. O. VIII. Sb. 391, pp. 70-71. 
99. E. O. VIII. Sb. 275, p. 46. 

100. 49 of 1918; Rangacharya, Top List III., p. 1525. An inscription in 
the San.karanayinarkoyil in the tiiluka of the same name (Tinnevely 
district) affirms that a gift of land was made to the Sthanikas of the 
temple by the ruler Vikramapa~9.ya in his sixth regnal. year. 
Rangacharya, ibid, III. p. 1476.) The date of this record cannot be 
determined. 
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A. D. 1288 may be cited. These records were found near the 
Rltmesvara temple at Mosale, Arasikere tltluka, Mysore State. In 
the first we are told that. the Rajagu'l'u Rudrasaktideva's sons 
(disciples) Saiga'Ql}.a and CandrabhueaQadeva, and Balla'Q'Qa's son 
Candaguru, granted specified land for the offerings of the god 
Gauresvara whioh the Vaidya DevapilleyaJ;l.:Q.a had set· up in the 
MalleyanahaHi. This grant was engraved on stone in the temple 
enclosure, in the presence of the 120 Sthanikas of Mosale. In the 
second record dated in the same year (A. D. 1288), the great 
minister Bireya Da'Q'Qltyaka made a grant of specified lands, which 
he had acquired in Malleyanahalli, for the offerings of the god 
Gauresvara, in the presence of the 120 Sthanikas of Mosale, making 
them over to the Vaidya DevapiHeyaI;l'Qa. In the third inscription 
the same donor, on acoount of the work of the temple of Gauresvara 
which was erected in MalleyanahaUi by Vaidya DevapiUeyaQQa, in 
the name of the Manap'l'adhana's mother, bought lands and made 
them over to DevapiUeyaQQ.a, along with the temple, in the 
presence of the Rajaguru Rudrasaktideva and the 120 Sthanikas 
of Mosale.101 

The great influence wielded by the Sthltnikas in Karnataka is 
seen in the Ramesvara temple stone inscription found at Rltmana .. 
thapura, Basavapattana hobli, ArkalgfiQ. taluka, Mysore State. 
This insoription is dated A.D. 1252, and it belongs to the reign of 
the Hoysala monaroh Somesvara Deva, when his viceroys Soma
devarasa and Boppadevarasa were in their royal residence Sriranga
pattaI}.a. In that year the StMnlipatis of the god Ramanatha, by 
name Kailasa Siva Jlya, Mada Jlya, Kala Jlya, Appa Jlya, Arasa 
Jrya, and G5vaJ)l}.a, taking with them the consecrated food of the 
god Ramanatha went into the presence of the vioeroys Somadeva
raSa and Boppadevarasa, and blessing the latter with long life, 
prosperity, and victory, petitioned thus-UFor the affairs of the god 
Rlimanatha, for the offerings ..• perpetual lamp, water vessels, 
cloths, and drummers, we have given 72 she-buffaloes and 
he-buffaloes, whose milk produces 200 gadyafJ,a • . For service, 
from th~ interest on the 200 gadyafl,a, we have been providing ... " 
The damaged portion of the record contained probably a clause to 
the effect that the endowment from which the Sthanikas carried 
on the worship and offerings to the god in the temple, was 
insufficient, and that. therefore, they begged the rulers not only to 
renew the original grant but also to make fresh endowments. 
This supposition of ours is proved by the statement in the epigraph 
that the rulers Somadeva and Boppadeva coming to the town of 

101. E. O. V. Ak. 11-13, p. 116. See also Ak. 10, p. 115. 
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the petitioners (evidently to see personally the state of affairs 
there), caused the original award to be renewed by Baicaya and 
KaI}.l}aya, and added the village of Mavanur on the bank of the 
KtiVeri to the earlier grant. We are told in the same epigraph that 
as soon as orders were given for setting up the grant in Mavanfir, 
the Hoysala monarch Somesvara Deva along with his royal children 
('I'ayasa kil8ugan and his viceroys Somadeva and Boppadeva, 
personally visited Mavanur, and setting up a Nandi pillar in that 
village,caused the stone 8asana to be set up in the temple of the 
god Ramanatha.l.02 

The importance of the above epigraph lies in the fact that the 
Sthanikas in the thirteenth century A.D., could appeal directly to the 
State in matters concerning the welfare of the temples in their charge, 
and that the rulers atonce took prompt action to satisfy their 
needS. We shall see that this direct contact between the Sthanikas 
and the State continued to be a special feature in the religious 
history of Karnataka. 

How the Sthanikas co-operated with the other prominent 
citizens in the matter of awarding distinction upon worthy persons 
is shown in the Kuiijesvara temple stone inscription dated A. D. 
1255 and discovered at Hiriyur, Arasikere taluka. The object of 
this inscription is to commemorate the building of the Kllfijesvara 
temple in that year by a rich Jangama merchant named 
KaI}cJanambi Settl, in the name of his son Kufija who had just 
died. Kal)Q.anambi Setti, who was greatly· honoured in' the 
Hoysala kingdom, richly endowed the temple with many lands 
(specified) ; and to his grants was added that made by the 
Brahmans of the Damodara agranara alias NagarahaHi. 

Ka:Q.Q.anambi had a daughter who was called Oandavve. He 
made her the proprietress (or)eyalu) of the Kufijesvara temple, 
for carrying out the ceremonies. And for her maintenance he 
granted specified umbali lands. This gift of rent-free land was 
made in the presence of the R{i,J'a,guru of Dorasamudra, Rudraaakti 
Deva, and of the Kampa}facarya of the Stb!tnikas of the 120 temples 
of Arasiyakere and quite a number of mahaga'(l,as subjects, farmers 
and the Sthanikas of the two towns called Muttana Hosavuru. 

Oandavve proved worthy of the office bestowed upon her by her 
father. And it is interesting to observe that the Rajaguru 
Rudrasakti Deva together with the KampaJ;l.acarya of the Sthanikas 
of the 120 temples and of the Sthiinikas of the two Mllttana 
Hosavuru and the other respectable citizens, along with the 

102. E. O. V. Ak. G3, pp. 253-254. 
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?1lahi'i-ga1Jcts and others, bestowed upon her the rank and dignity 
of a Gat~ct-k'Umll'j'i (Princess of the GalJ,as or followers of Siva), 
granting her at the same time the mrltta dues and all other dues 
payable to the Kuiijesvara temple, free of all imposts, in 
perpetuity.1.03 

Let us proceed with the history of the Stha:nikas in the thirteen
th century A.D. The Mallesvaragu(li stone inscription found at 
Belatur, Heggagedevanak5te ta:luka, Mysore State, and assigned by 
Rice to A.D. 1256, relates a curious instance of the impartiality with 
which the Sthanikas conducted public charities entrusted to their 
charge. These events fall within the reign of the Hoysala monarch 
Somesvara Deva, when his officials Cikka Maci Deva, Gopa1).a, and 
Rangal)a were governing "a settled kingdom". 'rhe Sthanapati of 
Belatur in Ntlguna<;lu was MaraQ.a Mallo<;l.eya, the son of the Ekoti
pal)Q.ita Ceko(leya. 'l.'he inscription relates that the joint-managers 
of the fund belonging to the temple which Ekoti-pal~Q.ita Cekoc].eya 
had erected, caused hindrance to Marac].a Malloe}eya. At this Mara9a 
Mallo<;leya deposited twenty gadya1Jet ·in the temple from his own 
hand. and obtaining the. approval of the three (named), in order 
that there might be no hinclrance 01' dispute from anyone, divided 
it equally between the gods Mallikarjuna and Banesvara fn 
KetanahaUi·10

4: 

Four years later we have an instance of the high position which 
the Sthanikas held in Hindu society. The following details are 
gathered from the Somanatha temple stone inscription fonnd at 
Somapura, Tarikere taluka, Mysore State. It is dated A. D. 1260, 
and it informs us that during the reign of the Hoysala king 
Narasimha t the Brahmans of HalaSl1l' bought certain lands through 
the ·MahapradlutnC6 Perumale Da1}.Q.ans.yaka for the services of the 
god Soman!.ttha at Halasur. They then granted it free of all taxeSt 

making it over to the Sth~nika Sankamayya.105 . 

In the Pa.1).~lya country, too, the, Sthanikas exercised their 
sway. The KattemanuganahaHi stone inscription found in the 
Hegga(ledevanakote taluka and dated A. D. 1264, affirms that Naga 
Deva. the son of Hal'ipi Jlya, was the Sthanika of Ma •.. ja ... la in the 
Pal)gya country. In order to provide for the ceremonies and 
perpetual lamp of the god Ramanii.tha of Mal)igehaUi in Nevalen!1Q., 
he had a stone oil~mill made, during the government of MaUeya 
Dal}.ganayaka.1.06 

103. E. O. V. Ak. 108, pp. 158-159. 
104. E. (J. IV. Hg. 10, p. 66. 
105. Ibid, VI. Tk. p. 103. 
106. Ibid, IV. Hg. 102, p. 79. 
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Conducting daily ceremonies including the burning of the 
perpetual lamps in temples was an ordinary function of the 
Sthanikas. Their importance is seen in records which inform us 
that temples were made over to them by members of"the nobility. 
For instance, in the lSvara temple stone inscription found at 
Borapura, Kreihl)arajapete taluka, Mysol'e State, and dated A.D. 1267 , 
it is said that the MCIJhapradhunc6 of the Hoysala king Nal'asinga was 
Soma Dal):Q.a.yaka. This great minister's elder sister was Revakka 
Dal).(,lana.yakiti. She made over to the Sthanika of Macanakatta 
alias Bijjalesval'a, by name Me1)~ayyada Marayya Nayaka of the 
tl'easlU'Y of TammaliyiWftrya (Macanctlcat!ada Slhilnilca TammaN
ya-acar'JJabha~z(larada Me'(l(j,ayyadc6 Marayya), and to his wife 
and daughter and granddaughter, "a grant of affection ", namely, 
the Siva temple of Bhail'avesvara which Revakka D31}~lanayakiti 
had caused to be erected to the north east of. Bommeya11ayakana
hani alias agrahttra HosaVi\rJa Bhail'avapl.1ra. Of course this lady 
Revakka had richly endowed it 'With gifts of rent fl'ee lands.~Q7 

The above is not the only instance of the Sthanikas receiving 
gifts of land from members of the nobility. "From the following 
stone inscription found at Hirekogilul'u, Channagiri tnluka, M YSOl'e 
State, and dated A.D. 1268, we learn in what l'everence the 
Sthanikas were held by the nobility. The events narrated in the 
record belong to the reign of the Yadava king Ma.dha va Raya. His 
great ministers were two brothers, Cattarasa and Kucal'asa, the Sons 
of Nimbi Raja. These two were placed over the city of Betllr in 
the Aravattaruba<:la (sixty-six villages) in the N olambavacJ.i 32,000 
Province. Catt-arasa's crowned eldest son was CaUlJ,<;,1arasa, This 
prince granted specified land measured by the Tigula (i.e., Tamil) 
pole, for the incense, lights, offerings, and all temple affairs of the 
god Billesvara of the immemorial agrahtl'J'a Dakfi\h;taclityavo!alu 
alias Kogilur, at the time of the eclipse of the Bun (on the date 
specified). The grant was made after washing the feet of the 
Sthanika Dal).~apal;tiguru, in the presence of the representatives of 
the village and the worthies of the place. lOS 

One more instance may be given to show the l'espect in which 
the Sthanikas were held in Karnataka. In A.D. 1285 during the 
reign of the Hoysala king Narasimha Deva, HiriyahaUi Lalamadeva 
and his younger brother Ha(1iva~:a Seval)l)a constructed a Sivalinga 
in Gottaganakere. This was done in the name of their mother 
1\faiicavve. And Lalamadeva and his brother granted lands 
(effaced in the record) for the daily worship, decorations, etc" of 

107. E. O. IV. Kr. 12, p. 102. 
108. Ibid, VII. Ci. 21, pp. 181-182. 
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the god Maficesvara, and for the temple repairs, giftS of food to the 
heads of the mathas and ascetics, to the Sthanika of that ManceSvara 
temple after washing the latter's feet/o9 

We have cited above many instances of the Sthanikas violating 
the injunction laid down by· Kautalya concerning endowed lands. 
A. stone inscription in the Belur temple assigned to A..D. 1273 adds 
to the testimony already given about this point. For it relates 
that a bond was executed by the Sthanikas of the Bobbesvara 
temple and the temple situated to the north· west of the fort of 
Dorasamudra, in favour of the Aradhya Ramakr~l).a Prabhu's son 
Deval).:t;la Prabhu.l.l.O 

One reason why the Sthanikas in comparatively recent times 
thus infringed the ancient precept regarding endowed lands was 
perhaps because they were sole masters of temples and of the lands 
around them. That they were, indeed, managers of temples is 
further proved by a damaged stone inscription found in the 
Siddhesvara temple at Nirugunda, Holalakere taluka. This record 
has been assigned to about A..D. 1268. It informs us· that on the 
death of the Sthanika priest of the god Siddhanatha of Nirugunda, 
Nalla Jiya's son Siddha Jiya, the temple became vacant. Since the 
names of Siddha Jiya and of other priests (Sthanikas) had been 
" inscribed on the back of the stone-sasana of the god Siddhanatha", 
the question arose whether the vrtti of the temple belonged to 
Siddha Jiya's son Visvanatha or to the State. It is not clear from 
the record as to who had sold the vrtti for thrity-two gadyo/(/'a 
which was the price of the day. But this sale seems to have been 
effected, and evidently a petition on behalf of Visvanatha had been 
made to the crowned queen's son Colayya and to the Brahmans, by 
the king's servants Madayya and Ballayya. Unfortunately the 
record is effaced here, and we are in the dark as to what transpired 
as a result of the petition.1.11 But one thing seems clear from the 
above record-that the Sthanikas were, indeed, masters of temples 
in the thirteenth century A.. D. 

This is also evident from an inscription on a beam in the 
Ranganatha temple at Halebl<;l, dated A. D. 1245, which relates the 
following-That on the death of (the Sthanika) Soma Jiya of the 
Bocesval'a temple (at Dorasamudl'a), the Rajaguru CandrabhusalJ,a 
Deva and the 120 Sthanikas of the capital Dorasamudradivided his 
lands among his wife, son-in-law, and one another.112 Now we 

109. E. O. XII. Tp. 12, pp. 44-45. 
110. M • .A.. R. for 1911, p. 49. 
111. E. O. XI. Hk. 122, p. 134. 
112. M. A. R. for 1911, p. 48. 
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know from both the legal as well as lithic records that the right of 
dividing the property of a deceased person rested soley with the 
State, or when such right was delegated by the State, with corporate 
bodies or officials. Since we cannot conceive of the Sthanikas of 
Dorasamudl'a led by the Ra,J'agu'ru of that capital of the 
Hoysalas, dividing the property of a deceased Sthanika among the 
latter's relatives without the sanction of the State, and, we may 
presume, that of the Society as well, we have to assume that they 
must have received the permission of the Government before 
dividing the said property. Our supposition in regard to the 
sanction of the society is proved by the concluding lines of the same 
epigraph which run thus-That he who violated the arrangment 
was looked upon as having disregarded the Rajagu'ru and the 
samaya. The latter term obviously refers to the society. 

And as regards the sanction of the State being obtained for 
partitioning or selling lands by the Sthanikas, the following 
Holiyanakere (Bangalore taluka) inscription dated A.D. 1294 will 
be of particular interest. It tells us that in the 40th regnal year of 
the Hoysala king Rawanatba Deva, Rajaraja Karkata Maharajan 
Tamattfimavar granted as a charitable gift two villages uamed 
AnumaSamuttiram and U:Qangimaran-klittai (location specified) 
together with other lands, for feeding Brahmans, to the twenty-eight 
men (named) of that village of H5liyanakere, "who should conduct 
the duties of the TEt:Qapatis (Sthanikas) . " It is clearly stated in the 
record that "I, Tamtmmavar, made the above grant with the 
pouring of water, as a charitable gift, to the twenty-eight men, with 
the right to sell or give away (the lands) for the benefit of the king's 
sacred body and of myself. " 119 

Such latitude may explain the sale of lands made, for instance, 
in A. D. 1296 by the Sthanika Gurappa, the son of Eaca Jlya, to 
Gurucittadeva Oc]eyar's son Gangideva. This Sthanika seems to 
have made over even the god Ramayyadeva to Gangideva OcJeyar, 
as the Ramesvara temple inscription found near vrrapura, Maga\lj 
taluka, Mysore State, seems to imply. 1.14, 

Epigraphs of the last quarter of the thirteenth century A. D. 
only reiterate the statement we have already made concerning the 
position and duties of the Sthanikas. During the reign of the 
Hoysala king Narasimha Deva III in A.. D.1279, when TareyaI),a 
DaI}.I).ayaka was the governor of Dasanfir and its neighbourhood, 
various GaueJas (named) of Dasanfir agreeing among themselves, 
made a specified grant of land to provide for the perpetual lamp and 

113. E. C. IX. En. 100, p. 20. 
114. M. A. R./or 1914-1915. p. 56. 
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an upper storey for the temple of the god Visvanatha. This charity 
was entrusted to the charge of Sthanika Jlyal).Q.i Hru.'paI,lcJi.U5 

Similal' grants of land wel'e made to the Sthanapatis Mayi Jlya, 
the son of Suri JYya, and Malla Jl:ya, in A. D. 1299, by the 
Malayala chief Vasude'Va Nayaka's son and anum bel' of others 
(named), for the god Svayambhu Ankanatha of Nittur.1.16 

FOURTEENTH CENTURY A.D. 

The fourteenth century did not see any diminution either in 
the status or powers of the Sthanikas. On the other hand, in this 
century they became uncommonly prominent because of the direct 
appeals and orders made to them by the State. They continued, 
of course, to rule over the sthancts and ?nathCt8 of the land, to receive 
lands on behalf of the gods in temples, to contract deeds of 
abrreement and partition, and to confer honours, along with others, 
upon worthy persons who had done signal service to the country. 

A few examples will suffice to prove that they were still 
masters of the temples and the ma.thcts. An inscription elated A. D. 
1334 and found on the roadside at MalavaHi grama, MalavaHi taluka, 
Mysore State, tells us that the J.l1ahtima'!u)alesvctra Someya 
Dal).:Q,ayaka's son Ballappa Da:Q,I,layaka, along with Somayal).l).a 
O<;leyal).l).a, the Sthanapati of the seven towns and five mathas of 
Talakadu, and Saragur Betti's son Madi Gau<;la, made a grant of land 
at Hahanavfi<;li.117 Mallappa, the son of Naga Pal).Q.ita, is called the 
Sthanapati of the seven towns and five mathas of rralaka<;lu in A. D. 
1338, during the reign of king VIra Ballala III.uS A stone 
inscription found at Kantavara, Karka!a taluka, South Kanara 
district, and dated Suka 1271 (A. D. 134.9) affirms that the 
Sthanikas ruled the Kantavara temple. These Sthanikas 
numbered three hundred and possessed a grarna (village) 
of their own. (Kantr.irada devalayctda Sthtmikaramun 
[ n ] urvarum). Together with the Horayinavaru (i.e., 
representatives from outside their grarna), Barya Senakava, and 
others (named), they caused a sUli §ascma to be written (with 
cletails enumerated). This was in the reign of the Vijayanagal'a 
king Brlmatu Muhamal}<;lalesvara Hariyappa OQ.eyar, when his 
minister (pradhanc£) Ha<;lapada Gautarasa was placed as viceroy 
over the Manga!uru-rajya.119 

115. E. O. III. Nj. 180, p. 113. In about A. D. 1280 Tiruvalar is called 
the Sthanii.~ati of the temple of Vidyesvara. Ibid, TN. 12, p. 70. 

116. Ibid, IX. Kn. 76, p. 130. 
117. Ibid, III. MI. 99, 104, p. 66. 
118. Ibid, M1. 109, p. 67. 
119. 51 oj 1901j South Indian Inscription8, VII. p. 231. 
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Instances may now be given of the grants of land received by 
the Sthanikas on behalf of temples in order to conduct worship, 
festivals, etc., in them. The Sampigesiddhesvara temple stone 
inscription discovered on the top of the Oitradul'ga (Ohitaldroog) 
(hill) and dated A.D. 1328, relates that Ballappa Dal)Q.anayaka and 
Singeya Dal).l)ayaka set up a linga in Bemmatrakallu in the name 
of their father Beba Dal).l)ayaka, and received from their royal 
master king Ballg,la Deva III the village of Be1).l).edol).e which they 
granted in perpetuity as a free gift to the temple. The mana· 
gement of this charity was entrusted to the care of HiriyaQ.I).a 
Dal).l).Ryaka. Bnt to Gobtir N arahari Deva, the Sthalacarya of that 
god Bebanatha, they gave four parts of the land, while to the 
Pural).ika (unnamed) only one part.120 

The Sthanikas received land on behalf of temples from princes 
as well. Thus in A.D. 1336, as is related in one of the Varadaraja
svami temple stone inscriptions found at Tekal, Sittanadaralias 
Solappa Peruma,l, the son of the Cola ruler Rajendra Cola 
Oakravarti, Gangaik01)~la, SoJ.apperumal, granted the village' of 
Pulikkurucci (location specified)! as a 8(t~'vamanya gift to provide 
for the ~fferings of rice, sandal, laml)S, and temple repairs, for the 
god Arulala-nadar at Teka!. A deed of gift to the above effect was 
given to the temple authorities (Tal).attarkum) and to Sokkap
perumal Tadar, permitting them to have the same engraved on 
stone and copper.121 

Tlu'ee years later (A.D. 1339) Konaiya Pemme Nayakan, one 
of the officers under the Mahilpradhilna Dati Singeya Dal)l)l1yaka, 
granted the village of Putttir (location given) to provide for the 
offerings mentioned in the above record, for the same god. This 
gift was also given to the same donees with the same permission.122 

The Oikkapura stone inscription (Hiregal)tanuru hobli, Ohital· 
droog taluka) dated A..D. 1355 illustrates our point better. This 
epigraph registers the gift of the village of Oikkapura itself to the 
Sthanika SOmal).l)a, the son of the Sthanika priest Ririya Siddhal)l)a, 
by Mallinatha Og.eyar, the son of the Ma}u(,ma~u)alesvara Someya 
Nayaka. The grant was made on behalf of the god Siddhanatha 
of Bemmattanakallu (i.e., Ohitaldroog itself).1J38 

Another record found in the ISvara temple at KOQ.firn, Nagar 
taluka, also in the l\Iysore State, corroborates the statement we have 
made that public charities pertaining to temples were left in the 

120. E. O. XI. Cd. 4, p: 3. 
121. Ibid; X. Mr. 7, p. 157. 
122. Ibid, Mr. 8, pp. 157-158. 
123. E. O. XI, Cd. 55, p. 14. 
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charge of the Sthanikas who managed such temples. This 
inscription is dated A.D. 1367, and it falls within the reign of the 
Vijayanagara king Bukka Raya's son Virtlpak$a Raya, when the 
latter's minister Taiakad Maval'asa waS placed over the province of 
the Araga Eighteen KampaI}.a. In order that" Virtlpa Raya might 
have a firm kingdom ", the representatives of the Fifty nags made 
a specified grant of land for the decorations and offerings of the 
god Sankara in the Bandigal;tali village. And the inscription 
relates that" The god's 8thanika (name effaced in the record) and 
the Senabova (name effaced), to their children's children, will 
maintain this (charity) without fail."124. 

As in the previous centuries, the Sthanikas in the fourteenth 
century continued to grant lands to worthy citizens along with the 
other respectable persons of the locality. In this matter the 
Sthanapatis of Talakag became very conspicuous. Thus, fOr 
instance, in A.D. 1312 when king Ballala Deva III was ruling, 
VeI}.l].akuma, the son of Gangadharadeva, and the Sthanapati of the 
seven towns and the five mathas of Talakag alias Rajarajapuram, 
granted certain specified lands to Mallappa Nayaga.125 In A.D. 
1313, according to the Busagiir stone inscription found at Malava
Hi, the Sthanapatis of the seven puras (towns) and the five mathas 
of the same city of Talakag, and Adidevarasa of Anebasadi and 
others made a grant of land to certain Gaugas (named) for having 
conducted the repairs of Anebasadi.126 Another Tamil inscription 
of the same date and found in the same place, records that Ariyapi
nai alias Senapati, the Sthanapati of Anaivasadi (i.e., Anebasadi) 
at Talakag, and Sivana GamuIJ.~an of Pusuktlr in the southern 
division of Kilainadu, granted specified lands to Komali, the 
accountant of PU8ukur, to be enjoyed by him in perpet~ity.1ll7 
Marali PemmaI}.:t;la, the Sthanapati of the seven towns and 
five mathas of Talaka~u, granted, land (to some one) in 
A. D. 1321 during the reign of the same ·Hoysala king Ballaia 
Deva nr.128 From a stone inscription found at Tiga(l.ahaUi, 

124. Ibid, VIII. N r. 34, p. 133. There is a record aesigned to A.D. 1371 
and found in the Someavara temple at Gangavara, DevanahaHi 
taluka, Mysore State, which seems to register some regulations 
pertaining to the different castes and even to the ruler of the Nallnr 
nag. himself 1 These regulations were caused to be written by the 
three Sthanikas (not named) of the same Some~vara temple. But the 
sense of the inscription is_by no means clear. Ibid, IX. Dv. 73, p. 83, 

125. Ibid, III. M1. 122. p. 68. 
126. M. A. R. for 1920, pp. 34-35. 
127. M. A. R. fOT 191)0, p. 35. 
128. E. C. III. MJ. 107, p. 67. 
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MalavaUi taluka, dated A. D. 1337, we learn that Mallappa, the son 
of Naga PaQ.g,ita, the Sthanapati of the five mathas of Talaka(iu, 
granted a village as a pura to Marabhakta and others (named), the 
share of each being specified. The conditions ot the grant, we 
may note by the way, were that the grantees should pay a small 
sum of money till A. D. 1339, a slightly increased sum till A. D. 
1342, and thenceforward a consolidated sum. 

The interest of the above record from TigagahaHi lies not only 
in the granting of a village by a Sthanika to a worthy individual, 
but also in the fact that he himself was a Jaina by persuasion I 
We prove that Mallappa was a Jaina by the stipulation in the 
epigraph that the grantees were to make an annual payment of one 
gadyat~a for the god Candranathasvami. This god was evidently 
a Jaina deity. The second reason which makes us assert that 
Mallappa was a Jaina is his signature at the end of the epigraph, 
thus-SrI Vrtarl1ga" .l.2 9 

In A. D. 1320 Madhava, the son of ... va:-Raya, obtained sixty 
honnu, which were the dues levied fron the road to the town of 
Kug,ali, from the minister Bembeya DaQ.1}.ayaka. With this money 
Mildhava bought land which in that year, along with the sixty 
farmers (of the locality), the 120 Sthanikas and others 
(nur.ippattu Sthanamam muntagi) t he presented for the 
decoration of the god Rama. of Ku<;lali, This is related in the atone 
inscription found in the Ramesvara temple at Kugali, Shimoga 
taluka.1So 

The Sthanikas of Takal, Veppur, and Sripati (Sihati) also 
granted lands in the manner indicatedaboveto deserving recipients. 
One of the Varadarajasvami temple stone inscriptions of Teka! dated 
A. D. 1355, informs us that the Sthanapatis of the Arulruanadan 
temple at Taka} along with Sokkkaperuma! DaSar granted (in that 
year) in the orthodox: manner certain specified lands and a daily 
allowance of specified rice to Komanga}am-u(laiyar Suriyadevar 
alias Tiruvaymo~.i-daSar, the husband of Varadakkan, in perpetuity. 
Rice conjectures that the grantee was probably the reciter of the 
Draviaaprabha't~dam in the temple.1S

l. The same SthaJ}.atar and 
Sokkapernmal Dasar again in A .. D. 1356 gave specified daily 
allowance of cooked rice to a grantee whose incomplete name in 
the epigraph ... raja-mannikkan alias Varadi, suggests that she may 
have been Varadakkan mentioned just above1S2. 

129. M. A. R. for 192Q, p.35. 
130. E. O. VII. Sh. 69, p. 27. 
131. Ibid, X. Mr. 17, p. 160. 
132. E. O. X. Mr. 21, p. 161. 
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The SthaJ).attar of Veppur likewise did not hesitate to co-operate 
with other citizens in this direction. Veppur lay in the Raj endra. 
colavalana<;lu which formed a part of the Nigarili-cola-mal).<;1alam. 
Its well known temple was that of Sembisvaram U(laiyar of 
Tama~:ai.ka~:ai. Here in this temple assembled the SrI Rudra-srI
Mahesvara of Citrameli Peruttalan DiruttavalJ.am, the temple 
manager (danma~7carttar, i. e., dharma-kartta?1j Bembal).<;1ai.deva's 
son TambaJ).a ( and another whose name is effaced in the recOl'd ) , 
and other Brahmans (named) in A: D. 1365, and gave a grant ( not 
specified) to SomaJ).a Devar of the KauSika-gotra. And the 
Sthanapati TambaJ).a Jlya, evidently one of the sons of dharma
karttar Bembal).Q.ai.devar mentioned above, having received full 
payment in gold, gave with pouring of water, .fu11 possession of 
one-third of the lands (specified in detail) which he had purchased 
from one Mudali,. to Somal).a Devar. The assembly which had met 
"on the seat of justice" in the Semb'isvaram-U <;1aiyar temple, 
obviously ratified the gift made by the Sthanika TambaJ).a 
Jiya,1S8 

The Bri-Rudra.-sri-Mahesvara of Citrameli Perukka!an 
DirukavaJ). ( the DiruttavaJ;,lam of the previous record) himself was 
the recipient of a specified quantity. of paddy and certain specified 
taxes in the next year A. D. 1366. He was given the above gifts h~T 
the assembly of the mah/ijanas, the heads of the mathas and the 
sthanas (ma(la-patigal-taria-patigalum j, the'l'eciter of ' the Vedas, 
the temple man~ger (dharma-ltarttar j Semba1).<;1i, the Pujaris 
Vaitti-bhattar, Madeva,.. bhattar and their sO:nS, Mara-bhattar and 
his sons,. the Kaikkolars (weavers) of t,he temple of KavarippiI).a, 
the Mulaccedi-srI-Vira-bhattira and the servants performing various 
duties, "from the p~1jari at the top the scavenger at the bottom" .184 

The spirit of co-operation with which the Sthanikas in theh' 
capacity as managers of temples worked along with others, is 
illustrated in the Bhail'a temple stone inscription from Bitibetta, 
Kolar taluka, and dated A. D. 1393. Periya Perum~q Betti, the 
son of Poyyangil.ar Pammi Setti, a leading Vaisya merchant, built 
a big tank in BrIpati which was the tin~vi(laiya.ttam of the god of 
Sripati. Periya Perumal Betti also endowed the temple with a gift 
of two khafl,r)ugas of dry land near the southern outlet of the big 
tank. His services had to be duly appreciated. The damaged 
stone record states that this was done by a huge assembly of 
representatives of the nlif/,u (palaru u11Uta nattavarum), including 
the minister NagaI)J:)a O<;1eyar of Kaivaranat:lu in Nigarili-Sola~ 

133. Ibid, IX. Bn. 67, p. 14. 
134. Ibid, Bn. 66, p. 14. 
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va!anat;ln, ~ajarasar, the son of Brahmarasal', and ,the manager of the 
temple of Srlpati (Sripatiyar sthanattar). This huge assembly 
approved of the charity of Periya Peruma! by affirming that no 
tax was to be levied on the new land cultivated, that it was to be 
treated as a 8arvamanya limd for a period of eight years (from that 
date), and that thenceforward the wet land below the tank should 
be 7c'u(langai land.18s 

From the inscriptions we learn how disputes between the 
Sthanikas themselves concerning division of lands were settled. 
The BannahaHi (MalavaHi taluka) stone inscription dated A. D. 1313 
contains an account of how snch disputes between the Sthanikas 
were settled. There was a dispute between Malllyal)l)a's son 
Mallappanaga Pal)eJita, the Sthanapati of •.. nganvasadi, and Senapati 
PattaI).Q.ail's son Vanavan, the Sthanapati of Anaivasadi (Anebasadi), 
in respect of some villages and a sum of 1,320 gadyli'{l,as received 
on various occasions, some during the time of the Hoysala king 
Narasimha III, some during the time of Rayappa, and some at other 
times (specified). The arbitrators were the MahlifPradhana DlieJiya 
Someya Da:Q.I).ayaka's son Kalafiji Gummaya, the heads of the seven 
puras (towns), tha Sthanapatis of the five matha8 of TalakaQ.u, 
and several others (named) . This assembly of arbitrators sent for 
both· the parties and brought abont a reconciliation by an equal 
division of the villages and the sum of money. Further, it is 
interesting to note, it was decided that since Anaivasadi-Alvar and 
Ve!~ik~~svaram-U Q.aiyar were not on good terms, the '~llages 
should be amicably divided; that Anaivasadi should receive interior 
villages, gardens, trees over ground, wells underground, and a 
proper share of the houses in the Ac).aippari street in ex.change for 
the houses already taken possession of by Ku~.andac-Cenapati; and 
that an equal division should be made of MalipaHi situated near 
Takkur in Tenkarai which had been granted for the worship,of the 
god. Thus did the arbitrators grant a stone sCisana to the 
Sthanapati MaUappanaga Pal)Q.ita.:l.8 6 

Important as the above record certainly is from the point of 
view of the method. by which arbitration in civil matters was 
conducted with the aid of the people, it is also interesting from the 
standpoint of the Sthanikas themselves whose disputes, especially 
those pertaining to their lands around temples, had to be settled with 
the sanction, and in the presence of, an official of the State, who 
was to work in conjunction with the representatives of the people. 
In other words, since the Sthanikas were 'officials in charge of public 

135. E. O. X. Kl. 39, p. 9. 
136. M. A. R. for 1920, p. 35. 
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charities, disputes concerning their lands had to be settled by 
public bodies. 

The close conta.ct between the Sthanikas and the represent
atives of public bodies and of the State is'seen further in one of the 
Kolaramma temple stone inscriptions dated A. D. 1379 and found at 
Kolar itself. Devappa Jiya, the head of the Devr temple (a 
deviyara sthanakka mukhyarada) had somehow or other 
distinguished himself. He had, therefore, to be honoured; and this 
was done by an assembly of the Mahantas of all the world, others 
(named), all the farmers, subjects, and all the Sthanikas of the 
temple of KO!iila, led by the Mahama'1J4aleivara N agal}.l.la OQ.eyar's 
son Depal}.l}.a OQ.eyar, the viceroy of the Vijay~nagara monarch 
Harihara Raya II. This assembly having bound on Devappa Jrya the 
badge of Jiya oJthe Devi temple, granted to him all the the lands and 
dues belonging to Andiganahari village in Kols.1anaQ., free of all 
imposts in perpetuity. Moreover it was said that whatever lands of 
Jiyas of the various·temples were attached to that Jrya badge would 
also belong to Devappa of that temple.1S7 

The above instances, no doubt, show in what honour the 
Sthanikas were held by the people in the fourteenth century A. D. 
But their high status is revealed better in the following epigraphs 
in which the monarch himself addressed them directly concerning 
the welfare of the religion and the State. All these instances 
belong to the reign of the last great Hoysala monarch Vira Ballala 
III, and are dated A.D. 1301. We have elsewhere shown what a 
critical age it was in which this gallant monarch lived.1Ss. The 
great enemy with whom this ruler waged conMnuous battles were 
the Muhammadans. In the year A.D. 1301 things appeared rather 
dark for the Hoysala monarch. For the clouds of foreign invasion 
were gathering ominously on the political horizon;:L89 and the 
Hoysala king naturally looked to the protection of the most sacred 
trust the people had given him-the preservation of the dharma 
and of the honour of the state. 

In order to realize the former object he had to take into his 
confidence the heads of all the religious institutions in the land. 
And in A.D. 1301 he did this by a most liberal policy unparallelled 
in the history of southern and western India. Quite a number of 
stone inscriptions, all of them dated in A.D. 1301, reveal the policy 

137 E. O. X. Kl. 113, p. 44. 
138. Saletore, Social &: Political Life in the VijaY(J;traga'l'lr Empire, I, pp. 2, 

seq. 

139. Sa.letore, ibid, I. p. 14. 
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of co-operation and liberality which king Ballala Deva III inaugu
rated. The Somesvara temple stone inscription found at Gufijul'u, 
Bangalore taluka,· informs us that that monarch intimated the 
following to the heads of the mathas and the Sthanikas situated 
in the Hesara-KundaI).i kingdom, Viriviar).u, Masandinar).u Muru
sunacJu, Sokkanayanparru, Pe1}1}aiy3I).Q.armafjanarJu, Aimbu~.ugfi.r
nag.u, ElavurnaQ.u, Kuvalalanag.u, Kaivarana~lu, IlaippakkanaQ.u, 
and "all the other na(1~"s", thus-Co [On the date specified], we have 
remitted all kinds of taxes, including the tax on looms, the tax. on 
goldsmiths, tribute and tolls, hitherto paid in the gifts to the temples 
etc., (named) of our kingdom and granted the same, with -pouring 
of water, for certain gods, to provide for worship, offerings of rice, 
enjoyments and temple repairs. 

" Accordingly, be pleased to take possession of the villages of 
Surikkuttai,Singamankuttai, K5vaSaIDuttiram, and others which 
are the tax-free temple property of the god Somanathadevar of 
KUiijiyur, make adequate provision for worship, offerings of 
rice, enjoyments and temple repairs, and live happily, praying for 
the prosperity of ourselves and our kingdom.,,1.40 

Again in the same year king Vil'a Ballala III addressed to all 
the heads of the mathas and the sthanas of all the temples situated 
in the eleven na!J,us mentioned above and "in all other nat)u8", as 
the MarJiv"ala Somesvara temple inscription found at HurJi, Bangalore 
taluka, relates, and remitted likewise all kinds of taxes (enumerated 
in detail), ordering the Sthanikas and heads of the mathas to take 
possession of four villages (named) and of separate pieces of land 
which were the devadana property .of the god SembIsvaram
nr).aiya-nayanar of Tamaraikkarai in Veppurnparru. The main 
object of this royal bounty was;'as in the pre~ious instance, ,. the 
prosperity of ourselves and of our kingdom.,,141. 

An identical royal order was passed in the same year, as is 
mentioned in the Dharmeavara temple stone inscription found at 
AyigaI}.~lapura, N elamangala taluka, Mysore state. This too was 
addressed to the heads of all the rnathas and the sthanas in the 
temples situated in the eleven narj,us spoken of above. The taxes 
remitted were the same, and the main object of the grant was like 
that of the two previous records. But the name of the temple to 
which proviSion was made is miSsing in the defaced portion of 
record. And unlike the two previous records, this royal order 
hailing from Nelamangala ends thus-That the royal grant was 

140. E. a. IX. Bn. 51, p. 11. On its date, See ibid page, n. (2) 
141. Ibid, Bn. 65, p. 14. 
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"under the protection of the kingdom, of the inhabitants of the 
na(iu and of the Mahesvaras.,,14z 

A copy of the same royal order dated in the same year was 
published in a stone inscription in the Gangadharesvara temple at 
Madivala, Malnr t111uka, Mysore State. It was likewise addressed 
to theSthanikas and heads of the mathas in the eleven na(ius 
mentioned above.l

4:S Another copy of the royal order dated in the 
same year was engraved on the basement of the Somesvara temple 
at Lakknr also in the same taluka.144 These royal orders end in 
an identical manner which reveals the earnestness of the monarch, 
thus:- "For the benefit of ourselves and· our kingdom, be 
pleased to see that the worship, offerings of rice, enjoyments and 
temple repairs are adequately provided for, and pray for our 
prosperity" . 

That there were Sthanikas also in other na(iu8 is proved by 
another similar royal order passed also in the same year 
(A. D. 1301), but engraved on stone near the Kamatesvara temple 
at Nandi, Ohikka Bal!apura taluka. In this royal order in 
addition to the eleven na(iu8 mentioned above, the following eleven 
are also said to have contained Sthanikas and heads of the mathas-
Veppur, E!uma!ai, KalavaranaQ.u, Amba<).akki, No!).<).ang~i, 
Tekkalnagu, Eyilna<).u, TagadainaQ.u, PU!3.malainaQ,u (alias 
AdigaimanitQ.u ), Payyuraparl'u, and PulliyurnaQ.u. The taxes 
remitted in this instance were Similar to those mentioned in the 
previous order. Only the heads of the mathas and sthanas in the 
temple of the god Tirunandi alias southern Kailasa, were ordered 
to enjoy the wet and dry lands as a sarvamanya gift. The object 
of this royal edict was similar to" that of the previous ones; and 
this charity was placed, as in the two instances mentioned above, 
under.the protection of the king, of the inhabitants of the na~u, 
and of the Maheavaras.14:5 

Two inscriptions found in the Cokkanatba and Somesvara 
temples at DomInr, both dated also in A.D. 1301, are similar forms 
of royal oiroulars addressed by the same Hoysala. monarch to all the 
heads of mathas and sthanas in the eleven na¢us beginning with 
the Hesara-KundaI).i kingdom spoken of above. One of these 
registers the grant of remission of speoified taxes. and of lands in 
Dombalur, to the god Sokkaperumal of Dombalur in Ilaipakka-

142. Ibid. Nl. 38, p. 35. 
143. E. a, X, Mr. 100, pp. 176-77. 
144. Ibid, Mr, 71, pp. 170-71. 
145. Ibid,OB. 20, pp. 201-202. See ibid, p. n. (1) for a.· remark on the 

date of this record. 
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naQ.u; while the other mentions a similar gift to the' god 
Somanatha at Dombalur, the lands given as gifts being situated at 
Dombalur, and Palasur.~46 As in other records registering royal 
remissions, the obj ect of these grants was the same, viz., "the 
prosperity of ourselves and our kingdom". 

From the standpoint «?f the Sthanikas, these royal orders 
mark the highest limit to which the Sthanikas reached in the 
course of their history. For not only have we the fact of the 
Sthanikas having been spread over the length and breadth of 
Hoysala Empire, but also the fact that the monarch himself 
directly addressed them, remitting many taxes to them, and 
in all instances requested them to look after the religious 
prosperity of the country and to pray for the safety of the 
monarch and the welfare of the land. Such royal orders are 
unique in the histoJ,'y of southern and western India; and they 
reveal the deep trust which the Hoysala monarch reposed in, and 
the high regard which he had for, the Sthanikas of his wide 
Empire, whose co-operation with the State was of snch great 
importance to. the religious stability of the country. These 
records alone embodying the orders passed by king BalIa!a III 
are enough to demonstrate the universal influence which the 
Sthiinikas wielded in southern India in the first .quarter '0£ the 
fom·teenth century A.D. 

\. 

.FIFTEENTH CENTURY A. D. 

Coming to the fifteenth century A.D., we find that the 
Sthanikas, while maintainillg their ancient position and dignity, 
continued to do much good to the country in their capacity 
as priests and managers of temples. 'l~eir public work 
earned for them adequate reward at the hands of the State. 
Before we narrate this ,interesting side of their history, it is 
desirable that we should give a few instances to show that in the 
fifteenth century, as in the previous ages, the Sthanikas were 
managers and priests of temples, that they granted lands to worthy 
people, along with others, that they were cited as witnesses to 
deeds of public charity, and that they enjoyed special privileges at 
the hands of the State. But their reai importance is seen in those 
inscriptions which mention their public work. 

A few examples may suffice to show how in addition to the 
very many places which the Sthanikas controlled mentioned in the 
previous pages, they were also the custodians of temples in other 

146. M.A.R. for 1911, p. 50. 
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parts of the land. For instance, the Sthanikas wel'e the priests and 
managers of the Ten Keris of Barakuru, one of the Alupa capitals 
of South Kanara, and of the Siva temple (now converted into a 
Vai~J)ava shrine) at Phalamaru, also in tne Ug,ipi taluka of the same 
district. One of the stone inscriptions in the former place, calls 
OikkalJ.lJ.a as the Sthanapati of the Ten Keris (i.e., ten streets) of 
Baraktlru (Baraktr/ru hattu keriya sthanapati Oi1cka/fl/fLa). He 
made a request (binnaham) to the State in Saka 1329 (A.D. 1407-8) 
when the monarch was Bukka Raya II.147 That the original Siva 
temple of Phalamaru was once ruled by a Sthanika is proved by a 
damaged stone 'record found there, and dated Saka 1323 (A.D. 1401-2), 
which mentions the Sthanapati (name effaced) of that temple.us 

In the Telugu land as well we come across SthanapatiS 
managing temples. The Bhimehara temple stone inscription at 
Petlflru, Nellore district, informs' us that in A.D. 1406-7 the 
Sthanapati of that temple was MalIa Jiyyaru. This temple being 
in ruins, was reconstructed in that year by Anna ReQ.Q.i Sigi ReQ.Q.i 
at the request of all classes of devotees of Petltlru.14.9 

According to one of the stone inscriptions found at Bankipura, 
Shimoga tl1luka, the head of the Vankapm'a (Bankiyapura) temple 
(tatN8thana-8amrak~akartta) was Cennapacarya, the son of 
Puru~ottamaryya, a Vaikhanasa of the Kasyapa gotra. The temple 
which he managed was that of the god Lak~m'in!'lrayaI).a for which 
many specified dues had be~n given by the. order of the Vijayana
gam ruler Harihara Raya II. It is interesting to observe that this 
temple was caused to be erected" by that Mahal'aya's order", as the 
inscription dated about A.D. 1413 rela~es.1DO No other evidence is 
required to prove that the Sthanikas were servants of the State in 
Vijayanagara times; and that they were the priests and managers of 
temples which were constructed by the rulers themselves. 

The damaged KuravaHi stone inscription (TirthahaUi taluka) 
dated about A..D. 1424, affirms that the Son of the A1vaprabhu 
Bommiyakka's son, whose name is effaced in the record,.on account 
of his marriage" sold certain specified lands to the Sthanika BovalJ.:Q.a 
Ayya, the Bon of Deva:t;wa Ayya. Although the name of the 
temple is not mentioned in the inscription, we suppose it was the 
same Visvesvara temple near which the record was fonnd.1S1 

147. 154 B. of 1901; S. I. I., VII. 346, p. 206. 
148. 8'7 of 1901 j S. I. 1. VII, 267, p. 137. 
149. Butterworth-Ohetty, NeZlore Inscriptio'lls, II. p. 608. 
150. E. O. VII. Sh. 30, pp. 15-16. 
151. Ibid, VIII. Tl. 175., p. 199. 
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One of the Sitibetta stone inscriptions dated abo.ut A.D. 1468 
relates that Apparasar, the household officer of Ramarasar of the 
Mari palace, and BasavaJ}l}.a, granted to the Sthanika priest 
Bayirayya of the temple of the god Bhairava of Sihati, three honnu 
and, three parta from the revenue of TuruvalahaUi in Pulinagu. 
This endowment was for the god Bhairava of SIhati.152 On the 
basis of. this inscription it may be asserted that the Sthanikas as 
priests of temples, received grants of money on behalf of temples 
which they managed. 

In Kalliiru hobli of the Gubbi taluka, Mysore State, is the 
Kapule Siddha Mallikarjuna temple. The Sthltnika priest of this 
temple in A.D. 1470, during the reign of the Vijayanagara king 
Viriipak~a :M'aharltya, was Somayya Deva. His younger sister 
Honni Devl is also mentioned in the same record, but the context 
cannot be determined because the inscription is damaged. It may 
be noted, however, that the temple of Mallikltl'juna had been 
restored by Kallarasiyamma, the wife of the Mahfisamanta whose 
name, too, is effaced in the record. She had richly endowed the 
temple with specified lands.158 

Of the famous Vai~J}ava temple of Ahobalam, Nandys-l taluka, 
Kurnool district, the Sthanikas were the trutees in the reign of Kr~J}.a 
Deva Raya the Gx:eat.l.5

4. The PaJ}ikesvara temple in the same taluka, 
was also under the Sthltnikas. This is proved by a stone record 
found in that temple and dated A. D. 1503 which informs us that 
during the reign of the Vijayanagara monarch ImmacJi Narasinga 
Maharaya, a grant of specified land was made for the merit of the 
king and of N arasa Nltyaka, evidently by the ruler himself, to the 
foul' Sthanikas of the PaJ}ikesvara temple, for building a village and 
conducting the services in the same temple.llllS 

There is the well known temple of Mafijunatha at Kadri, a 
suburb of Mangalore in South Kanam. The trustees and priests of 
this temple were Sthanikas. This is proved by a stone inscription 
found in that temple and dated Saka 1397 (A. D.1475) in which 
the following in narrated:- That during the reign of the Vijaya
nagara monarch Virfipak~a Deva, when his Mahapradhana 
Singa:g.:g.a DaJ}J}ayaka was carrying on the administration of the 
Empire, by the order of the latter Vittharasa OcJeyar was governing 
the Barakilrtl-rajya in Tuluva. The local chieftains who carried on 
the work of ad'ministration in Tuluva were the Cautara and the 

152. Ibid, X. KI. 36, p. 9 
153. Ibid, XII. Gb. 30, p. 23. 
154. For further details. refer to Ep. Rep. S. Oircle/or 1915, Si.P. 94-95. 
155. 166 of 1913; Rangacharya, Top List,. II, p .. 967. 
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Bangars~ . Attiwhed to the 'Mangaluru-l'ajya:wRs the Kadariya temple 
of which the four Sthanikas by name Ravalapali, GaI;1.l1par.p)a Aluva,. 
Raya:ca Senabova, and Gomma Senabova, agreeing among them.selves 
gav.ea. sale' deed written in stone,.' and specified in . detail, ,to 
Map:galanathilO deyar .105 8 

But the Sthanikas could also co-operate with the representatives 
elf: the people in· bestowing honours' upon 'worthy citizens. We 
have- seen' that this was one of their public functions in the 
pre-Vijayanagara days. Mangarasa, the son of Mahadeva of ·the 
Gautama' gotra, had built a tank in Val)iyarahalli in HodenaQ:, and 
constructed the HirI-Mangasa;mudra. The stone inscription found 
below the' MullukUl).te tank at VaI;tiganahaHi in the Miilbagal taluka, 
and dated A. D. 14:07, continues to relate that on the completion of 
this work of public utility, the Sthanikas of the goddess Gauri of 
Uttanur Mag,avala, the mortgagees (?) and the citizens gave Manga
rasa a sasana for rent free rice land as a 7catt"'6 go(lage for, the tank j 
as follows:,- Two parts (in ten) of the rice land below and within 
that tank were give:l.as 7cattu .go(lage; and two parts (in ten) were 
given to Mangarasa's children, free of all taxes, in perpetuity.U7 

Amore interesting example of Sthanikas rewarding not 
ordinary citizens but Brahmans themselves for having done Some 
public work is afforded in the. stone inscription' found in ,the 
Nllcaramma temple at Mulbagal itself. This inscription .is dated 
A.D .. 1416, and, it' refers to· the reign of kingPratapa Deva Ra,ya 
(i. e., Deva Raya II) when his Mahapradhana Nagal)l)a Og,eyar was 
placed over the Mulbagal kingdom. The officer under this viceroy 
was Annanadilni OQ.eyar, who "was maintaining the proper 
dharmas, and firmly protecting the Mulbagal kingdom." The 
inscription continues' to relate that "by 'order of the original goddess 
of Mulbagal, Muluvayi NacidevI", her Sthanikas 'Balipa, Mal)iya, 
!!ond Marapa,·the sonso£ Keaava PeruDia!e, and the latter's younger 
brother! vambala,~greeing among themselves; gave· to Sivaratri 
Vitthal)~a, Mallal)l)a, and other Brahmans a sasanaas follows
"The AraU dam in the. PaliU'U river in the Katal'iyahaUi 8im~ 
belonging to our M;uluvayi· NacidevI, baving been breached from 
timejmmemorial and ruined down to the level of the ground, in. 
order that you may expend much· money and restore the dam so 
as) to form a tank, and build there a village named Muluvayi
NaciPura:, wagrant. to. you the tract of land bounded as fonow~ 
(boundaries enumerated in detail)-, in which you may cut down 
the jungle and form fields. And the rice lands under and in the 

156, 2.r?E..~ ~l19f:J.1 ;. ~.I. 1. ;v.'II. 194,p. 88. 
157. E. O.X. Mb.131,..p •. 109. 
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area of the tank which you construct, 'dividing them into four·part.a 
one part will belong to the treasury of our Mu!uvayi NacidevI,and 
in consideration of your having, expended much money of YO'(!.rown, 
and constructed the tank, the remaining three parts we ,grant, 
with the land (before mentioned), to your Brahmans' as an 
agrahara, free of all imposts, from our Muluvayi NacidevI. All 
the usual rights of the villages named Muluvityi NMipul'a which 
you build,' we also grant. If any damage arises to your tank, it 
belongs to your Brahmans to repair it." This agreement was 
inscribed on stone "in front of our Muluvayi NacidevI" (temple).l.5S 

About sixty-six years later (circa A.D: 1482) the Sthanikas of 
the-temple of the god Bhail'ava (in Sihati in Kolar?) gave similar 
expression to their public spirit when they bestowed an agreement 
(sadana) on the Cenji hill Gavunda 'Cimi Jlya and his sons 
BayiraI}.l}.a and C5ku. Bayica. The KesavavinityakanahaHi stone 
inscription (Kolar taluka) which contains these details is dated 
A.D. 1482. It relates that ,to the father and two sons who had 
built a new the Baicakere (tank) below the old breached one at 
SIb,ati '(SrIpati), and made a sluice, and fix.ed the money payment 
for the land under it, the Sthitnikas of the god Bhairava gave the 
revenue of the rice fields so formed two shares to be divided 
among themselves and to be enjoyed by them and their posterity, 
while one share was reserved for the Sthanikas themselves as 
"dharma ,to the god's treasury". The tank was the inalienable 
:property of the donees, who could sow and raise any crops on the 
rice fields.159 

The evidence of the above inscription, in addition to that 
concerning the award of honours to worthy citizens which we have 
cited above, l)roveS that the lands enjoyed by the Sthanikas around 
the temples which they managed, were not their private property, 
lmt were considered as "dharma to the god's treasury". 'That is 
to say, in all instances the Sth.itnikas, as the reader must have 
r.ealized ,from the numerous instances we have already given 
above, were trustees on behalf of the god or goddesses in temples. 

One more instance may be adduced to show that the 
Sthanikas, who rewarded worthy citizens with grants of land, did 
so·in their capacity as trustees of the pl'operty of the deity in th(:l 
temple. The RayagtlJ.}.Q.ahalF stone inscription, Mulbagal t~i.luka, 

dated A.D. 1496, tells us that Devappa,the son of KOl}.Q.app~ .. 
Timmal)l}.a, and the Sthanika of the 'temple 'of the god Narasimha, 

158. E. O. X. Mb. 7, pp. 72·73. 
159. E. O. X. KI. 15, p. 4. 
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granted a kattu~go(k"ge to Alapa's son Narasimhadeva. The reason 
why the Sthilnika priest granted a kattu-gorJ,age gift to Narasimha
deva was because the latter had' expended money and caused a 
virgin tank to be constructed in the MilvinahaHi, village' to the 
west of the old tank of GU:t;lQ.alanahaUi, forming an embankment 
with plenty of earth, building it with stone, fixing a stone sluice 
and making' it secure with bricks, and mortar, thoroughly 
completing the tank in every detail. For this work of public 
utility the Sthanika Devappa "by the order of, the god N arasimha " 
(i.e., Kadiri, LaksmI Narasimha of the village of GU:t;l(/.alanahaHi 
aliCt8 Narasimhapura in' Hodenil(/.) gave four parts of the rice 
raised on the lands' under the tank to the donee, along with .very 
many privileges enumerated in detail.160 

Another aspect of the public character of the Sthilnikas is 
given in the interesting record found in the Isvara temple at 
DoQ.Q.a Belahil!u, HU:t;lSfir taluka, and dated A..D. 1423. This stone 
epigraph tells us that the Sthilnikas were called as witnesses to a 
deed of public charity. Tippe Setti of the Vijayanagara treasury, 
was a very pious and superstitious soul. He dedicated to the god 
Tirumala the tank which he had constructed in order that merit 
might accrue to his parents. But this consecration had to be done 
publicly, according to the usage of 'the day. And Tippe Setti did 
it in A.D. 1423 in the presence'of the chief and holy meritorious 
Brahmans, the Sthanikas, the Nambis, the body-servants of the god 
Tirumala, and ViraJ.;l.J.;l.a-aya of Kariyamilranaha1!i. And to these wit
nesses were added others-the Fish, the Tortoise, the Bmir, the 
eight Regents of the Compass, the snake charmers, the tellers of 
omens by lizards, and such other "sacred persons," of an unusally 
strange category.161 

But as in the previous ages, the Sthllnikas were prominent not 
only because they were called as witnesses to deeds of public 
charity, ,but also because they, possessed privileges and were 
entitled to special exemptions. This is pl'oved by the following 
epigraphs one of which was found in the Kalfvesvara temple at 
HeHur, Narsapura hobli, Kolar ts.luka. In this inscription dated 
A. D. 1406, it is related that by order of the Vijayanagara monarch 
Deva Raya (I), the Mahlipradhana BommaJ.;l.J.;l.a Dalf:t;layaka's son 
(unnamed) granted the villages of Bayilanaku:t;lte and TujilahaUi, 
the formel' of which was given by the Kannara Deva Raya, and the 
latter by the Vijayanagara Emperor himself, for the god' Soma of 
Bellar alia8 Vi~!).uvardhanacaturvedimangaiam, together with all 

160. E. a. X. Mb. 172, p. 116. 
161. Ibid, IV. Ha. 27, p. 86. 
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the lands and rights (specified) pertaining thereto. The concluding 
portion of the grant affirms that by that order of the Vijayanagara 
Emperor, Malidavi Ra:Q.i,-the daughter of Dulini(l.ava Ra:Q.i,remitted 
the taxes (given-in detail) payable for the houses of the Sthanikas 
in that country and the other sacred buildings. . How the office of 
the Sthanikas was connected with the sthana attached to a temple 
is proved in the text of the inscription which recounts the exemp
tionthus-a nirt1padimDuli-Ni(Java R(.1t~iya'l'a maga (magalu?) 
Malidev'i· Ra'l)iyaru a simeya devara Sthanikadalu 8thanikara 
mane-modaUida madava1ike salu ••• raya-ka~ika sunka teravCtlike 
saha sarvama .•• a devara ••• gatu ••• tertwa vibhuti ••• "162 

The Somesvara temple iIiscription found at CidaravaUi, 
Mysore district, corroborates the statement made'above concerning 
the office of the Sthanikas. This inscription which is dated A. D. 
1420 of the reign of the Vijayanagara ruler Deva Raya II, informs 
ns that lands were given for the office (sthana) of the temple. 
Such lands were called sthana bhfim'i. The inscription registers 
the remission of taxes on houses, gardens, and tanks belonging to 
the sthana-bhitmi of the temple (yi devCf/rct sthana-bhilmi olagada 
mantota keremanyavendu kottu), inclndingtheland· belonging 
to the Sthanikas Raya(l.e, Somaya(l.e, and KetaQ.e of the temple of 
Somayyadeva at Cidaravalli. The donors were the Purubovas 
GuQ.Q.ayaJ}.I,.la Vayicanna of MallinathaptlXa, who was the chief of the 
forty-two puras of Talaka(l.una(l., Madayya Somayya of Sindeya
pnra, Dema of Kamagol).Q.anapura, and Sambudeva of CidaravaUi
pura. Certain GauQ.as (named) also joined in making the grant 
which the donors inscribed on stone.168 

There were two reasonS why the houses of the Sthanikas 
were exempted from taxation. :Firstly, the Sthanikas being' 

162. E. O. X. Kl. 94, p. 29 the text clearly says Duli-nidi vu/ra'l)iyara maga, 
etc. Now both Ni(l.ivarul).i and MalideviraJ}.i were princ.esses. How the 
latter could be termed maga (son) is not intelligible, except on the 
supposition that Malidevi Riil).i assumed the dignity of a male ruler 
as queen Rudrambii. had done in the Telugu country. .As regards 
exemptions, cf. KI. 100, p. 30 where the Nambis seem to get a similar 
privilege. 

163. M. A. R. for 1938, pp. 268-269. Dr. Krishna takes the name Rayag.e 
Someyag.e KetaiJe to be the name of one person. (Ibid, p. 269) ·13ut; 
it is doubtful if this were so ; for the plural ending yivara ma'tJ'lJugola, 
etc., suggests that the names belonged to· three different persons.· Dr. 
Krishna: also makes. Gug.g.aya~~!). and others donees. I would make 
them donors. Otherwise the record makes no sense, and we cannot 
understand the significance of the statement !Purabovagalum ...... 
manyavendu kOHu.-B. A. S. 
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managers and ouato,dian's of'teinpleswere 'Public ser~ants, ana, as 
such were entitled to some 'special consideration at the hands of th~ 
State. And, Eecondly, the' Sthanikas, especially in 'the fifteenth 
century A. D., had given ample evidep.ceof their zeal 'to pro:tnote 
public weal. Thel'ea,l'e niany examples of the publ~c' benefactions 
.of the Sthanikas. The Ujenigrama stone inscription fonnd at 
Be~arapura, Ku:t;ligal taluka, MysoreState, is one of'them., This 
record dated A~D. 1429 refers to the reign of th,e; V;ijayanagal1~ 
Emperor Pratapa Raya (i. -e., Deva Raya II); when Bay iQara sa" tIle. 
Bon ofUjenrRama Gau~a, Muttu GauQ.a, the son of 'MasaI)a GaU:;<ib~:, 
and all the older Gau~as and subjects of pjenr granted PYa'SaBan€(' 
a koi)age gift to Camarasa, the, son of Ujeni Bayicarasa. The,reason 
why such a gift was given was that Camarasa and, theSthanikas 
had provided the fundS and entered into, an agreement for the 
construction of the tank to the east of the town. 'OD.' the, (1om,ple. 
tion of the tank, the donors mentioned above granted specifie,d 
lands as free glft to ,the Sthanikas and Oamarasa.16

4, 

The Sthanikas could add to public welfare in other directions 
as well. For instance, when a need arose in, a town to have .the 
ualBndar-makers or paficangadavaru, they applied ,directly to the 
State and had those useful func~ionaries established in a town. In 
A. D. 1472 in the reign of the 'Vijayanagal'a king Vil'upak~a Raya, 
as is ,related in the, Svayambhuvesvara temple, stone inscription 
found at Ma~llv~qa, Bowringpet tnluka, Singarasa,' one of the two 
officials under the Betamangala officer Linga Raja~ came to 
Betamangala. He came to B~tamangala bec.ause the ,Sthanikas .of 
the locality had petitioned, to him to establish pancangadava'r'u, 
(orcalendar-:makers) in tbat country, and grant them a dha'1'ma 
sas{tna for the exaltation of the god (sthanadavCi/r'lb bandu yi 
Bimege ............ la-sthapunavanu 'mai)i devara satiyali !paiicanga-
davara dharma-sasanavanu 'ba'rasi koi)abeku endu koralagi). 
On which Singarasa . marked out the four boundaries, 'had them 
stamped with the seal, and' evidently had the calendar-makers 
established in'that town (for the ~ecord stops here).165 

The Sthanikas of th~ 'g~dBhairava 8Ihati (Srrpati) had once 
paid twenty-eight gadya/(tas for the wages of the watchmen. This 
was, indeed, a -work of much public good. Therefore, Narasaya 
Deva l\faharaya, the son of ,Mahamct'lJrjo,le§varaTimmaya Deva 
\Maha-arasu, in the reign of the Vijayanagara monarch 'Imma~i 
Narasinga Raya, in A.D. 1495, as is related in' one of the stone 
inscriptions found in the Sitibetta" Koll.U' taluka, gave to Guliya and 

164. E. O. 'XII. Kg. 18, p. 35. 
165. E'-d. X.Bp. 19, p. 139. 
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the other Sthanikas of the god Bhail"ava of 8rhati a· sas1,na by 
which he granted the alms and tribute, to the Ko!ala:srme within 
the jurisdi.ction of his nayakaship, for.'the offerings of the god 
Bhairava for a new car festival to be held for nine days. and for 
the. expenses of extra sacrifices. lamps, and offerings, in th.e, same 
temple.166 

SIXTElllNTH CENTURY A.D. 

In the sixteenth century the Sthanikas maintained their 
traditional high dignity and importance of their office. They were 
still priests and managers of temples. As trustees of temples which 
were public institutions, they granted lands and rewards to worthy 
recipients; and in the same capacity they approached directly the 
State in connection with important public matters. The epigraphs 
of ~he previous centuries enabled us to affirm that there was a very 
close contact between the State and the Stha:nikas. The records 
of the siKteenth century A.D. help us to assert that the Stha:nikas 
were appointed by the State, and as sl1ch were servants of the State. 

In about A.D. 1500 the priest of the Bhimesvara temple in the 
Ohintamant taluka, Mysore State. was the Stha:nika Na:gli.l)Q.a Jrya. 
Along with some other Stha:nikas whose names are effaced in this 
recqrd found at GuttahaHi, he made a grant for the same god.167 

The temple. priest of the god SrIdeva of the Tekalstme was the 
Sth~nika Nayanarayya, who, as is related in the damaged stone 
record discoyered at TimmanayakanahaUi, Teka! hobli, and dated 
A.D. 1508, received a grant in connection with the construction of 
the Tippaaamudra. The donor was evidently S~i!uva Gopa Raja.16s 

The same Nayanllrayya, called Nayinarayya in the inscription 
found in the Kamathehara temple at Teka!, was the recipient of a 
gift of the village of Huladevanahani at the hands of Yat:apa 
Nayaka, the son of Pareyada Rrtllla Nayaka, arid the lord of the 
village of Hn!adevanahaHi belonging to the Tekalsime which was 
included in the eighteen na~u8, The grant was made in A.D. 1542 
when the Emperor Acyuta Ra:ya was rilling, to Nayanarayya, who 
is called the Sthanika of the gods Somaya and Rlimayalinga of 
Tekal. The Sthanika was to provide for offerings of rice to the 
gods, and the object of the grant is stated thu,s:- "As a charity 
of AC'yuta Ra:ya." This last clause enables uS to affirm that the 
gift was made at the royal bidding.169 

166. Ibid, Kl. 34, p. 8. 
167. E. O. X. Et. 134, p. 268. 
168. Ibid, Mr. 46, p. 167. 
169. M. A. R. for 191~-1913, p. 48. 
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L"l A:.D. J.v\-Q.(J mJw..!I"tTae J:>"&lil'6' ~~~~.f"&.L·.i.'og&."& Elll'J7&.'\5'i" W&6' J.~1f!fg, 
Kerega Timmarasa was assigned the village of Santigrama for his 
office:of amara"nayaka. This noble was presented the vill:;tge of 
VogarahaHi for the daily offerings of the god Dharmesvara and 
oithe proceSSional image Oandrasekhara, and for feeding ten 
Brahmans. The entire endowment was made over .to the 
Sthanika priest Devarubhatta. This is related in the stone 
inscription found in the· Dharmesvara temple at Grama, Hassan 
tal1ika, Mysore State.170 

That the Sthanikas were, indeed. the priests in a temple is 
further proved by one of the Basavapura stone records (Chama
rajanagara taluka) , assigned by Rice· to A.D. 1552. In this 
inscription it is said that by order of the god Aniles
vara (sri"AfI,ilesvara-nirilpaaim) Timmarasayya, together with the 
Sthanika and the Senabova (neither being named), made a gift of 
7cor),agi free of all imposts, for the celestial linga:J.71. 

The managers and priests of the Somesvara temple in Mn!bitgal 
were Sthanikas. This is related in the Padmatirtha stone inscrip" 
tion dated only in the cyclic year Paric1havi but of the reign of 
the Vijayanagara Emperor Sadasiva Raya (A.D. 1542-A.D. 1567). 
According to this inscription some land in the Muluvayina~lu was 
granted, free of all imposts, as· ohatavrtti to the Sthanikas of 
the temple of the god Somesvara of Mnlbagal. This fragmentary 
record does not unfortunately give the name of the donor. But the 
fact that the land granted was meant as· blzatavrtti (subsistence 
grant to priests) is enough to prove that the SthitDikaa were Bhattas 
or Brahmans.1 

'12 

Why were such lands granted to the Sthanikas, and what 
precisely were the duties that were expected of them? These 
questions are answei'ed in the Virabhadra temple stone inscription 
found at Hassan. It is dated A.D. 1562, and it mentions also the 
same Vijayanagara Emperor. In this year a grant of specified taxes 
was made in the village of· Kudnrigm;i.(ii (mod.· Kuduregn1)Q.i, 
Dudda hobli, Hassan taluka), by Bukkappa Nayak~, a subordinate 
of E~ Kr~l}.appa Nayaka. The donees were the Sthanikas (unnam
ed) of the same Virabhadra temple. The object of the grant was 
"that prosperity' and merit might accrue to Bayappa Nayaka's 
son Kr~1)appa Nityaka." The duties of the Sthilnikas are mentioned 
thus in the same record :-" We, . Bukkappa Nayaka, younger 

170. E. O. V. Rn. 115, p. 33. 
171. E. O. lV. Oh. 140, p. 19. 
172. M. A. B. for 1924, p. 6Q. 
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brother of Tammappa N~yaka, the son of Ka:cappa Nilyaka, have, 
while granting the above with ponring.of water, ·ordel'ed that food 
offerings might be made to the god Vrrabhadra of Kudurigu1J,Q.i, 
both during the day and in the evening, and granted this charter 
of gift (dha'l'maSa8ana) for carrying on the service of offering 
incense, light$, and food to the said god in order that Bayappa 
Nayaka's son Kr~l)apa Nityaka-ayya might rule over many more 
kingdoms.,,1.78 

One of the features we noted concerning the Sthitnikas in the 
previous pages in the pre. Vijayanagara age was that pertaining to 
their public spirit which prompted them to award distinctions to 
persons who had done some service to the people. This singular 
feature still marked the Sthilnikas in the sixteenth century A.D. 
An inscription on a boulder near the Venkataramanasvami temple 
at Rajagul).Q.ahalli, Mnlbagaa taluka, dated A.D. 1503, illustrates our 
statement. A citizen named Kadiri M3J.·asimhadeva had in that 
year constructed a new tank in GUl)Q.lahaUi which village belonged 
to the offerings of the god Kadiri Narasimha ofMnlbagal. On his 
completing this work of public utility,' the Sthanikas of the god 
Kadiri Narasimha, by name Vitthayya and Kuppaya, the latter 
being the nephew (a1iya) of Anantapa, granted to Kadiri Narasim
hadeva a sjj,guba~iya vole (or cultivation roll) of the rice . land 
below the tank. In this deed of reward the Sthanikas said that 
deducting his daSavanda rice fields under the tank which he had 
caused to be constructed, they had granted him according to the 
rule for cultivation of the rice lands of the temple, by measurement 
eight lchaf/,(jugas for seven kha'J)(lugas of lcoi)age. How considerate 
the Sthanikas were is seen in the next two clauses of the deed of 
reward :-If the water in the tank failed and the crop was lost, the 
Sthanikas would share eqnally (the loss). If the water in the tank 
was insufficient, and had to be lifted, the Sthanikas would reduce 
the contract in the same proportion as those in the neighbotlr
hood.1 '14 

Some snch reason as the above might have induced the 
Samsthanakulu (i.e., the Sthanikas) of the temple of Kailasanatha 
and Bhima in Ohilamakul'U,Nellore district, when in A.D. 
1518-19, as is narrated in a stone recOl'd found at that place, they 
granted in perpetuity one kuooala of dry land on the boundary and 

173. M. A. R. for 1935, p. 82. An undated and damaged record found 
in the RamesvaTa temple of Heggo~ha, Be~apura, Chamarlijanagara 
taluka, registers a gift of land to the Sthanika Ningayya of the 
temple of Ramesvara. E.a. IV. Ch. 106, text, p. 40. 

174. E. a. X, Mb. 173, p. 117. 
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ten kU'(I,tas of wet land as sarvamanya gift to Medarametta 
Singiriyana:yuQ. Uo 1.7

5 

Indeed, we have valid I'aasons to maintain that in the sixteenth 
century A.D. the Sthanikas, in their capacity as trustees of temples, 
were not slow in recognizing· the worth of deserving citizens. 
They even co-operated with the officials of the State in granting 
rewards to such people. For instance, in A.D. 1530, as is told 
in an inscription found near Elavaguli, Malur taluka, Mysore 
State, during the reign of the Emperor Acyuta Raya, the Sthanikas 
(hot named) of Teka!nac;l.u, ~included in the eighteen na(/,u8, and 
Varadapa, the Agent for the Affairs of the Vijayanagara viceroy, 
whose name is effaced in the record, granted land to the Senabova 
Timmarasa for having built a tank.176 

The precise reason which made the Sth§.nikas of the god 
Dharmesvara at Hosahalligrama, Hosakote taluka, by name 
Hariyapa, Oikalja. the son of Oai1J.a Jiya, Marasaya A1J.1J.npay.a, the 
son of Cikapa- OaiI)a Jrya, and HiriyaI)8, the son of . Maficigaya, 
give a sasana to Kappayyapuru::;a, cannot be made out in the 
effaced record dated about A.D. lIJ62 and found in the same 
Dharmesvara temple.1.77 We can only assume that the gift was 
made in recognition of some work of public utility. 

Nothing illustrates the importance and power of the Sthanikas 
in the sixteenth century as the following record found in the 
Karivaradarajaperuma! temple in Aragalnr,· Salem district. This 
epigraph is dated Saka 144:1, Pramathin, Mithuna, Suo di. 13 
Friday, which works out correctly to A.D. 1519, June the 10th 
Friday. On this day three Sthanlkas of the temple of Perumal 
Karayivar went on a deputation to the Emperor at Vijayanagara, 
and complained of the injustice done by the authorities (rajagaram) 
stationed at Deviyakurucci, a ~illage belonging to the temple. The 
chief amaram Timm~rasa introduced them to the king, got their 
grievances redressed, presented them each with a garland, a head 
dress, a horse, and an umbrella, and granted 900 kuli of wet land 
at Ponparappi and at Deviyaku~:ucci as a 8a1"vam~nya gift.H8 

The ruler who is referred to in this record could only have been 
Kr~lfa Deva Raya the Great (A.D. 1519~A.D. 1529). 

It was a singular privilege, indeed, which the Sthi1nikas 
possessed of going on a deputation directly to the monarch, and of 

175. Butterworth-Chetty, NeZlore Imcriptions, III. p. 1157. 
176. M. A. R. for 1912-1919, p. 48. 
177. E. C. IX. Ht. 35, p. 91. 
1 '18. #9 of 1919; Rangacharya, Top List, ll, liP. ·1205--1206. 
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levelling a charge of high-handedness against officials of the State. 
Ordinary priests and citizens under the Vijayanagara Government 
had, no doubt, as we have amply shown elsewhere,179 the right of 
direct appeal to the State; but in no instance were the plaintiffs 
pacified and sent home loaded with presents as in this casel 

We have now to enquire into the causes 'which made the 
Sthanikas bold enough to go on a deputation to the monarch at 
Vijayanagara. The fact is that the Stha:nikas in the Vijayanagara 
Empire, especially in those public temples owned and controlled 
by the State, were servants of the State, and as such were entitled 
to privileges which wei'e denied to ordinary priests and citizens. 

Proof is not wanting to show that the Sthanikas were directly 
controlled by the Vijayanagara Government. Indeed, the Vijaya
nagara Government even regulated minute details of worship in 
temples always, of course, with the co-operation of the representa
tives of the na(.lu or district, and according to the constitutional 
usage of the country (purvada maryyade). We have shown 
elsewhere how in the reign of king Harihara Raya II (A.D. 1377-
A.D. 1404), Tirumalli Nayaka, an officer of the Government, settled 
a dispute between the Sthanikas themselves of the Ka:mesvara temple 
at Aragalur. The most equitable judgment given by this Vijayana
gara judge reveals, among other things, the fact that the Sthanikas 
were completely at the mercy of the Vijayanagara Government.1SO 

More direct evidence is supplied by the following epigraph 
which affirms in unmistakable terms that the Sthanikas were 
subordinate to the State. The damaged KOt;.l!Jipalli stone inscription 
dated A.D. 1521 found in the Mfilbagal tRIuka. tells us that the 
temple of the god Some (Somesvara?) on the rock of the 
Kongajanaradinne was in ruins (?), and that the Ares and others 
(names effaced) re-set up that god, granting for his worship and 
ceremonies the village of U Pllku:Q.the. And for the same purpose, 
viz., for performing worship and ceremonies of the god Someya, 
the Ares and others appointed Daduga, the son of Candrapaya of 
the Kausika got1'a, as the Sthanika of the god. The appointment 
of the Sthanika and the re-setting up of the god was done by the 
Ares and others with the permission of the Vijayanagal'a viceroy 
Annadana O(l.eyar (Annadana O(1eyara nirupa-virj,idu).1Sl This 
last clause shows that the State controlled the appointment of the 
Sthanikas in temples. 

179. Saletore. SociaZ and Political Life in the Vijayanagara Empire, 
It p. 367. Seq. 

180. Saletore S. P. Life, 1. pp. 375-376. 
181. E. O. X. Mb. 153, p. 110. 
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The Virabhadra temple stone inscription found at Haraluk5te~ 
Ohamarajanagara taluka, also. illustrates our point. In the record 
dated A.D. ·1523 we are informed that during the reign of the 
monarch KreI)a Deva Raya, JaQ.eyaru Modaliyar, the son of 
TiruvengaQ.a of Tu~:umudipaka, was ~he Agent for the maga1Ji of 
th~ Minister Saluva Govinda Raya OQ.eyar. JaQ.eyaru Modaliyar 
set up the god. Vlrabhadra in the village of Hattalakote, granting 
certain lands for his worship. The record says the following:
"All these, and whatever other grants may be made by 
kings or anyone else, will belong to the Sthanika Allappa, 
the agent for the temple of the god. He will take posseSSion 
of them, and appointing such temple servants as he wishes, will 
continue the temple services from time to time (enufi,tada 
sC6rvc6svamyake arasuga~u matt-aradaru dharmmakke kottanta 
Bimegalu yenu1Jtaaa sarva-svamyada .vellakku Devara-sthanakke 
karttanada AlZapppage salu-udu Devara-sime ellavannu 
anubhavisikm:uj,u Devara sri-karakke [lcaryakke] taklcantha 
tamma manasu bandaUi aroakarannu irisiko'(L(1u sri-karavanu 
vete-ve/e na(1isiko'(L(1u "bahanu). Furthel~ the epigraph continues 
thus :-"The parwpatyagara (i. e., the Executive Official appointed 
by the Vijayanagara State over temples) has no authority to inquire 
into the affairs of this god, and no one else has any connection 
with it. Allappa will be the agent of the temple, and no one 
else has any connection with it. Thus has the charter been 
given." 18.11 

No better evidence than the above is needed to prove that not 
only was there clear distinction between temple arcakCtS and other 
temple servants on the one hand, and the Sthilnikas on the other, 
as we have demonstrated in an earliel' context, but that the 
Sthanikas as .trustees of the properties of the gods in temples were 
independent even of tb.e Parupatyagara, who was also a high 
official of the State. This was specially true of the Vijayanagara 
age. 

Further epigraphic evidence may be cited to substantiate our 
statement concerning the official status of the Sthanikas. A Tamil 
epigraph at the entrance of the Vyasaraya matha at Tirupati, dated 
A. D. 1523, states that by the order of KrSl}a Deva Raya the Great 
and his subordinate official N arasimha Raya Maharaya, the Sthanika 
(SthaJ).attar) of the temple of Tirupati granted a house and certain 
honours to the Breaker of the 'Pride oj FalsB disputants, Vyasatirtha 
Srlpada..188 The donee was Qne of the most celebrated Vai~J).ava 

182. E. C. IV. ch. 99, 13-4. 
183. M. A. R. jor 1920, p. 37. 
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teachers of the age. :r.S4, According to a damaged Telugu record 
found in the Isvara temple at Garantla, Anantapnr district, and 
dated A. D. 1533.4, when the Emperor Acyuta Ritya was ruling, 
Timmappa Nayudu, the son of Vakiti MaUappa NayueJu, ordered 
the Sthanikas, citizens, and the temple cooks to revive the 
processions in the Perumal temple at Gorantla, which had been 
neglected till then1.

85
• 

That the Kautalyan conception of the Sthanika being an 
official and of the sthanC6 being the office which he held, survived 
even till the sixteenth century (and after) is proved by the 
Malalesvara temple record found at Ko~lambani, Ohennapatt3J)a 
taluka, Mysore State. This inscription dated A. D. 1534 of the time 
of the same Vijayanagara monarch, relates that Madarasa, the son of 
PenugoIfeJe A(l.ayada VaraI).asi Surappa, gave a dharma 8udhana 
(or a gift of land) for the god Malalesvara of KodambaUi in the 
CennapattaIfa srme. The dharma 8adhana deed ran as follows:
That the Saragar village (location specified in detail) which 
belonged to the nayakaship of Madarasa's lord (o~eyar), the Trea
surer (bha'(1,(/,arada) Timmappaya, was granted for the god 
Malalesvara. The object of the grant was patriotic-that· dharma 
may be to the Emperor Acyuta Raya. And the last clause is of 
particular importance for our purpose. It states that Madarasa 
granted specified land to Oandrasekhara for the office of the temple 
trustee of Saragur (yi 8aragurina 8thanikatanakke Oamdr(/,
sekharage gadde hattu kolag(J, kola kha,'J;t{iuga salaht.tdu).186 
This last statement sufficiently establishes our contention that a 
Sthanika was essentially the holder of an office in historical times, 
at the hands of the monarch himself or of the lattel"s officials. 

The Mallesvara temple stone inscription found at N and.agu(li, 
Hosakote taluka, Mysore State, is another record which substantiates 
our statement. In this epigraph dated A. D.1559 we are told that 
when the Emperor SadaSiva Ra.ya was ruling, the Mahamav4a. 
Ze8vara Rama Raya Tirumala Ritya Maha-arasu's Agent 
was Sugatur Timmana GaueJa.ayya. This last· named official 
in order that merit might accrue to his own parents and his 
guru, presented as a gift the village of Simasandra (location 
given) in his own Sugatnrslme, for the offerings to the 
god Malllkarjnna at Nanjiguli. The concluding statement in 
the epigraph affirms that the above village was made over 

184. On this renowned personage, read Saletore, 8. P. Life, I. pp. 
260.1, 263, 450 n. (i) II. 5, 126, 142, 226, 267 (n). 

185. 183 of 1913; Rangacharya, Top List, I, p. 9. 
186. E. G .. IX. Cpo 53, p. 143. 
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to the Sthanika Appaji, directing him to continue the 
worship ( •. dharma vagabekendu Sthanika Apa:/ige piijeyanu 
samarpisikO'(t(1u yirendu kotta dharma sadhana).18'1 

-SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES A.D. 

Instances may be multiplied to show that the Sthanikas, who 
as public officials had wielded great authority in the sixteenth 
century, continued to exercise equally powerful influence in the 
seventeenth century and after. .A.s long as the government of the 
land remained in the hands of one or the other of the Hindu 
royal families, so long was no attempt made either by the State or 
its officials to dispossess the Sthanikas of their ancient privileges 
and powers which Hindu Governments, as the above epigraphs 
ranging over many centuries undoubtedly' prove, consistently 
recognized, and in some instances deliberately enhanced. So that 
our survey of the topic under discussion may be complete, we may 
give just a few instances of the power and stattl.s of the Sthanikas 
in the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries .A..D. During these 
two centuries they continued to be trustees and priests of temples; 
and they co-operaterl with the other respectable citizens in 
conferring honours upon wOl,thy people, or in making beneficial 
regulations on behalf of communities other than their own. .A.nd 
epigraphs likewise prove, as in the earlier ages, that in these two 
centuries, the Sthanikas were essentially State servants. 

We know that Sthanika LingaI).I).a OQ.eyar's son Candrasekhara 
OcJ,eyar performed worship of the god Kallesvara in Kalyagrama, 
Maga\li taluka, Mysore State, in .A..D. 1621, dUring the regime of 
the Y~lahankana(J. Prabhu Imma(J.i Kempa GaucJ,a, from a damaged 
stone inscription found in that temple.us 

.A.nother damagep. stone record in the Cennkesvara temple at 
Ohezerla, Nellore district, dated about A.D. 1697-98 informs us 
that that temple, too, possessed a Sthanapati whose name is effaced 
in the epigraph. It is not unlikely that he was called Naganathan 
Timmavojhulu of the Yajus sakha and the KauI).(J.inya gotra, who 
along with the god Cennakeaava received a village (name lost) as a 
perpetual gift at the hands of Srlmat Maradattamgaru.1s9 

We may mention in this connection that practically in our 
own century the trustee of the Vi:;;I).u temple at SiH'P.RmanUr, 

187. E. O. ~X. Bt, 1 p. 88. It is said that the Sthanikas of the GUI}.~a 

Brahman's. temple .. (at 7) were Golla Sthanikas. Quarterly Journal 
of the Mythic Society, XX, SuppI. p 4 ( 1929, Oct.) 

188. E. O. IX, Ma.25, p. 54 
189. Butterworth·Chetty, NeZ'lore Inscrilltiom~ r. p. 229. 
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Periyakulam taluka Madura district, was a Sthanika. His name 
was Bhairava. Ayyar.190 

An instance may be given of a Sthanika who co-operated with 
other persons in conferring honours UIJon deserving citizens. A 
defaced inscription from Uttanur, Mulbagal taluka, and dated 
about A. D. 1636, relates that the Sthanika Nayaka PallavocJ.ari 
Nayinar, the temple priest of the goddess Kavabba of Uttanur 
Ma(lavala" together with the farmers and citizens (a-ura samastha 
gaur)(J, prajegapu) granted specified land to Suryappa under the 
Idagel'e tank, evidently for having built that tank.191 

The Sthanikas aided social legislation as well. One of the 
CennakeSava temple stone inscriptions of BelliI' dated about A.D. 
1700, informs us that the merchants, the town-mayor, and the 
Sthanikas (setti-patta'(La-8vamigalu BeZiiru 8thanadavaru) esta
blished certain social regulations concerning the washermencaste 
of the fifty-six countries. Among these regulations was one to 
the following eifect:-That the tax for the washermen caste was 1 
varaha for a virgin woman and four variiha for one whose 
husband was dead.192 

As regards the control exercised by the State over the Sthanikas, 
the following epigraphs not only prove that the Sthanikas were 
servants of the State, but that the latter also held them in high 
esteem. A remarkable instance of the solicitude which the State 
felt for the welfare of the Sthanikas is given in one of tl;J.e SravaJ)a 
Belgola inscriptions dated A.D. 1634. This epigraph refers itself 
to the reign of the ruler of Mysore, Cama Raja O~eyar. It informs 
us that the Sthanadavaru (i.e., Sthanikas) of Sravat;l.a Belgola, owing 
to their troubles had mortgaged the endowments made for the 
worship of Gummatanathasvami of Devara Belgula to mercbant
householders (varttaka gu/)"ustarige), and that the latter, as 
mortgage holders, had enjoyed the same for a long time. This 
state of affairs reached the earS of the ruler of Mysore, who held 
immediately an enquiry; and 'sending for the merchant-house
holders spoke to them as follows:-' 'We will discharge the debt 
granted by you to the Sthanikas." Thereupon the merchant
householders spoke as follows:-"We have for the spiritual welfare 
of our parents, made a gift, with pouring of water, of the debt granted 
by us to the Sthanikas." All having' spoken thus, the king caused 
this grant to be made by the merchant-householders to the 
Sthanikas. The grant was made in the orthodox manner with 

190. Ep. Rep. S. Oircle for 1907 p. 63. 
191. E. a., X. Mb. 115, p. 106. 
192. Ibid, V. BI. 6, p. 46. 
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the pouring· of watel' in the presence of Gummatanathasvami, the 
god, and the gU'f'U (Carukirti Pal},g.itadeva) being the witnesses. 
And the ruler ordered thus :-" The Sthanikas shall as long as 
the moon and sun endure perform the wOl'ship of the god and 
live happily." 

But in order to prevent the Sthitnikas of Belgola from 
mortgaging in future the endowments ·of the temple, the ruler 
further enacted thus :-" In future any of the Sthanikas of 
Belgola who mortgages the endowments, or anyone who grants 
as mortgage thereon, shall be an outcasts, and will have no 
claim to the sthana or office". And in the event of anyone 
violating this injunction, it was further orderd that: " Should any 
one, in violation of this either give or receive in mortgage, the 
kings who happen to rule over this kingdom (shall deal with 
them properly) and carry ~n the charity of this god as before.,,1.9S 

Another inscription of the same date is identical in its 
contents but is interesting because it corroborates the evidence of 
'the poet Pancabal},a mentioned in an earlier context. We have 
seen that, according to PaficabalJ.a, he was the son of the 
Sthanika Oennappa of SravaI"la Belgola. N ow this poet's son 
figures in the record under review dated also A.D. 1634. It is 
related in this inscription that the king of Mysore, Oama Raja 
Og.syar, on hearing that the lands of the temple managers of 
Belgola had for a long time been mortgaged (BeZgu~a sthanadava'f'a 
k~etravu ba hudina ct(lau agi1-alagi), sent for CennalJ.lJ.a, the son of 
Kempappa of Hosavolalu, and other mortgage-holders (two of them 
being named), and said :-" I shall payoff the debt on your 
mortgage," At this CennaJ;;wa and the other merchants and 
Gagdas (nineteen named, including poet Paficabana's son 
Bomyappa and poet BommalJ.l.1a), in order that merit might 
accrue to their parents, gave up to the mortgagee temple managers, 
with pouring of water, the mortgage bonds (a~ahina :patra) in 
the presence of the god Gummatasvami and the priest CitrUkirti 
Palfgitadeva. They wrote this stone inscription 'recording the 
release of the mortgage, and stated that whoever claimed the. debt 
that had thus been quitted, would incur the sin of having 
slaughtered one thousand tawny cows and Brahmans at Kasi and 
~itIuesvaram.194 

From both the above stone inscriptions it is evident that the 
ruler not only came to the reScue of the Sthanikas in times of 
distress, but personally intervened on their behalf in order to save 

193. E. O. II. 352, pp. 155-156. 
194. E. O. II. 250, p.l06. 
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the lands of a temple. But it is not to be imagined that the 
Sthanikas could have their own way in matters of worship and in 
regard to the question of mortgaging the lands of the gods under 
their charge. The Government made it sufficiently clear that in 
case the Sthanikas, as servants of the State, failed to abide by the 
decision of the ruler, the latter could authorize the conduct of the 
worship and charity of the god instead, and independent, of the 
Sthanikas. 

Sometime after the flight of the last Vijayanagara ruler 
Sri Ranga Rays, it is mentioned in a copper-plate grant dated 
A.D. 1669 that the Yalahankana(:l Prabhu Imma~li Kempa Gau(la, 
granted to Namassivaya Sikhamal)i Dlk~ita, with the approval of 
the Sthanika Lingamayya of the temple of Vlresvara (now 
Somesvara), remission of certain custom duties and dues to the 
palace:J.9 5. This copper-plate mentions the king Sri Ranga Raya as 
EI~ted on the jewelled throne of Ghanagiri (Penugol)(la). It is 
not possible to accept this statement except on the supposition that 
the Yalahankana(l Prabhu still acknowledged the titular soveriegnty 
of the Vijayanagara monarch, who h~d by this time fled to the 
court of the Keladi ruler.:J.96 Nevertheless, the evidence of the 
above copper plate substantiates the statement we have often made 
in this treatise that the Sthanikas, as trustees and managers of 
temples, were high dignitaries under the State. 

Before we conclude we may cite the evidence of one more 
royal order to prove that the Sthanikas were controlled by the 
State. A sanad dated A.D. 1759 of the reign of the king of 
Mysore, Kr9l)a Raja O(leyar III, is of much interest in this 
connection. It was addressed to Cil)l)ayya,and it intimated the 
appointment by the king of Bhagavanu Sastri as the Sthanika in the 
temple of Nafijanagug.u in the place of Sankara D'ik~ita, and it 
directed him to see that all privileges pertaining to his office were 
duly granted to the new man. The Sthanikas were entitled to 
some wet and dry lands, a house or house site, a portion of the 
cakes prepared· in the temple and some money payment on festive 
occasions.197 

5. CONCLUSION 

From the review of the above stone and copper-plate records 
and literature l'anging over ten centm'jeg (ninth centul'y A. D. till 

195. Ibid, IX. Ma. 2, p. 50; 
196. Read Saletore, S. P. Lije, I,p. ) 4..2. 
197. ltf. A. R. for 1918, p. 59, on the degradatiol1 of the Sanis, read Ep. 

Rep. S. Circle for 1921, p. 92. 
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the ~ighteenth century A. D.), we are able to deduce the following 
in regard to the importance of the Stha.nikas in Indian history :-

First seen in the Arthasastra of Kautalya, the word Sthltnika 
generally was applied to an official in -the civil administration of 
the State. This official nature of the Sthanika is seen throughout 
the long course of Indian history. And what is equally noteworthy 
is that the office of Sthanika was common to the Jainas, the 
Sri"vai~l).avas, and the Saivas. Themselves Brahmans and as 
orthodox: as any section of the priestly class, the Sthanikas never 
formed any separate caste of their own. They have figured in all 
walks of like-as managers of temples, trustees of the properties of 
the deities in them, priests, engravers, o(leyars, and literary men. 
But they have always been important as rulers of a stMina (i. e., 
the office in a temple) and . as trustees of the properties of the 
deities in temples. This tl'ust,·it may be noted here, was held by 
the Sthltnikas not in their own name but in that of the gods iIi 
temples. It is for this reason that, in the numerous inscriptions we 
have examined, they are called Sthanikas of particular gods, and 
not merely Sthanikas of temples. Worship in temples was invari
ably regulated by them. They- were also empowered to appoint 
servants to conduct the. daily worship in temples. In no period of 
Indian history were the Sthanikas ever identified with anyone of 
the menial temple servants who in . Karnataka, Tamil, and Telugu 
lands were always known by separate names, and who never 
possessed the powers and privileges of the Sthanikas. 

As tl'ustees of the temple properties and of the deities in tem
ples, the Sthanikas received hereditary grants of land u'om rulers, 
princes, and the people among whom were Brahmans themselves. 
Sometimes princes· worshipped the feet of the Sthanikas before 
making grants of land to temples. These grants and endowments 
in the early. days of Kautalya were inalienable. But in some 
per~ods of later history, because of altered conditions, the Sthanikas 
were sometimes permitted by their donors to part with their 
endowments, although in the seventeenth century the Hindu State 
itself forbade such a practioe. 

In their official capacity as trustees of the properties of the 
gods in temples, the Sthltnikas were called as witnesses to public 
grants. They were equal in social rank to the MaheSvaras and the 
Mahajanas, along with whom they· received coins and corn for 
temples. Together with these and other respectable citizens like 
the representatives of the na(lu and of the farmers (gavu~agaJ), 
the Sthanikas conferred honours upon worthy persons in the shape 
of kattu-gorjage and dharma-sasana. In this .connection it is 
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noteworthy that the Sthanikas granted land as reward to Brahmans 
as well, for meritorious \vork done, and sometimes even executed 
deeds in favour of the Brahmans themselves. Such ,vas the 
importance attached to the office of a Sthanika that in some 
periods of the history of Karnatakaand southern Inclia, as in the 
Vijayanagara age, the Sthanikas were independent even of the 
Executive Officials called Pal'upatyagaras placed over temples by the 
Vijayanagara monarchs. 

The Sthanikas of the temples owned by the State were 
appointed by the rulers themselves. As high officials in the civil 
administration, the Sthanikas were privileged to petition directly 
to the monarchs. They could go on a deputation to the rulel's, 
who addressed them directly, alid Dot as in the case of ordinary 
citizens, through the Secretaries of the Government. When the 
Sthanikas failed to do their duty' as public servants, they were 
dismissed by the State and replaced by other Sthanikas. The 
rulers of their own accord came to the rescue of the Sthanikas, who 
in times of distress had mortgaged their endowments, and released 
the mortgage deeds made by the temple trustees.19B 

B. A. SALETORE 

19B. In the ligM of the irrefutable evidence of the above documents, 
assertions like the following made in the Government District 
Gaufte8'f8 may besummalily dismissed as unhiatorical. "The 
Sthariikas are said to be the'descendants of Brahmins by Brahmin 
widows IUId outcaate Brahmin 'Women corresponding with Manu's 
golaka. They however now claim to be Saiva Brahmins forcibly 
dispossessed of authority by the Madhvas, and state that the name 
Sthiinika is not that of a separate caste, but indcates iheir profession 
as managers of temples, with the title of Deva Stbanib. This 
claim is not generally conceded and as a matter of fact the duties in 
which the Sthiinikas are employed are clearly those of temple 
servants, namely, collectingfio'Wers, Bweeping of the interior of 
temples, looking after the lamps, cleaning the temple VESEe]s, 

ringing the bells, and the 'like. They are generally Saivitee and 
wear the sacred thread. Their special deities are VenkataramaL& 
and Ganapti. (Stllrruck, So'Utk Oaflara .Manual, 1. p. 154. Of. 
Thruaton, Cades and T7'ibes oj Southern India, under 8tbanika, MaJa, 
Mali, etc. where equally absurd statements are made.) 

I do not know whether the earlier part of the above statements, which 
forms a libel on a body of ()fficials that has had a brilliant record of 
public service be:hind it, has been r(ctified in the long":promised 
revised edition of the South, Oa'lla'l'a Gazetteer to which I hs;ve myself 
co~tributed a chapter on the political history of South· Ranars. It 
is high1y desirable that Government, when compiling historical or 
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qUll,si-historica.l accounts of communities, should entrust the work to 
capable and unbia~3ed scholars and not to officials who, whatever 
their ability as Government servantA, are not qualified to, pass 
judgment on the antiquity and importance of communities. 

Stnrruck seems to imply that the claim put forward by th,e Sthanikas 
over temples is imaginary, and that they were not dispossessed of 
their rights by the Vai~I].wites. Sturruck's work refers itself to the 
South Kanara district; and it is best to examine his statement in the 
light of the religious history of that district. 

The truth seems to be that the Sthanikas, at least so fllr as South 
Kanara is concerned, were, indeed, forcibly dispossessed of their rights 
and evenoftheir temples by their religious rivals, ·who were mostly the 
followers of the great Madhva. From my personalinvestigations in 
TuJuva conducted in the UQipi taluka. between the years 1922 and 
1925, I am able to give the following dehHs which indicate the priority 
of the claims of the Sthanikas over those of the Vai~l}.!], vites, in the 
matter of the control over temples. That a change in the possession of 
temples did not take place peacefully but was characterized by force is 
evident when we notice one singnlar point concerning the images in 
temples. Most of the images or the temples which once belonged to 
the Sthanikas are now either mutilated or thrown near the 
precints' of temples which have passed into the custody of the 
Vai~J}.'lVite~. (This could never have been the work of Muham
madans, since the South Kanara district never suffered from the 
dep:t'adations of the followers of Islam, not even during the reign 
of Tipu Sultan.) A few examples may suffice to illustra.te this 
point. In Malpe, which has the other name of Kro~aEr8ma, the 
original image of Mallikarjuna has been thrown into the tank near 
the temple, and the image of SankaraniirayalJ-1t now is seen in the 
same temple. The famous .Anantesvara temple of U~~pi proper was 
another stronghold of the Sthanikas. I have elsewhere shown that 
there is much proof to maintain that the ADante~vara temple was 
originally a Satvite stronghold (Ancient Ka,,~afaka, Volume 1. p. 449, 
n. 2.) The Anantesvara temple, we may note by the way, bears 
strong resemblance to the famous Somalinga temple at Nit~uru, also 
in the U~ipi taluka. And the NiWlru Somalinga temple itself is 
another example-of forcible dispossession. For the Somalingesvara 
image of the NiWl.TU has been thrown' out, and an image of 
Venka~rama:Q.'l installed in its place. In Udayavara, the ancient 
capital of the Alupas the image of Mahadeva was thrown out in 
order to give room to the image of Gal}.apati. .And this latter god lias 
replaced l5vara also at. Uppiiru in the same U~ipi ta1uka.. I here 
abstain from citing the· example of at least twenty ma~has. in the 
neighbourhood of the town of UQ,ipi, which were originally owned 
bl the Sthanikas but which have now passed into the hands of the 
Vai~vites. In addition to the above e~amples of temples which 
had originally belonged to the Sthallikas,. we may give a few more 
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centres of theirs which have now become the property of the 
Vai~':Lvites. These are the Trisulesvara and Sara.bhesva.ra. temples 
at !Iangalore, the Somesvara temple a.t Ulla!a.. the famous 
SubrahmaI].ya temple at Subrahmal;l.ya,and the temple at K':Lbbinare, 
at Hebri. 

The enmity between the Sthanikas and the Madhvas seems to have 
come to a head, according to tradition that is available. at Ugipi, 
in the time of the famous guru Vi1diraja (A.D. 1614). It centred 
round the question of building the famous K!~~ 1, ma~ha and the 
tank near it. The land on which the KWQ.l. matha stands and 
on which the tank was constructed, belonged to the Sthiinikas. 
Indeed, the Sthanikas claim that the land on which the eight mathas 
of Ugipi were built, formed the property of the Sthiinikas whose 
most powerful spokesmen then were the Ni~~firu people. It is 
interesting to note in this connection that in this quarrel hetween the 
Madhvas led by the redonbtable Vadiraja on the one hand, and the 
Nit~ilru people on the other, the PlIncamas (or the Harijans, as we 
now would call them) took the side of the NiHfiru people against 
the orthodox sections. .And when the Vai~':LVites who had 
installed the Yenka~rama~:l image in the place of Soma
linge~vara at Ni~tfiru~ jeered at the la.tter deity thus in Tulu 
-N#tiiru Sumalinga bOr].a Tankara tai'ijarpa Tankara, the Pancamas 
retorted with an equally poignant line in Tu!u, thus-OiHupd4i 
Balla:~era berpte koryero Ni4ambiiru Balla:lera diqambu gudyero, 
obviously against the Cit~upadi and the Nigambfiru Ba,llaIa who had 
espoused the cause of the Madhva guru. The success of Vai~avites, 
who were numerically superior, over the NiWiru people was 
complete. These latter had now really no chance against the 
former, for these were the days of the supremacy of the Vai~I].avites 
allover southern India and Karnata,ka. Indeed, the Emperors of 
Yijayanagara themselves were now Vaj~Q.'\vites by persuasion. And 
there was no one who could espouse the cause of the NiWuru 
people. If this tradition of the great quarrel between the Nit~uru 

people and the Madhvas, which is current in Tu!uva, is substantiated 
by other evidence, the downfall of the Sthanikas in Tu!uva could be 
dated to the first quarter of the seventeenth century A.D., when 
Viidiraja's powerful influence undoubtedly reigned supreme in 
Tuluva. 
That the Vai~Jtil.vites in Tuluva now own temples which were the 
property of the Stha'nikas there can be no doubt. Nor should we be 
surprised at it: some of the temples . which were for a long time 
under the Saivites, seem to have beeu once Buddhist places of 
worship, as I have shown elsewhere (Ancient Karnataka 1. pp. 379, 
n. 1, 384.) I have also shown in another work of mine that many of 
the temples which are in the possesion of the Hindus were once 
Jaina holy places. {Read my ~[edireval Jainism, Chs. II, III., 
and V.)-B • .A.. S. 



THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CAUTHAI IN 
MARATHA HISTORY 

The significance of the term Oauthai or Cauth, as it has been 
called by several writers on Indian History, has not been properly 
explained. Most of these authors appear to have examined only 
one side of this question. Elphinstone, in his 'Report on the 
Territories conquered from the Peshwa' explained it to be a 
government demand in the following words: "The first pretension 
of Sivaji was to levy from the Rayats as Sal' Deshmukhi, ten rupees 
for every hundred levied by the Government. This was afterwards 
followed by a demand of the fourth of the collections, which at 
length was yielded by the Moghuls. The fourth thus acquired is 
called by the Marathas the Ohouth: it. was immediately divided by 
the Prince with his ministers and Sardars"l. This explanation has 
been followed by several subsequent historians. It has been 
remarked that "the first one very useful instrument 0"£ a political 
character which Sivaji wisely forged and himself brought into 
practice, was his system of levying impositions on an enemy 
country known as Ohowthai and Sardeshmukhi, the former being 
of the nature of a tribute exacted from hostile or conquel'ed 
territories and the latter a kind of revenue ownership." 2 This 
explanation of Cauth~.i as a source of revenue, as will be shown 
presently, is an anachronism. Moreover, this means of increasing the 
finances of the Maratha State has also been claimed to have been 
"nothing but a tribute exacted from the weak by the strong .. 8 

• a 
contribution exacted by a military leader .• 4 •• a miJitary contribution 
levied by a power without being in formal occupation of the country 
and without observing the formalities specified by modern Interna
tional Law.,ilt The Maratha writer Rana~e giving his own 
interpretation of Cauth, observed: "The demand for Ohowth was 
subsequently added with the consent of the powers whose 
protection was undertaken against foreign aggreSsion, on payment of 
fixed sums for the support of the troops maintained for such 
service." 6 

1. Elphinstone, Report on the TBTritories conqueredfrom thePeskwa, pp. 284-85 
2. Sardesai, Main O'Ur'l'ents of Maratha History, ( 1926 ed.) p. 76. 
3. Surendranath Sen, Administrative System of the Marathas, p. 97. 
4. Ibid, po 100. 
5. IUil, p. 98. 
6. R8'llade, BiBB of the Matratha Power, I, p. 224. 
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These interpretations deserve to be examined in the light 
of Maratha history. 

THE MILITARY ASPECT 

It must be confessed at the outset that the cauthai of the 
Marathrul was no invention of Sivaji and could therefore never be 
the" pretension" whioh Elphinstone oonstrued it to be, simply 
because the founder of the Mal"J.tha Empire only oontinued this 
tradition as it was surviving in Ramnagar. In fact several years IJrior 
to the advent of Sivaji, a certain Raja Oauthia was Ramnagar 
(modern Dharampur) was exaoting this tax from the Portuguese 
subjects of Damaun, and when Sivaji conquered this territory he 
demanded it as a right. Owing to" the Portuguese influence in that 
region, it is clear that Sivaji must have written to the Portuguese 
Viceroy, Pedro d'Almeida Oonde de Assumar, who replied thus to 
him on 10th January 1678 A. D. regarding the recovery of this 
cauthIJ.,i: "Your Highness asks me to write to the captains of the 
fortresses of Bassein and Damaun that they should pay to Your 
Highness the chauth that has been always paid to the Ohauthia, as 
Ymw Hiuhness is now in possession of 'lis territories. I order the 
said to inform me (about it), for having arrived here only a few 
days ago, I have till now got little information on this subject and 
with their reply lahall advise Your Highness to send a person with 
powers to make a settlement with the people I nominate, and aftel' 
an examination of the terms· of the contract by which the said 
chauth was settled and·the conditions with which it was conceded. 
Your Highness may be certain that when it is proved that Your 
Highness is the Absolute master of the said territories, there will 
1'emain no doubt about paying of Your Highness what has been 
paid to the said Chauthia." 1 This letter therefore reveals that (a) 
Sivaji claimed Cauthai from territories which he had conquered, 
(b) that Cauthai was paid to the Raja Cauthia long before Sivaji 
commenced to impose this tax, (c) and that this impost was levied 
on certain conditions, which, unfortunately cannot now be ascer
tained. But it must b~ noted that the Viceroy's ignorance about 
the levy of this cauthlii is oertainly incredible because the payment 
of this tribute "formed the subjeot-matter of so many treaties fI'om 
1579 to 1719; nor could the Portuguese Government have been 
ignorant of this system in 1678 since one of the treaties had been 
renewed in 1670."2 The truth of this statement'can be realised on 

1. Li'Vros daB RBis Vissinhos (Goa Archives) I, fo1. 2; Sen, Historical 
RecO'fds at Goa pp. 14-15, Sen, Military System of the Mnrathcts, p.29. 
(Italics mine). 

2. Sen, Military System of the 1t[[£rathcM, pp. 36-37. Of Biker, Tmtado8 da 
India e concertos de Pazes, II, pp. 61-85, Sen, op. cit, p. 33 
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examining the reply of one of the commissioners of the Portuguese 
in India to Sivaji in these words: "From that information (recei ved 
from the captains of the fortresses of Bassein and Damaun) 
it is clear that the said chauth bad its origin in the covenant that the 
villege-managers (varadores daB aZdeas) of the district of Damaun 
made of their own initative with the King Ohauthia, without 
informing the Viceroys and Governors, in order to avoid the loss, 
and robbery that his subjects used to commit in those villages.,,1 
It goes without saying that had this been really the case, there 
would not have been any need for the Portuguese government to 
ratify the treaties made with Raja of Ramnagar from the year 
A.. D.1579 nor to accede to the demands of cauthlii from this prince, 
as is evident from the royal alvaro of the king of Portugal in 
A. D.1B04. These alvaro (or letters) were issued on learning that the 
captains of Damaun paid CCtuthui to the ruler of Ramnagar, in the 
shape of "overprised old horses and other similar things" and the 
royal order therefore ran thus: "The king forbids this unfair 
practice on pain of severe penalties and orders all persons concerned 
to pay cauth in cash."la The sovereign of Portugal wO'llld never 
have orderecl thus if the grant of this cauthlli was not countenanced 
by his government. 

The order of the Portuguese monarch to his Indian subjects 
l'eveals how this cau,thili was paid by the Portuguese government to 
the ruler of Ramnagar. The nature of this cash payment should 
not be lost Sight of, for eve~ in later times during the Peswas the 
rulers of Mahara$tl'R invariably insisted on the recovery of cash 
whenever the demand for the cauthlii was made. It may be 
observed here that Sabhasad records the cash recovery of this dues 
during Sivaji amounted to " one krore of hun (haIJa)".8 This 
cash Sivaji demanded asa matter of right from those areas over 
which he spread the might of his arms as is evident from a letter 
written by the Factors of Surat to those ·of Bombay on the 25th of 
June 1672. "The same day also were brought letters from Savage 
to the Governor and Mirsa Mosum dema.nding for the third time 
(which he wrote should be the last) the ~outy or i part of the 
king's' revenues under this Government, declaring that as their 
king had forced him to keep an' army, for defence of his people 
and country so that army must be payed and if they sent him not 
the money speedily he bid them make ready a large house for him, 
for he would come, and sit down here, and receive the rents and 

1. Reis JTisinTlOS, op. cit. I, fo1. 12, Sen, Historical Records at Goa, pp.17-18. 
2. Biker, OPe cit. II, p. 82j Sen, Military Systl9r/' O/thB Ma'l'athaf, p. 34. 
3. Sabhasad, Sivacatra~atif p. l02. (¥a:p.kar) 
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customs; for there was· none to stop his passage." 1 These words 
show the exact reasons why Sivaji insisted on recovering this 
oa'Mthai, the most important among. them being the recovery of this 
impost for the lll:Rintenance and payment of his forces, but for 
whom he would never have been able to enforce such claims. 

Further details. of this claim can also. be ascertained. Kafi Kha.n 
relates how Husain . Ali, through the mediation of a Maratha 
Brahman, Sankerji Mrdha:r, came to an amicable settlement with 
Balaji Visvanilth and' Jamnaji regarding the payment, of ca'Uthlii. 
The agreement was that the officers of Raja Sahu were to be paid 
a. fourth of what amins, kroris and Shikkadars collected aaland 
revenue, and as sair from the Government lands and fromjagirdar8. 
It was also settled that in addition to the fourth share, from the 
receipts of the iagirdars, they were to receive from the raiyats ten 
per cent, as Sardesltmukhi. Altogether they were to receive thirty 
five per cent upon the total collections (and also) upon the a.bwabs 
calledfaujada'l-i, 8hiklcadari ziyafat and other charges, as ehownin 
the gross account of the collections. According to this account they 
were to receive nearly half the total revenue recorded in the 
Government rent-roll, and (the collections) thus shared by the 
domineering collectors·of Raja Sahu".s This Gauthi:ii, apart from 
this singular example of a settlement between a Muhammadan 
Governol' and the . deputies of the Maratha ruler Sahu, was 
evidently based on the realisation of the "total rent" to use a.n 
expression of the Muslim 'historian KafiKhan, apparently 
alluding to the gross realisations from a province or a district 
threatened by the Marathas. It is quite pOSSible, as Dr. ~en suggests 
that the Marlttha Kamitvisdars rarely; especially in the early days 
of Sivitji, recovered the one-fourths which-their sovereign demanded. 
Thisean be proved by the evidence of contemporary rec.ords. 
According ~o· a letter from Rn:japur, dated the 6th of February 
some of the forces of Sivaji b~d "been at Callapol'e (Kolhapur) 
which redeemed itself from their fury by a present-:giving of1500 
pagodas. thense they went to a place. called Songam w hieh gav~ 
them 500 pagqdas." As has been well remarked the " total.rev~nue 
of Kolhapur m.ust have largely exceeded 6000 p~godas." 8 This 
has been well confirmed by Kafi. Khan, who says that the vil1~geJ."~, 

1. Facto'l'1J Records, Surat; Vb1.87, fo1. 47 ; Sen, J.l{uitaf'1l System of the 
Marathas, p. 39. 

2. Elliot and Dowson. History oj Inilia, VII, p. 467. 
3, Factory Recorils, Surat. Vol. 88. fols. H~·20; Sen, Military System of. thE 

Marathas, p. 40. 

IS 
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l'epresented by the mukkadams, zamindars, or governers went to 
the extent of even showing false accounts so as to reduce their 
payment of the one-fourths share. Referring them, he observes: 
"Taking back with them a messenger (harkCt'ra) and a horseman, to 
protect the village and the cultivation, instead of showing their total 
rent to be one or two thousand (rupees), they made it out to be four 
or-five hundred. But whatever sum was settled, they promised 
payment, and gave sureties, called ol (ole-vole?) in the language of 
India. They thus saved themselves from violence and plunder." 1 

It iato save the villages and the provinces from these deeds 
of violence that the terrified victims of Maratha might, generally 
'and 'sometimes readily agreed, to pay this cautb[i to the Marathas; 
Kafi Khan nar1'3tes how during the times of S[hu, the Maratbas 
il with large armies" invaded the "Subas of the Dakhin, and 
Ahmedabad and Malwa, for the purpose of collecting chauth 
and they plundered and ravaged wherever they . went. To cities 
and large towns they sent messengers and letters demanding 
payment of the ohauth from the Governor or zamindar. Or the 
mukkadams and zamindars of the towns and villages hastened out 
to meet the Maratha army, undertaking to pay the chauth, and 
begged for protection."~ If this protection was not given 
then, the Marathas soon devastated the surrounding country. As 
the same historian continues, in some places, e. g. Berar and 
Khandesh the Marttthas took "one-share", leaving one-third 
to the raiyat and one-third to the jagirdars and consequently 
villages formerly rendered desolate were restored to cultiva. 
tion. S When such were the conditions of the payment of 
cauthai, it is but natural to inquire why such exactions were at 
all tolerated by the suffering people. The primary cause, as shown 
above. was the plea fOl' protection and probably, according to 
Stavornius, the cauthai was paid in order to avoid worse conse
qnences. "The reason" he observes" is plain; it is less expensive 
and a lighter tax upon trade, to agree to Bome certain payment, than 
to engage in the unknown expense of armies, to free them
selves from so irregular a foe."" Once these dues were paid the 
affected areas were safe, at least tempo1'3rily, but these pay
ments appear to ha va told heavily on the unfortunate 
peasantry. As Kafi Khan remarks: "This arrangement by which 
they were to collect all taxes, fell very hard upon. the raiyats, 

1. Elliot and Dawson. opricit. pp. 464·65. 
2. Elliot and Dowson, History oj Indw" VII, pp. 464·65. 
3. Ibid, p. 468. 
4. John Splinter Stavornius, JTrYlJages to. the EastJndies, III. pp. 140-44. 
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and the Government officers and Jagi'l'da'l'8; for in every 
district there were two collectors-one called the kamavaishda'l', 
and the other gumashta of the sardeshmuki. On the roll of the 
collection of the signature of the sarrismdar (ssrs8tadar 7) of ~he 
sardeshmukhi was first placed, and what was required by the rules 
on that account was to betaken separately." 1 . Such payments 
must have really impoverished the peasantry and dried up the 
sources of land revenue, which has always formed the main avenue 
of the State Exchequer in Hindu times. 

This cauthlli which originated in the sixteenth century slowly 
underwent a change, from a political point of view, during the 
Marathas. Sivaji demanded it as a matter of right, whlle his 
descendant Sahu begged it from the Moghul Emper()r Babadurshah. 
As Dr. Surendranath Sen well puts it: " Sahu received as a pension 
what Sivaji demanded as a tribute and what Sivaji had offered as a 
favourSahu undertook as an obligation.',2 So a Maratha force under 
Balaji Vi~vanath went to Delhi and the. grant of the cauthiii and 
8arde8mukhi by the Viceroy Nizam ul-nulk was confirmed by the 
puppet Emperor. As an obedient and humble servant of the 
Moghul Empire, Sahu undertook to serve the Deccan Viceroy with 
1,500 men, promised to restore certain devastated villages to their 
prosperity within three years· and devoted himself to the maint
enance of peace and order in the southern Imperial provinces. If ~ 
theft took place in these dominions, Sahu had to detect the 
thief and punish him ; if he was unable to make good the stolen 
goods, he was obliged to compensate from his own revenues. S 

But this mentality never became the rule among the successorS 
of Sahu for the Peswas recovered this cauthfJ,i as though it was any 
other SOurce of revenue, for unlike Sivaji, it was unnecessary for 
them to maintain armies through the recovery of this tax and unlike 
Bahu. they were not at all afraid of the MoghulEmperor in order to 
beg it as a favour from him. Therefore it appears to have become 
one of their numerouS sources of public income, recovered year 
after year. In A. D. 1767 Raja Januji, for instance, expressed the 
greatest indifference about his demands for the arrears of the cauth 
and left everything to his vakil (agent) and professed "the utmost 
satisfaction at the proposal that the cauth should commence with 
the present year. ,,4. Evidently during the Peswas each province 

1. Elliot a.nd Dowson, op. cit, VII, p. 467. 
2. Sen, Military Syctem of the Marathas, p. 41. 
3. Of. Mawjee a.nd Parasnis, Treaties, Agreements, (&tId. Sanads, pp. 1-4. 

Sen, lbiil, pp. 44-45 •. 
4. Too Persian Oalendar, II, (No. 381.) p. 108. 
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within the Maratha empire had to surrender to the central govern
ment at Poona a certain of its total revenues as cauthai. This can 
be found out from the treaty between the unfortunate Baji Rao II 
and the English, whose protection he SO'i.lght after his disgraceful 
flight from Poona in A. D. 1802 .. This treaty reveals how this 
Maratha ruler ceded to his protectors the U Waunsda Choute" 
amounting to Rs. 7,000 the" Durumpoory Ohonte " of Rs, 9,000 and 
the" Surat Ohoute" yielding Rs. 4,21,000 apparently every year.1 

It may here be observed that this cauthlii, which the Marathas 
recovered from the times of Sivaji to the days of Haji Rao II, was 
paid by them in A. D. 1755 to their greatest enemies the Sidis of 
Janjira. This source of revenue naturally appealed to others like 
" Raja Chumpat" and the Sikhs, both of whom made the best of 
this example set by their immediate political predecessors, the 
Marathas, throughout the length and breadth of Hindustan.2 

The cauthai conseqnently, from a military point of view, may 
be defined in a few words. It was certainly not a "pretension" 
but a right which Sivaji copied from the rulers of Ramnagar and 
imposed it ontel'ritories which he either conquered or terrorised 
into submission. This Source of revenue which was recovered at 
the mercy of the sword during the days of Sivaji as a tribute, 
degenerated in the times of Siihu into an imperial pension. But 
when the Peswas followed in their footsteps, this avenue of state in
come became a tax which was recovered from various provinces in 
specified proportions. In the early days of MarfLtha rule, the cauthai 
was generally recovered from territories which were almost coerced 
into actual surrender t although, in the case of raids on wealthy 
cities like Surat, it became the result of a veritable loot. N everthe
less it can hardly be maintained with justice that this imposition was 
inflicted on powers which bowed before the might of the Marathiis 
with their consent, for though the Marathas generally refrained 
from molesting those who agreed to pay readily this demand, the 
protection which they assured to these did not necessarily mean a 
protection from foreign aggreSSion, for instances can be cited of 
some rulers who paid this due and were still left to their own 
resources when they needed most the assistance of the Mal'athas. 

THE CIVIL ASPEOT 

It may now be stated that the ccmthai was not exacted by 
the militant MarAthlls only during victorious campaigns from ter-

1. Aitchison, Treatus,Engagements and Sanads, (1909 ed. ) VI, p. 59. 

2. Pogeon, Iiistory of the BoondeZas, p. 23, .Delhi Yethil MarthyanQhin 
Bajkaranen, I, p. 181, Sen, .op, cit. p. 49. 
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rorised potentates and principalities, but it was also imposed as an 
ordinary tax especially during the Peswas whenever the interference 
of the State was called into requisition by the subjects. This 
aspect of cauthui can never be branded as "a system of .organised 
plunder,"1 although this imposition might have affected adversely 
poor peepleto whom, however, the Peewus were not always 
inconsiderate. 

One of such occasions of calling in states' aid was for the settle~ 
ment of the liquidation of private debts through government 
agency. Some examples can be cited to prove this contention. In the 
year A.D. 1750·51 it was represented to the Poona government that 
Raghoji Desmukh, Reba Caudhari, Candu Caudari, the Desmukh 
of ParagaI),a Cikalwaha}, and Govind Gangurda, owed several debts 
to one Sambhudas Raghuni'Lth Despan~le. The government issued 
orders to Mahipatrao Lale to warn these men, arrange to bave the 
amounts paid back with interest and to remit one fourths of each 
amount recovered to the government/3 It may here be noted 
that this on~fourths of the share payable to the government is 
clearly called Oauthui. The same procedure was adopted by the 
Peswas when a partnership account between two individuals, who 
evidently approached the central administration to effect a settle
ment. In the same year in which the case cited above occurred, 
Ri'Lmcandra Malhar of Gangtha~li was informed of a dispute 
between Harbaji Thakur of Matburpura, Ni'Lsik, and KeSav Narsing 
Gujar of Sangamner. The case must have been reported to the 
Poona headquarters, or else Ri'LmcandraMalhar would not have 
been ordered to secure the account books from the Gujar and, 
after examining the accounts, recover the amount that might be 
found due to Harbi'Lji. If this was so, one fourths of the amounts 
recovered was to be remitted to government and the balance hand
ed over to Rarbaji.8 From this case it is evident that the inter
ference of the State in Maratha times in private monetary matters 
was no perfunctary affair, for the government appears to have made 
an attempt to sorutinise accounts through an official, whose discre
tion, of course, the administration took for granted and whose 
decision was evidently binding and descisive on the parties 
concerned. 

1. cf. Ghosal, Hindu Revenue System. 

2. &tara Rajas' and PeShwas' Diaries, II, (25) pp. 16-17. : "Tya prakaTin 
sarktlrci cal/Jihtii gaevun, huzu'l' ptlta'Va~le mha7]- (in !patra ". 

3. Satara Rajas' and PeshwCi8 1 Diaries, II, (26) pp. 16·17: " Tytljpailoi 
cavathtii sarkdrci ghwan hmur pdtOlVa7]-e". 
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When cases of extortions were reported to the Peswa, his 
government generally attempted to redress the aggrieved party. In 
A.D. 1750-51 a Muhammudan extorted from Mahipat:rao KawaeJe 
a Sum of Re. 600 and the Peswa ordered this amount to be 
recovered, while one-fourths of this had to be paid to the State 
treasury.:1 This principle, of recovering a fee for State assistance 
in bringing to an amicable settlement personal feuds, was also 
extended to the sphere of customs revenue even in cases when 
government officials were not perhaps quite justified in recovering 
customs revenue. A case, illustrating this point, happened in 
A. D. 1751·52 when.a Vanjari while conveying 2.100 bullocks 
from Surst to Nandurbar, obstructed at A~ta by the Desmukh of 
that pl~ce, was compelled by him to pay Re. 5,800 and to hand 
over. five hundred bullocks. As the result of an appeal to the 
central authority at Poona, the Vanilin was reimbursed the sums 
extorted from him, while the Government received one· fourths 
even of this recovery. 2 The principle underlying this decision 
was probably that, whenever the assistance of the Government was 
called for, even in cases where its own servants were apparently in 
the wrong, that activity of the State had to be paid for, so that no 
individual might profit from administrative interference in 
private matters. 

Apart from such unconscious or conscious exactions of State 
officials which were detected and adequately dealt with, though of 
cOl;l.l'se it is not clear whether those officers responsible therefore 
were properly punished, nevertheless it is known that fraudulent 
extorhions were not tolerated by the Maratha State. Lala Nayak 
Vanjara reported in A. D. 1753-54 that, while returning from 
j?araga'J)a Olpa<J in Gujrat, with his pack of loaded bullocks, 
Dongara Wassava and Bablya Wassava Bhumi, two old settlerS of 
that. place, fraudulently extorted from himself Rs. 4000 in cash 
and a pledge for Rs. 1,500 (car hazar va havala rupaye di(l 
hazar) and he therefore prayed that Government might graciously 
pleased to recover these amounts from those culprits, so that they 
may' be restored to him, after deducting a fourth of the proceeds 
for the State. (z;aikin cauthai sarkarant ghevun baki aivaz 
majata devava· mha'J)un). The Kamavisadar of Olpa«;l was 
accordingly directed to recover from this Bhfimi the amount, which 
after due inquiry might be found to have been extorted by him and 
by Dangara. He was further directed to deduct the usual cauthlii 
and after crediting it to the government accounts, he had to return 

1, 1lr(A1,~ II., ,(131) p. 79. 
2. IbU, II. (132), p. 80. 
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the balance to Vanjara, the person to whom it wasdne.- For 
this purpose a few soliders in government employ were deputed 
to assist the Kamavisdar of Pa'l'ga'l,;la Nandurbar, Moghalai Amal 
Janardhan Anant Drmat NarD Ballal, while two other officers, 
Mahrpatrao and Appaji Gal}.es were informed about this by letter.;! 

This case may be compared, for instance, with that of 
Harbaji Thakur of Matburpnra VB K esav N arsing of Sangamner, 
already cited above. In that dispute a government official was, 
on behalf of the -State, ordered to audit the account books of 
Kesav Narsing Gujar, against whom probably the complaint waS 
lodged and who was also suspected by the government, or else it 
cannot be understood why only his accounts should have been 
examined. In the lawsuit of Lala Nayak, the government, 
evidently apprehending greater opposition than in the former 
case, ordered some soldiers to assist the officer in bringing about 
a settlement of this quarrel. So it can be seen how the Maratha 
State sought to effect the settlement of individual disputes specially 
through officials of the locality, as they could perhaps understand 
the details of the dispute in hand better and they had not only 
to audit the 8ccount-books whenever necessary, but they were 
also granted military assistance, when there was an apprehension 
of a possible opposition. 

There is evidence to prove that the cautMii, which was 
recovered in all such instances of administrative interference, was 
generally enforced· strictly especially in the matters of monetary 
transactions and not always in those of items recoverable in kind. 
In A. D. 1752-53 represented that, on his way from Buranpur 
via Aurangabad, he halted at Damrule in Pargana Adawad, and while 
he waS there the villagers of that place fOrCibly wrested from 
forty horses. (lutun ghetalin ahet). He therefore prayed that the 
Peswa may graciously be pleased to order their restoration. 
Mahipat Rao KawaeJe was instructed, being the officer in charge of 
the place, to inquire into the matter and out of the horses which 
might have been forcibly taken away, he was ordered to select five 
excellent animals of good stature for the Government, while the 
rest were to be returned to their rightful owner.1" Here it is 
interesting to note that even in such disputes the State benefitted 
though not necessarily by a recovery one-fourths of the amount 
realised. 

The cau,thrii was, however, recovered whenever the discovery 
of treasure troves were brought to the notice of Government. In 

1. Satara RaJas' and Peshwas' Diaries, II, (S8), p .. 59. 
2. Satara Rajas' and Peshwas' Diaries, II, (87), p. 58. 
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A. D. 1752-53 a treasure-trove, containing ·coin~ worth Rs~ 464~ 
found in the wall of a house, was appropriated by Damodar 
Maha:dev, the Kamavisdiir of the parga'(La Petlad, from a certain 
Ajab Sing Gurav. The owner naturally complained to the Peswa 
who commanded that one-fourths of this treasure-trove should be 
credited to the Government accounts while the remainder should 
be handed to the owner.1 This, it m.ay now be observed, is the 
third example of a government servant who, though apparently 
in the wrong, was still not at all punished by the State. The only 
possible explanation that suggests itself is,- that, whatever was 
appropri~ted by these officers must have been at once brought to 
the credit of the State, or else they would not in all probability 
.have been let off without any punishment whatever. 

The levy of this one·fourths share due the State was at times 
enforced in cases where there seems to have been little justifica
tion. An officer of the Artillery ,Department, Vasudev Sivaji was 
informed that he had appropriated for the use of the Government 
Artillery 16 Bltbtil trees purchased by Hal'ji SiMla, 8illedar at 
Mouza Sendo:Q.e in Tar! Paba!. He was therefore ordered to 
return the trees ,to Hariji, taking one-fourths of these trees for the 
State, after' inquiring whether the Babuls were really purchased 
by Hariji, who must'have lodged the complaint. It is interesting 
to note- that even in the case of government servants who, during 
the Peswa regime enjoyed ·certain privileges, the cauthlti was 
invariably recovered as though they were two ordinary persons. 
If the Mara.~ha administrators had exempted government officials 
from the payment of this due, the State Exchequer would only 
have suffered an a voidable loss of revenue. 

This system of recovering cauthai was also applied to the 
retrieval of ,stolen property through State assistance. An exception 
wasmad,e to this case in the year A. D. 1754-55. A priest named 
Vedamurti Rajasri'Dadbhat Dharmadhikari N~sikar, reported 
that Rs. 1000 'were stolen from his house and begged, the Govern~ 
ment to restore the sum to him. The officer concerned infOl'med 
the Poona administration that the amount stolen was recovered, 
the cauthai due out of it was being credited to the State treasury 
a.nd the balance would be returned to the priest. Strangely 
enough the, officer was instructed that, as the person concerned 
was a Brahman, he was exempted from the payment of the.cauthai 

l.lb:id, (133), pp. 80-81. UtYdneko~a~eaU'/;dfl d'(/-akhi vita amce'IJ- gharltcya 
~h6V ";'1'01/18 '464' cd'rsecau·sa~~a nighetle. Sadaril 'rUfJaye carvtnt ghalun 
theiJili MM tyaf>ari bajinas majhen bapace net'll ahiJ ••• tyaci COMtMi 
tarkardnt ghtvtflrl, bam TUf101/1B ajabS1tng. majkurds derpe mha'l}On patrOl." 
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and that the whole amount should be refunded to him.!. This 
unfair exemption of Brahmans, though it had the sanction of 
Hindu Lawgivers, must have bred not only a hatred of classes 
and of ,~stes, but it evidently caused a real loss of revenue to the 
government, especially when wealthy priests like Dadbhat were 
affected by it. 

The eauthui was also recovered from fines inflicted as 
penalties by the State. One Ve'Q.idas committed a crime and 
absconded, but his neighbour Bhagwan Kunbi of Ahmedabad was 
arrested and fined Rs. 1000.2 Subsequently Vel).ldns turned up 
and the mother of Bhagwan Kunbi t owing to the non.paym~nt of 
this fine by her son and the troubles arising therefrom, committed 
suicide. But the Government directed Sri pat Rao Bapfiji in 
A.. D. 1755-56 to arrest Ve'Q.ldas and recover from him the amount 
of Rs.I000 and the customary fine of Rs. 2,700 for committing 
the murder. .A fourth of this total amount was to be taken 
as the share of Government dues and remitted to the Huzt7r, 
while the balance had to be given to Bhagwan.s 

Sometime this levy of cauthai was made a matter of adjust
ment in financial transactions. Bahirao Anant Far)fI,is, attached 
to the cavalry under Mansing Khala:.te, purchased a building at 
Kalyan. Ramaji Mahadev, the administrative officer in charge, 
was· asked to see that the duty on the purchase of this house, 
calculated at the usual rate of one~fourths, should be adjusted in 
the accounts as paid to Fa(l.'(tis as part of his salary. (cauthai 
tagada na kara'(te)' From this evidence it can be inferred 
that the Marg,tha State recovered a charge on purchases and 
sales of bUildings, that such a duty was calculated at the rate 
of one-fourths on the purchase price, and that salaries of 
gov.ernment servants could be paid also by ad)ustment. 

In all the examples cited above it may be noticed that the 
cauthlii recovered was levied as a non-recurring charge, but there 

1. Sata'l'a Rajas' and Pesh'U:as' Dian'es, II, (57), p. 38. cauUii rupaye aQ.isen 
gheviin sag.e eli.tse rupayanca ai"az a~t hOta mhanuJ}. bhat.jini huzur 
vidit kele .•. cauthai maf keli ase. 

2. Note: a similar' case of punisbment by the State can be noticed in 
the imprisonment meted out to .Abdulla Wallad Sheik Nathu when the 
Begarl', for whom he stood eecUlity, abEconded. Ibid, VIII, (934) 
p.118. 

3. Ibid, II, (74) pp. 50-51.: tyapaikin cauthdi sarkarci ghevUn. huziir 
pii.~viin del}.e. Biiki tm taksima naphar majkuras dEl~.e. 

4. Ibid, VII, (477), p. 89.: tyiice siraete pramul).e iikiirhoyil to yance 
nli.ven baddhal musiihirit kharca lihiJ}.e. 

14 
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are reasons to think that in certain cases it became an annual 
'SOUl'ce of revenue. An instance to elucidate this principle is 
furnished in the decision granted in favour of a Parsi Nek Sadat 
K4an, in the year A. D. 1753. This gentleman represented 
to Naro Kri§lI).a, the Kameivisalir of Kasba 8urat, that certain 
villages in Sarkar 8Ul'at, though held in jaghir by himself, the 
Desai of the Parga'(bli did not pay him their revenues. He there
fore prayed that one-fourths of such in~ome might be annually 
deducted by the government and that orders might be issued to 
grant the balance to him. The Kamlivisadlir was accordingly 
directed to make the necessary inquiries regarding these villages, 
and if the I'evenues claimed by the Parsi did not belong to 
the Government, he was commanded to assist the complainant, as 
jar as possibZe, in recovering the amount due. If his claim. was 
established, one fourths of the revenue from these villages was to 
be annualy recovered and credited to the State, while the balance 
was to be continued to him. 1 

These officers of the government, though given in the cases 
cited above considerable discretion, were not permitted to be the 
final arbitrators in questions of administration. The unanimous 
verdict of a pancayat had evidently to be respected by state servants. 
This can be seen from the transa.ctions of Bilnaji Sindilji who owed 
a debt of Rs. 19,000 to Gopal Nit yak Khi~ti of Akolner in the year 
A. D.1765. Therefore Gopal Nliyak obtained frOID the Peswa 
an order to Trimbak Rao LakemaI;l, the Kamavisdar of Newitse 
and other MahaZs regarding this matter. Consequently Trimbak 
Rao appointed a panoilyat who decided, apparently after due 
consideration of the case, that the debt was justly due to Gopitl 
Nayak. J3anaji then absconded to Tisgaon and the Kamilvisdar 
refused to enforce the decision of the Pancayat. Gopal N ayak 
again brought this impasse to the nptice of the central government, 
who ordered the Kamavisdlir to recover the debt and credit a 
fourth of it to the general revenues.9 

Such officials were also not allowed to resort to extortions 
which, if discovered, were recovered and refunded to those who 
were compelled to such victimisation. In the year A. D. 1783-84 

1. .Satara Rajas' and Peshwas' Diaries, II, (189) pp. 118-19.: Tyas 
pargaI].e majkiirce desai sadrahu gfuhvca amal masarnilhes det nahint •.• 
Yii.jkaritali sadruhu gamvce akar paikin cautha:i sarkii.rant datsal 
gheviiD. amal calavayaca uprala kala pahije ... sii.hitya h6yil tltakI ... 
(Italics mine) . 

.2. 00, VII, (553) p. 167.: 9.J}.i cauthai sarkii.rci gheviin sarka-rant pavati 
karanen mba1;\on citaJ}.lsi 
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Appaji Lak§maI). Pendharkar complained of such an extortion 
against Balaji Vittal Pha<Jke during his tenure of office of the 
Mamlat of Manor and of Fa(b)is of Tar! Agasi, submitting a 
memorandum of the sums so extorted. An inquiry conseqnently 
made at the Huzur showed that the complaint was true. The 
amounts obtained from several persons were ordered to be 
refunded to them. In one instance it was discovered that Bnlaji, 
as admitted by him, confiscated without any reason, property 
worth Rs. 1108-7-0, belonging to Naro Ram PhR<Jke. A. fourth 
part of this sum was ordered to be credited to Government, 
while the rest had to be refunded to the owner. It is possible 
that in some cases where the government servants were in the wrong 
the cauthiii was sometimes not recovered, while in those instances 
where he admitted his mistake, the dues of the State were 
not foregone.l. 

All these cases show clearly that the term cauthtii cannot be 
interpreted to- mean only a military levy, but it must be 
remembered that it was also a well-known civil charge recovered 
from several sources of State interference. 

R. N. SALETORE 

1. &tara Rajas' aM Peihicai Dlarie8, VJll, (1006) pp. 166-67. 



THREE DECCANI PAINTINGS ON OANVAS FROM 
THE RIGHT HONOITRABLE SIR AKBAR HYDARI 

OOLLECTION IN THE PRINCE OF WALES 
MUSEUM OF WESTERN INDIA. 

Painting on cloth is a rarity in the wide range of Mughal 
paintings. Except the canvas paintings illustrating episodes from 
the Dastan-i-Amil' Hamzah executed under the supervision of 
Mil'. Sayyid Ali, a part of which rests in American, English and 
Continental Museums, a bh'd' painting in the Berlin Museum,1 
a canvas pa~nting depicting Humayun, Akbar, JahangIl' and Shah 
Jaha:n in the British Museum, the portrait of a man with a hawk 
perched on his hand, and Ramkali Ragini in the collection of the 
Bharat Kala Bhavan, there are no other canvas paintings of the 
Mllghal School which had as yet come to my notice. 

This was a pleasant surprise for me when three canvas paintings 
belonging to Sir Akbar Hydad came within my notice, in the 
Museum. I was at once impressed of their documentary value in 
the sphere of the history of Mughal paintilJ,g in general, and the 
Deccani School in particular. 

METHOD OF PAINTING. 

The paintingS are executed on rough pieces of cloth, which, 
after being burnished smooth by a piece of agate, must have been 
stretched on a frame. Thin coatings of zinc white (sa!eda) were 
applied to the surface to cover roughness, as is evinced by the parts 
where the'colours have flaked off. First sketching was either done 
on the canvas or as is more probable, the drawing was done on 
different pieces of paper' or goldbeater's skin (charbli) and then 
transferred to the canvas piece by ,piece. This process seems to 
have. been adopted as large pieces of paper were n,ot procurable. 
After the drawing transferred on the canvas was corrected the 
colours were filled in, and in the end the final outlining was done 
either in black or deep sepia. 

The colours used in Qutb Shah's Procession are yellow (piori), 
black (kajal), vermilion (sindura), blue (indigo), white (zinc white), 
gold (sona), orange (naranji), and brown. In the picture entitled 
Chand Brbi and Adil Shah, green (verdigris), vermilion, yellow, 
gold, brown, white, blue and orange colours are used. In the 
picture entitled Qutb Shah on Throne, blue, black, white, vermilion 
.and deep red colours are used. 

1 Indian Book Painting. PI. 10. 
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CHAND BIBr WITH HER MAIDENS. 

(Size 2'-9" x 4'-1" Figs. 1 and 2.) 
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This is a very interesting painting, and shows the Deccani 
style at its best. In this picture two incidents are portrayed. In 
the background king Adil Shah!' mounted on horse is seen with 
his female retinue; and in the foreground Ohand BrbI2 is 
represented resting in the pleasure grove. She is repl'esented 
lying on a cot in the pleasure grove wearing flowered trousers 
(pif,ijcima), white kurti reaching the ankle, anklets, armlets (baja), 
bangles (chtiri) and necklaces. The special point to be noticed in 
connection with these ornaments is the use of pompon (rnaktuZ), a 
decoration held in great favour in the time of Akbar and in the 
early years of the reign of Jahanglr. She is surrounded by 
a number of female attendants. One is fanning; another is 
holding a betel-box (pandan); and a third, who is called in the 
inscription overhead as Mushtaq BI, stands with her leg entwined 
to the slender trunk of a tree. Two attendants are seated 
on the ground. one pouring wine, and another washing her feet. 
Chand BIbr is listening to the music of the vinCi played by a female 
musician seated on the trunk of the tree near her head. On the 
left some female attendants are enjoying a conversation, while a 
few of them have waded in the rocky pool; one is rinsing her 
hair; a second is swimming; and a third is calling hel' companion 
to enjoy the fresh and cool water of the pool. The whole scene is 
indicative of a carefree sportive spirit of the queen and her 

1 Ali Idn Shah (1558-1580). He succeeded his father Ibrahim in 
155B, and began his reign by publicly assuming Shi'a creed. His reign 
is chiefly to be remembered by the defeat of the Kingdom of Vijaya
nagar in the Battle of Talikota in 1565.. He married Chand Ribr, the 
daughter of Husain Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar. He was killed in 
1580 by an eunuch. 

2 Chand BibI. Ali Adil Shah married Chand BibI, the daughter of 
Husain Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar in 155B. After the death of 
Idil Shah in 1580 she took charge of IbrahIm 'idil Shah II, the 
nephew of the king. In 15B4 the queen mother returned to her 
native city .A.hmadnagar, n.ever to return again. During her residence 
at Ahmadnagar, the Mughala under the command of Murad invaded 
the territory. The· queen rose to the occasion and fought hard. 
Impressed by her bravery Prince Murad conferred on her the title of 
Chand Sultana, and the army retumed after the cession of Berar. 
While the city was besieged by the Emperor Akbar himself she was 
killed by the treachery of one HamId Khan who declared her to have 
betrayed the country to the Mughals. (Kincaid and Parasnis. A 
History of the Mahratta-People. VoL I, pp. 100-101.) 
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attendants. A saddled horse stands on the extreme left. In the 
background, on the right, is seen All Adn Shah mounted on a 
horse, wearing jfima, trousers, turban and ornaments, with a hawk 
perched on the right hand. He is followed by a group of five 
aftendants, three holding the peacock-tail fly-whisks, and two 
umbrella and nishan-the symbols of royalty. He is preceded 
by a number of female attendants wending their way by the 
banks of the hilly canal. Some of them hold peacock-tail fly
whisks; others hold hawks; while one or two hold the birds 
killed by the hawks. On the left is seen a mountain with a 
fort. The costume of the attendants consists of kurtiS, trousers, 
and ornaments, with great display of pompons. 

It is difficult to assign any exact date to this painting. 
We have short inscriptions in Persian on the cot describing the 
lady lying down as Chand By and Chand Banu, the name of an 
attendant as Muhstaq, and anothel' inscription over the head of a 
maid of which only Banu can be read. The inscription over the 
head of the king is unfortunately misleading. It describes him 
as Azam Shah, a son o£Aurangzyb, who proceeded against 
Bijapur, which fell in 1686~ and was finally killed in the 
Battle of Jajau (1707) in the war of succession with Prince 
Mu'azzam.2 But this is not possible because there is a difference 
of nearly a century between Azam Shah and Chand Bibi. 
Therefore one cannot help in assuming that the inscription was 
added at a later period by a hand ignorant of history, and 
in fact the king in this picture could be. no other than All 
Adil Shah I of Bijapur, the husband of Chand Bibi. 

The period of the reign of Ali A dil Shah falls between the 
years 1558-1580. He married Chand Bib!, according to Firishta, 
in 1558; and therefore this scene according to the 'chronologi
cal order should have been painted between 1560 and 1570, 
when both must have been young. But the style of the 
picture is of later date. The naturalistic treatment of the trees, 
much toned down colour scheme, and the use of pompon 
which disappeared in the . early years of Jahangir (1605-1627), 
as is evinced by the paintings executed after 1610-1611, go to 
prove that the painting must have been executed in the first 
quarter of the 17th century. 

Apart from the considerable artistic value or this picture 
in respect of technique and composition t it throws a consider-

1. Oambridge History of India.. VoL IV, p. 287. 
2. IbiiL., p. 320. 
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able light on the social life of Bijapur in the early seventeenth 
century. The first point to attract our attention is an outing 
which Ohand Sultana is enjoying with her companions. It is 
very rare for the artists of this period who were accustomed 
to represent the life which. the inmates led inside the harem 
and gardens to paint such scenes. They are often represented 
enjoying drinks, .hearing the music, or whiling away their time in 
the company of their lords. The picture is a happy departure 
from this usual theme. Here we find a lady along with her 
companions enjoying the cool vel'dure of the forest, the shady 
trees, and pool of crystal-clear water. The beautiful landscape 
of the Deccan with its palm, mango and plantain trees, and rocky 
shelter have charmed these ladies. To give fullest expression 
to their joyous mood some are wandering, a· few are bathing, 
another is playing the vina, while the chief lady is stretching 
herself to remove the fatigue and weariness of the harem life. 

As already described, the return of .idn Shah from a bird hunt 
with hawks is represented in the back ground. This method of 
hunting birds is very old. It would not be out of place here to 
gi ve a little description of this sport which was so favourite with the 
Mughal princes. We know from a number of pictures <>f Akbar and 
Jahanglr periods that the kings and noblemen had their favourite 
falcons and hawks which were always perched on their gloved 
hands, with their heads covered. . As soon as a bird was in sight 
the cover was taken off and the falcon released to catch the bird; 
and in a twinkle the bird was caught. This method of hunting 
birds by hawks and falcons was noted by the English travellers in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Ralph Fitch (1583-91) 
observed that besides tigers, buffaloes, etc.; Akbar had hunting 
hawks.i According to Hawkins (1608-1:1) Jahitnglr had four 
thousand hawks;s and according to Terry (1616-19). the Mughals 
delighted in hawking.s Jahangrr was so fond of falcons that he 
very often describes some interesting species. Thus speaking of 
white falcons he says :-"On this day Qasim Khwaja. of Dihbld had 
sent from Ma-wara'a-n-nahr (Transoxinia) by the hand of one of his 
tribesmen by way of supplication five tflyghtin (white falcons) .•• 
four arrived at Ujjain in safety .••• At this time Khan .ilam who had 
been sent as ambassador to the ruler of Persia sent an ashyani 
falcon (bird from the nest) which in the Persian language they call 
'ukna' Outwardly one cannot distinguish between these and 

1. Ea.rly Travels in India. Ed. by W. Fosler., p. 17. 
2. Ibid., .p. 105. 
3. Ibid., p. 312. 
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bazrlarni falcons by any particular marks, but after they have 
been flown the difference is clear. ,,1 

At another place he mentions one falcon (shunqar) of good 
colour sent fl'om Persia with Tari Beg (the chief huntsman). 
Though it was brought to the court it did not live more than a 
week. "What can I write of the beauty and colour of this falcon? 
There were many beautiful black markings on each wing, back; 
and sides. As it was something out of the common I ordered 
Ustad Mansur to paint and preserve its likeness." 2 

Hawking seems to have become a favourite with the Muslim 
States of the Deccan, as there are many paintings depicting 
hawking from Hyderabad in the Museum. 

COSTUME AND ORNAMENTS. 

Cel,tain interesting details of the costume of the people in the 
early part of the seventeenth century as worn in the Deccan or all 
over the country where the Islamic civilisation had penetrated are 
to be noticed in this picture, though it must be said that every 
part of the country had preference to particular sty Ie of pagri, etc. 
Certain interesting points regarding the difference between 
northern and southern style will be observed as we ex.amine the 
dresses worn by the figures in the picture in 'detail. 

Edward Te1'l'Y, the Ohaplain of Sir Thomas Roe, visiting 
India from 1616-19 gives a very accurate description of male and 
female costume of the period. 

" The habits of both men and women are little different, made 
for the most part of white cotton cloth. For the fashion they are 
close, straight to the middle, hanging loose downward below the 
knee. They wear long breeches underneath, made close to their 
bodies, that reach to their ankles, ruffiing like boots on the small 
of their legs. Their feet are bare in their shoes, which most 
commonly they wear like slippers, that they may the more readily 
put them off when they come into their hOtlses whose floors are 
covered with ex.cellent carpet (made in that kingdom, good as any 
in Turkie or P~sia) or somewhat else (according to the qualitie of 
the man) more base, upon which they sit, when as they conferl'e·or 
eate, like saylors on their shipboards. The men's heads are 
covered with a long thinne wreathe of cloth, white or coloured, 
which goes many times about them; they call ahash .•.... their hair 
lMuhamadan women) hangs down behind them twisted with silk. 
Those of qualities are bedecked with many jewels about their necks 

1. Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri. Tr. by Rogers and Beveridge. Vol. II. pP. 10-11. 
2. Ibid., pp. 10'/-108. 
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and wrist. Round about their ears are boles made for pendants; 
and every woman hath one of he~ nostrils pierced, that there, when 
as she please, shee may weare a ring.,,1 

The costume worn by the figures· in the picture coincides 
with Terry's description of the Mughal costume with minor 
changes. Examining the dress of the prince on the horse, 
the only male figure in the picture, we find that there is a 
difference in the payti which he wears and the Mughal ~agri as 
worn in the time of JahangU', which was twisted very loosely and 
pushed somewhat over the right ear.2 In this pauri the scarf is 
wound round a very small cap ; it is then gathered up at one end 
which runs in a broad band from neck to crown, flattened in front 
and brought into a rather pointed pad at the back. This form of 
IJaUri according to Kuhnel and Goetz was evolved in the Shi'ite 
States of the Deccan, removed from the Mongolian influences and 
perhaps adapted from the Seljuk turbans familiar from Meso
potamia and Syrian miniatures and bronzes. This form though 
somewhat modified begins to appear by 1570 when Nujum al-' 
Uliim was composed.s As observed later on in connection with 
Golconda pictures this type of turban continued to be WOl'n practi
cally all over the Deccan in the 17th century and even later. 
The flowered jama, striped trousers, and light slippers (:papush) 
all conform to the description of the Mughal costume by Terry. 
He however wears a dUIJatta, one end of which is thrown on the 
left shoulder, another hanging loosely in front, which was not 
generally worn by the Mughal kings in the north. 

Considering the headdresses of the women there are distinctly 
three types; one class goes without any headdress, only the orhni 
covering a little part of the hair at the back; the second class wearS 
pauris more or less of the same type as the king, except that the 
knob at the back is not held by a sash; and the third class wears 
the crested cap of the Ohaghtais, which served as uniform of the 
female guards of the harem, who came from Turkestan, the Urdu. 
Begrs, and some of the ladies' maids.4, 

The costuIXle worn by the women is the type evolved in the 
period of Jahangrr-striped or plain trousers, a kurti or chemise 
worn in combination of choZi, opening in front and reaching 
the ankles. 

1. Early Travels in India. Edward Terry, pp. 308-309. 
2. Kuhnel and Goetz. Indian Book Painting! p. 41. 
3. The Library of A. Chester Beatty. A Catalogue of Indian Minia

tures. Vol. II. pI. 5. 
4. Kuhnel and Goetz. loc., cit., pp. 39. 

15 
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Terry's observation also holds good in the case of ornaments. 
The women wear silver rosettes (sisphUl) on one side of the 
hair. jhumka (earrings) in the ears, necklaces (har), nose-ring 
(nath), armlets (bajit) bangles (churi) and anklets (pajeb). The 
most important part of their decorations are the pompons attached 
to the bangles and armlets. These pompons which came into 
existence in Humayun-Akbar period were largely used by the 
women-folk in decorating their ornaments. Even in the early 
years of Jahangir the pompons were held in great esteem, as is 
evinced by the figures of women in the illustrations of Anwar, 
Suhaili, an illuminated manuscript the miniatures executed 
between the years 1604-11.1 After Jahangir the liking for 
pompons seems to have disappeared. 

The largest painting measuring 11'-8i" x 2'-11", (Figs. 3a, 
3b and 4) is entitled, The Procession oj Abdullah Qutb; Shah 
(1626-1672)2, king of Golconda. In this picture a long 
procession is depicted, headed by the standard-bearer seated 
on an elephant, followed by the foot· soldiers and matchlock
men. Some soldiers carry drawn swords· with shields dangl
ing on their backs, while others· carry spears and flags. 
Each section is commanded by .the officers riding on horses 
carrying sticks in their hands to regulate the movements 
of the soldiers. At the head of the cavalry which follows the 
infantry is riding on a horse, Mil' Jumla5

, the premier of 
Golconda, with a naked sword in one hand. The line of horses is 

1. Light of Oanopus, described by J. Wilkinson 
2. Born on November 12th. 1614, and succeeded his fa.ther in 1626, 

at the age of 12. He was a pleasure-loving king and the actual 
administration was always carried at first by his mother, and later 
on by bis son-in-law. He was an easy· going king, weak and sensual, 
but. at the same time he was a man of culture, who loved. Persian 
and Arabic poetry, and the various paintings dating back to his 
reign show that he was a lover of pictorial art as well. 

3. Mir Jumla, or Muhammad Sayyid Amin was a native of Iran 
who sought his fortune in the Deccan He came to Hyderabad in 
1630, and by dint of personal merit he became an officer of Qutb Shah 
in 1637, and by the end of 1646 he became all-powerful cheif minister 
of Golconda. After his relations with Qutb Shah became strained he 
joined the service of Shah J ahan and was sent to Deccan to help 
Aurangzib's expedition against Bijapur. After serving the cause of 
Aurangzib in many expeditions he was sent to subjugate Assam and 
died in 1663. (For details see Govalkondyaci Qutbshahi, pp. 104-107, 
Sarkar's aistory of Aurangzeb, and Cambridge History of India, 
Vol. IV. 'IJide Mir Jumlii.) 
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followed by chau,ri and towel-bearers; then follow two standard 
bearers mounted on elephants with their retinue. Then comes 
a line of horsemen and attendants, several of whom hold the royal 
insignia, flag, standards, staff, etc., and then appears the royal 
elephant surrounded by musicians, attendants holding betel-nut 
boxes, fans and aratis. A line of picked soldiers armed with 
shields :md drawn out swords march to the left of the king. King 
Abdullah wears flowered jama, a rich turban with turret (aigrette), 
ornaments, and holds a. flower. The royal umbrella-bearer is 
seated behind him. The king is followed by three officers, Bare 
Mirza,1 Tana Shah, 2 and N ekanam, S with their retinues, 
mostly staff-bearers (char'ibarda r ) , a line of horsemen, and a line 
of elephants, accompanied by lancers who are naked save for their 
loin-cloths girt up with kamarband. 

In the absence of any inscription giving the occasion for the 
procession it is difficult to say on which particular occassion it was 
taken out. But it may be on the analogy of the custom prevalent 
till recently at Hyderabad when the Nizam rode in the procession 
during Muharram, that this procession was also taken out on the 
occassion of M uharram to commemorate and bemoan the death of 
the martyrs Hasan and Husain. 

The spirit of the procession is represented with great sympathy 
and the artist has done his best to represent the faces with accuracy, 
as can be judged by comparing some faces with the ex.tant portraits 
in museums and private collections. It is indeed a good piece of 
art as practised in the Deccan in the period of Shah Jahan, when 
the Mughal art had reached its zenith. 

1. MIr Ahmad, or Sayyid Ahmad, was the eldest Bon-in-law of Qutb 
Shah. After the death of Hayat Baksh Begam, the mother of 
Sultan Abdullah, he exercised great influence over the king. Irvine 
considers him to be identical with Manucci's Sharlf-ul-Ahmad, and 
Bare Mirza of Martin, who surrendered hi.Irlself to Shah A.lam in 
1685 A. D. and died on,the 5th July 1687. 

2. Abul Hasan Tanashah, the seventh or last king of Golconda. 
He came of a respectable family. His father was in the service of 
Qutb Sbab. After his death he fell in evil days and joined as an 
officer in the cavalry of Qutb Shah. The king married his third 
daughter to him in 1660. He was allowed to pass his time in pleasure 
and succeeded his father-in-law in 1672. Golconda was captured 
during his reign (1687) and he was taken captive by AurangzIb. 
He died in 1704. 

3. An eunuch general in the service of Abdullah Qutb Shiih. His real 
name was Riza-Quli. He died on 30th. March 1672. Golkondya Qi 
Qutb Shahi p. 111. 
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DATE OF P .AINTING. 

A tentative date could be assigned to the painting at first 
glance, that is, the painting mnst have been executed while 
Abdullah Qutb Shah (1626-1672) reigned. But the presence of 
Mir Jumla, the chief minister, in this procession helps us to 
determine the date of this composition with greater exactitude. 
Muhammad Said Amm joined the service of Ql1tb Shah in 1637 as 
sarkheZ, and was invested with the title of Mir Jumla in 1645 when 
Qutb Shah made him general commanding the expedition against 
Sri Ranga of Oarnatic. He held Oarnatic till 1655 for his master, 
and the rift began when he' wanted to become the master in 
Carnatic 1656. 1 Therefore this painting could with ease be placed 
between 1645 and 1655 when he was the chief minister, and not 
afterwards when he was considered an enemy of the State. 

In this picture Tanashah, or Abul Hasan is represented as an 
officer of the cavalry; and. therefore this picture must belong to a 
period prior to 1660, when he married the king's daughter. 

ABDULLAH QUTB SHAH ON THRONE 

(Size 2' - 8'" x 3' - 5t", Fig. 5'. ) 

Abdullah Qutb Shah wearing a flowered jama, a turban to 
match decorated with the strings of pearls and aigrette (turra) is 
seated in Persian fashion on a ckct~fJ7ci, his back resting on a huge 
cushion. He is taking a folded betel-leaf (pan) from the tray held 
before him by one of his mistresses. She wears a striped skirt, 
bodice, an. orkni falling down the back, arid ornaments conSisting 
of necklaces, mang, 8i8pkul; zone, (kardkani) anklets, etc. Behind 
the king on the right stand two female attendants; one of them, is 
whisking flies from the king by a piece of cloth. A little away 
from these attendants stands an old attendant wearing a full skirt, 
bodice with full sleeves, and orhni which covers her head. She 
holds a staff. A girl of tender age wearing trousers, jama and 
a high cap stands nearby. On the left there are three female 
attendants. One holds the peacock-tail fly-whisk, the second a 
pan..;.,box, and the third who wears jama, trousers and high 
cap, and holds a staff,stands at a little distance from the first two. 
A. carpet is laid on the floor on which a spitoon, betel boxes, etc. 
for the use of the king are placed. A peacock and a deer also stand 
on the floor. Apparently they are the pets of the king. In the 
foreground is a fish pond abounding in gold fish, and a bubbl
ing fountain. 

1. Goval-kondya ci Qutbshahi, pp. 105·106. 
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The inscription at the head of the king claims him to be 
Muhammad Qulr Qutb Shrth (1580-1626), the fifth king Of Golconda. 
But apparently this inscription is wrong and must have been added 
at a later period by an ignorant man. The portrait of the king in 
the picture entitled" Procession of Abdullah Qutb Shah" already 
described is the same as in this picture, and these two portraits in 
their turn coincide with the portrait of Abdullah Qutb Shah in the 
album of miniatures copied from the miniatures in the possession 
of the Raja of Satara and presented to the M useUln by the heirs of 
Sir Bartle Frere. With the above resemblance there cannot be any 
doubt that this portrait signifies Abdullah Qutb Shah in his youth. 

1.'here is another inscription in Persian on the head of the old 
attendant reading' uzda lJaingani '-deep purple, apparently a hint 
for the painter to paint the s('Al'f of the old woman in purple. 
Such colour hints are often found in Pahari and Mughal paintings 
when they are unfinished. But this painting is finished, and 
therefore the only explanation which can be offered for this colour 
hint is that at a subsequent period after this painting was executed 
the colour must have flaked off from that particular portion, and a 
painter must have been ordered to repaint it with purple, and he 
inscribed the direction forgetting afterwards to erase it. 

These paintings are also the authentic records of the costume 
and ornaments of the people in the Deccan, which though not 
differing much from the costume of the people in the north, had 
Borne individuality of its own. An anonymous anthority (1608-1610) 
describing the costnme and ornaments of the people of Golconda, 
though nearly half a century earlier than the period of our 
pictures, proves that the costume in 1650 or even later was much 
the same as in 1610. Describing the costum'e he says :-" Those 
who have intercourse with the men in authority, or who serve 
them, in the towns usually wear • cobayas '. Women ordinarily 
wear a cloth, 12 cubit long, and 2 cubit broad, just tied round the 
waist, and then brought over the right shoulder; the head is never 
covered, except that the aforesaid cloth passes over it. Some of 
them wear a small bodice fitting closely under the arm and breast 
where it is fastened and reaching below the elbows leaving the 
body naked from the breast to the navel".l. 

In these two paintings the details of the costume of both men 
and women, as worn in Golconda in circa 1660, are depicted clearly 
and are the same as described above. The men, including the king, 
without exception wear qabas (jama), some made of plain muslin, 
while others of printed muslin for which the Kingdom of Golconda 

1. W. H. Moreland. Relations of Golconda, pp.76-77. 
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was so famous.~ The close-fitting trousers are plain or striped; 
k~marbands 01' waist-bands are invariably wound round the waist 
with two ends hanging in front. The pagris worn by the soldiers 
are of· many varieties. -The ordinary kind is made by winding 
round several folds of twisted cloth on the head in such a way 
as to· leave a protuberan~e . at the back, and the· folds are held 
together by a sash mounted on the pauri more or . less of the 
same pattern as at Bijapur half a centul'yearlier. Another kind 
is.a circular pagr;i worn chiefly by the matchlock-men, while the 
t~ird kind though worn rarely, is a form of Persian da8tar, which 
is·a primitive form of Hyderabad turbans worn these -days. 

The·costume of the womenfolk of Golconda is truelydepicted 
in . the picture entitled "Qutb Shah on the Throne". It is the 
same as seen by. the anonymous authority we have just quoted. 
The women standing round the king wear transparent sar'is over a 
striped or . flowered skirt. The sari is brought over the right 
shoulder, slightly covering· the head, and falling on the back 
while one end is passed over the breast and tucked in the bodice 
under the right armpit. The. bodice also conforms to the descrip
tiQn. of the anonymous authority. There are however two women 
and a girl who are attired in Persian costume - k1/trti, - a long 
flowing robe, and trousers. Two of them wear cylindrical 
headdresses. This Chagtai headdress as seen in the Chand Bibi'S 
picture from Bijapur conforms to the dress of Turkish maids and 
UrdU-begrs. 

FURNITURE 

Two betel boxes and a spitoon are all that we see of furniture 
on the carpet. The carpet itself very delicately woven, having 
rosette patterns enclosed in two serrated leaves, might have been 
a product of Golconda. The most important articles of furniture 
in this picture however are Chinese porcelain, which are arranged 
on niches behind the king. In India -Chinese vases etc. were 
greatly appreciated by the Mughal emperors as is evident from 
the story of the china dish in possession of JahangIr.2 Besides 
being used as vessels for food the china-ware of the Mingperiod 
served as furniture to decorate, as is evident from the Mughal 
paintings. The celadon ware was in much demand as celadon 
plates etc. were said to split while in contact with poison. Thomas 
Roe testifies that presents of china-ware were- appreciated by the 
Mughal Court ,s Bijapur sent presents of china-ware to 

1. W. H. Moreland, loc., cit. p. 30. William Methwold's Relation. 
2; Early TraV'els in India, (Hawkins), p. 109. 
8. The EmbaBB1 of Sir Thomas Roe (1615-1619). Ed. W. Foster. p.470. 



Fig. I-Chand Bibi and her Maidens 
Deccani School. 

1st quarter of the 17th Century, 

Right Hon'ble Sir Akbar HydarJ Loan Collection, 



FiQ. l-Detalls from Fii. I. 
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Fig. 3 (a) & (b)-Procession of Abdullah Qutb Shith, 

Deccanl School. 

Painted between 1645-1655 

ru~ht ROn'ble Sir Akbar Hydari Loan CoUection. 



Fig. 4-DetaUs from Fig. 3 



Fig. 5-Abdulliih Qutb Shih on the throne. 

Deccani School. Circa 1655 

Right Bon'ble Sir Akbar Hydarl Loan Collection. 
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JahangIr 1. In the kingdom of Golconda Chinese porcelain was 
held in great demand. According to Schorer U Porcelain of 
various kinds sells very well, especially the fine qualities, and 
yields a good profit according to kind, and hence no price can be 
named" 2. In the later times the fondness for Chinese ware grew 
so much that in the paintings of the eighteenth century from 
Hyderabad the interiors are always decorated with porcelain 
flower vases and 8tllrahi, etc. 

MOTI CHANDR.A.. 

1. Roe, Ibitl., p. 119, 
2. Moreland, 100., cit., p. 62. 



CAUSES OF INDIAN GOLD EXPORTS 

In view of the declining gold exports from India, the con
troversy about the advisability of those exports appears to be o-yer. 
This gives us, however, an opportune moment to review the causes 
of that phenomenon in a spirit of academic detachment. The 
question why gold has been exported out of this country has been 
sadly mixed u'p with the question whether it should be exported 
or not; with the result, 'that sevel'al economists have tried to 
anSwer the first question in a manner which fits in with their 
answer to the second. But no attitude of mind is more unsuited 
to arriving at a scientific truth than that which has wish as father 
to the thought. 

It is important at the outset to distinguish between gold sales 
and gold e}:ports, and to note that the causes of gold sales, though 
relevant, are not sufficient to explain gold exports. Hence it is 
necessary to enquire into the causes of gold sales and next into the 
reasons why that gold was sold abroad, that is, exported. 

OA USES OF GOLD SALES 

1. Abandonment of Hoarding Habit. It has been argued that 
the sale of gold on so large a· scale is due to the fact that the 
Indian masses have given up their hoarding habit and have 
realised the uselessness of locking up their assets in gold on the 
one hand, and borrowing at the moneylender's inequitous rates 
on the other. The fact that ever since 1924-25 the imports of 
gold in India were declining, and even those decreasing imports 
were not absorbed into . general consumption but were being 
tendered to· the Government at the Statutory rate in .accordance 
with the pro'Visiona of the Indian Currency A.ct 1927, has been 
interpreted to show that the hoarding. habit ceased not by a magic 
wand but by a gradual process. This idea has found ostensible 
support in some of the remarks of the Oontroller of Currency 
made in his Annual Reports. But it is misleading to ascribe the 
fall in the imports and local consumption of gold to a weakening 
of the hoarding habit. It was, in fact, the low pur9hasing power 
of the people and their preference for cheap si~ver that accounted 
for that phenomenon. N or could the increase in receipts of Post 
Office Oash Oertificates indicate any growth of the investment 
habit, as that was largely due to the increase in the rate of 
interest. The increase in the receipts of Post Office Cash Certi-
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ficates after the year 1931-32 can in no way be pointed out as a 
sign of the growth of investment habit in India, which led to gold 
exports. On the contrary, this increase was a result of the 
exports of gold. 

Moreover, the hoarding habit could not have been abandoned 
at a time when the Indian peasant could congratulate himself 
on having been so wise-all admonitions notwithstanding, as to 
have kept his savings in gold, the one commodity which had 
experienced such a remarkable rise in price, in spite of the slump 
all round. 

2. Prevalence oJ'Dist'l'ess. That the 'World-wide depression 
hit our people hard, is no longer a matter of academic discussion. 
That the· agriculturist was the worst sufferer is equally obvions. 
Prices of agricultural produce in India feU by about 50 per cent 
from 1929 to 1983, and we all know how prices of manufactured 
or semi-manufactured goods did not fall to that extent. Though the 
Indian peasant does not spend any considerable portion of his 
income on such articles; and though allowance must be made 
for the low prices at which he must have been able to procure his 
requirements in the form of other raw produce like pulses, tobacco, 
oilseed, sugar cane, (supposing him to be a wheat or rice grower,) 
there is little doubt that his suffering mnst h~ve been intense, 
specially when payments on account of land Revenue and water 
charges' remained practically fixed. Stray cases of suspensions 
and· remissions could have . no appreoiable effect. Under these 
circumstances, if he thought of selling the ornaments and jewellery 
worn by his females, it w~)Uld look quite reasonable. But, while 
so far the argument is worthy of respect, an attempt to make out 
distress as the sole or even as a predominant cause of gold sales is 
untenable, though it is not denied that distress vitally affected 
the pace or volume of gold sales. By itself, distress 'Would not 
have sufficed to bring about more than a fraction of the sales 
that actually took place. 

The return of gold from up country markets to Bombay even 
prior to September 1931, has often been held up as a proof that 
distress was the basic and original cause of gold exports. But it is 
conveniently forgotten that it was the fall in the price of silver 
which had, partly at any rate, hastened this return of gold. '-"The 
:very heavy fall in the price of silver had the effect of causing a 
steady consumption of that metal and it is probable that some of 
the cultivators' savings which would ha-ve been invested ordinarily 
in the purchase of gold found their way into cheap silver." The 
higb,esh price of silver in Bombay, per 100 tolas, country bar, was 

16 
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Rs.58 .. 13·0 in Apri11929·and by stages had reached·the low level 
of Rs. 44~10-0 in August 1931. It therefore stands to reaSon that 
in the absence of such a heavy fall in the price of silver, ",5000 to 
6000 tolas of fine gold" would not have been parted with and 
tendered· to the Government. That. exactly the same thing 
happened in Ohina about this time, that is, fall in the price of. 
silver led to sale of gold, is both relevant and significant. 

Oertain actual observations e.g. most of the gold offered for 
sale being· in the form of ornaments, gold coming out from 
distressed areas, the coincidence of the period of depression and; 
that of gold exports, have all tended to nurse a misconception in 
the- minds of men that the gold exporbed is all " distress gold." 
But· even though there had been no distress whatsoever, gold 
exports would have taken place after September 1931, though at a 
somewhat diminished rate. 

Our conclusion therefore is that while distress has been one 
of.the two most important cauSes of gold sales, it is not correct to 
regard it either as a sole or as a determining cause of such sales. 
and still far less a sufficient cause of gold exports. 

3. High Price of Gold. The real cause of gold sales in India 
was the sudden and rapid rise in the Rupee price of gold, which 
happened immediately the Gold Standard was abandoned in India 
in September 1931. The price of gold immediately prior to the 
financial crisis was somewhere between Rs. 21-3-0 and Rs. 21-4-0 
per tola of country bar at Bombay but in October·the price rose to 
Rs .. 24-14-0, in November to Rs. 26 .. 0·0, in December to Rs. 28-14-0 
and thereafter with slight interruptions in its upward trend, rose 
up steadily to Rs. 36-4-5 in March 1935. 

Not only was this the immediate but also a sufficient cause of 
gold sales, whereas distress worked only as a reinforcing factor~ 
The necessity of maintaining day to day expenditure in the face 
of falling prices, was no doubt increasing the need to sell gold, but 
it was mainly the temptation to avail of high prices that bronght 
about those huge sales· of gold. Thus, while distress prepared the 
psycholo~cal ground for readiness to sell, the abrupt and 
remarkable rise of the price of .gold worked the rest. The latter 
by .itsel.f would have. been sufficient bo cause gold sales. and should 
therefore be regarded as the immediate, sUfficient and indispens
able cause of gold sales. Much of the gold that has been sold is 
due to the desire to make a profit. The difficulty of establishing 
a complete correlation between the rise in. the price and the 
exports or gold should not lead us to believe that gold export$ 
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were not caused by the high price of gold. That the correlation 
is approximate enough is sufficient for our progress. A. perfect 
correlation could, if at all, be established only between the sale& 
of gold and the rise in the prices, and the"relation between ea:port8 
and the prices cannot by its nature be perfect, because there is a 
time-lag between the sale of gold and its export abroad. Moreover, 
all gold that might be sold might not be exported. Besides, 
the rise in the price of gold has been so great from the very 
outset that fine movements upwards and downwards have not 
produced any directly visible and statistically verifiable effect 
on gold sales. The rise in the price has been tempting 
enough to draw upon some of the most cherished and jealously 
guarded hoards, and it is wholly irrelevant if the curve of gold 
exports is not perfectly similar to that of the price of gold. 
Instead of frankly admitting all this, the Review of the Trade of 
India for 1931-32 has sought to establish a correlation between 
Rupee prices of gold and gold exports in a manner not commenda
ble for its accuracy. To show that the t1alue (and not quantity) 
of gold exports moved up as the price of gold rose is hardly a 
conclusive evidence of a complete correlation between the two; for 
if gold rises in price, the value of gold exports will corresponding .. 
ly rise, even tlzO'LfJUh the quantity may have remained stationary. 

l[ CAUSES OF GOLD EXPORTS. 

Having examined and found out why gold was sold at all, we 
must next address ourselves to the problem: Why was all thia 
gold sold abroad, that is, exported? The prevalence of acute 
distress, the abandonment of hoarding. babit or the high price of 
gold can, at the most, offer explanations-however satisfactory or 
otherwise-only for the sale of gold and not for its export. 

Gold movements between different countries take place for 
various reasons. Gold may be exported on ordinary trading 
account from mining countries to those that require it. Gold may 
be sent because of its being in several cases the only commodity 
which is freely accepted in the final discharge of International 
obligations. Hence, the withdrawal of foreign balances, flight of 
indigenous capital, repayment of foreign loans or mere payment of 
interest thereon, or adverse balances of trade may lead to depletion 
of gold reserves of a country. 

1. aapita~ Movement& Movements of Capital have, in the 
post-war world, been mainly responsible for the reshuffling of gold 
reserves between the different countries. Of late, "pressure on 
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the foreign exchange market due to demand for remittance in 
consequence of a rush of new long term issues in the Capital 
market, or the withdrawal of short-term balances from a money
market in consequence of political unresh in the borrowing or 
lending country" has often led to gold exports. That this has 
been the predominant factor in the redistribution of gold reserves 
in Europe and America during the last 15 years may be readily 
admitted. 

The Indian exports of gold, however, cannot be accounted for 
by Capital movements of a significant size. Unfortunately no 
statistics are available to strictly verify our position, but as there 
were no pre-requisite eonditons for such movement, we can safely 
draw the above conclusion. It is only when the currency at home 
is too unstable to inspire confidence or when there is a prospect of 
its devaluation by the currency authority, or when the rate of 
interest allowed on deposits is low as compared with another 
country that Capital tends. to move from the one to the other 
country where the interest rate is higher and the currency condi
tions stabler. Political and psychological reasons, too, sometimes· 
account for heavy withdrawals of foreign balances. But all of 
these conditiol?S_ ~~~e,one and all, consE.ic:!l0lls"~l ~heir absence in 
this country. 

The rates of interest in India were, on the contrary, higher 
than in England, America, France and Netherlands to which 
nearly all our gold was exported. Right up from April 1931 to 
March 1935, thel'e 'Was not a single month in which the Indian 
rate of discount was not higher than either the French, British or 
American rate. It was only in May 1935 (when the Indian gold 
'eXpoi'ts had gone on well nigh for fO'l1r years) that due to financial 
difficulties in France, the rate there 'Suddenly rose to 6 per cent 
while the United Kingdom and the F.R. Board in America conti. 
nued to have very low rates viz. 2 per cent and 1.91· per cent 
respectively while the Indian rate was 3.5 per cent until October of 
that year. Nor had the rise in the rate of discount any appreciable 
effect on capital movements from-India, for the total quantity of gold 
exported from India to France in the year 1935-36 amounted only to 
Rs. 641akhs out of the total exports of gold worth Rs.'37, 35lakhs. 
There was thus no temptation of a higher rate of interest abroad to 
encourage any " flight of capital ". 

N or was the condition of the currency such as to lead to any 
marked preference for a foreign currency. The Rupee was linked 
to the Sterling which, though depreciated in terms of gold, 
enjoyed considerable prestige and soon gathered to itself the other 
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currencies in what is called a 'Sterling Bloc.' The exchange 
value of the Rupee was maintained firmly at Is. Gd. by the 
Government. It is true that in 1933 when the Reserve Bank 
of India Bill was being discussed in the Indian Legislature, the 
Indian Currency League and several other bodies tried to commit 
the government to a lower ratio, and if the govenment had shown 
any com.promising attitude, Capital would have flown out in 
anticipation of the reduction of the rate, but the Government all 
along maintained their view point, with the result that in spite of 
certain 'bear' attacks on the Rupee, the exchange r"emained 
pretty firm. 

The factors tending to political instability bad practically been 
put down with a firm hand by Lord Willingdon whose Viceregal 
regime saw the beginning of wholesale arrests of Congress leaders 
and volunteers. Thus no cause making for Capital movements 
existed by September 1931, or after. The repayment of loans by 
the Government of India in this period has been a direct result, 
and can by no stretch of imagination be considered a cause, of the 
gold exports. 

2. Unfavourable Trade Balances. Some economists in 
India have, consciously or otherwise, subscribed to the view that the 
shrinking balances of trade in merchandise have been responsible 
for the payment of gold to foreigners in the aettlement of 
International accounts. It is argued that while formerly thl? 
balance of trade in merchandise "Was so favourable to· India that 
even after paying for the invisible items, India could have a 
favourable balance payable in gold or silver, the position has 
substantially changed after the advent of the trade depression, when 
due to several <laUses (e. g. marked fall in prices of agricultural 
goods, loss of markets abroad due to our inefficient methods of 
production and growth of tariffs) the balance of trade in mer chan .. 
"dise has continuously decreased, with the result that India has been 
compelled to export gold in order to meet her International 
commitments on account of the 'invisible' imports. 

The table given below shows how the Indian balances have 
steadily shrunk. 

Balance of Trade in Merchandise. (Lakhs of Rupees) 

Averageo! the 5 years ending 

1913-14 
1918-19 
1923 .... 24 
1928-29 

Balance oj Trade in Merchandise 
(Private) 

78,27 
76,31 
53,14 

112,80 
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Year 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34. 
1934-35 
1935-36 
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86,47 
78,98 
62,05 
34,83 
3,22 

34,74 
22,96. 
30,55 

It is thus clear that in the five pre~war y-ears the average 
favourable balance was Rs. 78,27 lakhs, in the five years covering 
the war period the figure stood at Rs. 76, 311akhs; in the five post~ 
war years ending 1923-24 the average was Rs. 53,14 lakhs and in 
the next five years ending 1928-29 the surplus averaged Rs. 112,80 
lakhs, This was the period when the balances stood at their 
~ghest. The separate figures for the years 1923-24, 1924~25 and 
1925;.26 appear to be intoxicating indeed; they were Rs. 144,88 
lakhs, Rs. 155, 011akhs and Bs. 161,13 lakbs respectively. From 
these dim heights the balances fell steadily to Bs. 86,47 lakhs in 
1928-29; to Rs. 78,98 lakhs in 1929-30; to Rs 62,05 lakhs in 
1930-31; to Rs. 34,83 lakhs in 1931-33 Never ill the history 
of India's foreign trade has there been such a rapid and continuous 
downward trend in the balances as was witnessed during these 
years. The' year 1932·33 saw the balance almost vanishing. 
Thereafter, however, some improvement was recorded· and the 
balance was Rs. H4,74 lakhs in 1933~34~ though it again fell to Rs. 
22,96 lakhs in 1934.-35. In 1935~36,the balance rose to Rs. 30,55 
lakhs. Such is, in short, the story, and according to many a 
tragic one, of the Indian balances. 

N ow the question is, how far were these deteriorating balances 
the cause of gold exports from India? There is no doubt a fair 
degree of correspondence between the balances and net flow of 
specie from India, as can be grathered from the table given below. 

(Lakhs of Rupees) 

Balance of Net expol'ts Net exports Net exports trade in Year Merchandise of gold (coin of s'l of gold and 
(Private) and bullion) 1 vel' silver 

1931-32 37,86 56,98 0,42 57,40 
1932-33 3,38 65,53 2,02 67,55 
1933-34 35,67 57,06 6,36 63,42 
1934-35 2a,.~2 52,54 5,41 57,95 
1935-36 .30,55 37,90 0,68 38,58 
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It is true that the correlation is far from complete but that 
can partly be explained away by saying that it is between the 
balances of Account and the flow of specie that a correlation can 
possibly be perfect. Besides, the process of balancing does not 
consist of "a calculation' made at stated periods, but of an infiIiit~ 
series of day to day transactions." 

Still the above arrangement is open to the following serious 
objections which strike at its very root and destroy all its 
plausibility. 

1.. It is not correct to say that "for the last five years 
commencing from 1931-32 India.'s export surplus has so much 
dwindled down that to meet her foreign obligations India had to 
ex.port a large quantity of gold." Because the balance of trade in 
merchandise was favourable to the tune of Rs. 34,86 lakhs in 1931-
321 and though this was admittedly a great decline from the 
previous years' balances, hardly any movement of gold was 
necessary to balance our International payments; at any rate, so 
large an amount as Ra. 57,40 lakhs worth of gold was not in the 
least required by the circumstances. In the years following, too, 
we have witnessed a much larger export of gold than could 
possibly be justified by the balances being low. It is one thing to 
say that the exports of 'gold have made the task of balancing Inter
national Payments much easier than would otherwise have been 
the case, but quite another to say that the gold exports were 
caused or brought about by the diminishing balances of trade. 
Besides, it may be possible to prove that the low balances 'nec~s
sitated some outflow of gold but surely the gold exports on SO 
large a scale could not be ascribed to this cause. 

2. The low balances of trade during the last four years are 
themselves due partly to the gold exports, and to that extent, at 
any rate, gold exports could not have been caused by them, 
but rather they were caused by the gold exports. For, if there 
had been no gold exports, the imports of foreign merchandise in 
India would have suffered a great set-back in view the then lower 
purchasing power of the people; and this decrease in imports 
would no doubt have improved the balances to a certain extent.· . 

3. It is not essential that as soon as a country has an unfavour
able balance of account it should export gold, for there is alsQ 
another method open·to that country, of tiding over that difficulty, 
and that is, raising loans abroad. "In conditions of relatively 
stable equilibrium therefore, gold movements were . the last 
element in a delicately balanced and self-corrective mechanism by 
which national price levels and interest rates were kept in 
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adjustment one' with another." Thus, temporary gaps in, the 
balance of payment'may be met by· credit arrangements which 
avoid the necessity either of altering the ratio of commodity trade 
or . of utilising gold for payments. '" When it becomes difficult to 
get this credit, it beoomes necessary to ship gold." 

Thus gold exports would have been inevitable only if ·the 
govel'nment could not, 01' would not, borrow abroad but as a matter 
of fact nothing of the kind was the case. That it was not difficult 
for India to borrow abroad is clear from the fact that the credit of 
Indi:;t has never been so high as in recent years, and the govern
ment has not unoften prided itself on this achievement. If the 
government could borrow about Rs. 32 O1'oree in 1931-32, it could 
.do the same -in the year following too,. had there been any need. 
-But almost immediately after India went off the Gold Standard in 
,September 1931, a 'gold rllsh' began, and the exports were SQ 
lal'ge, that the government, took advantage of the consequent 
cheapness of sterling to repay Some of its' obligations to England. 
If the gold exports had been necessitated to balance International 
.Payments in view of the inability or unwilliness of the government 
to raise loans, ab~Qad,surely people would not have exported gold 
out of all proportion to the necessity of balancing payments. 

We are therefore forced to the conclusion-that neither Oap,ital 
movements nor. unfavourable balances bave been responsible 'for 
the phenomenon of ~old exports. 

3. A Business Proposition. The real reason why the people 
of lndia have been exporting gold all these five yearS and more is 
that the Rupee price of gold in India has, all along, been lower 
than the Sterling price in England or Dollar price in America, 
reckoning the value of these currencies at the market rates of 
exchange~ When in September 1931 England and India went off 
the Gold standard, the prices of gold in both the countries 
rose, but in India, the rise of the price· was less rapid than 
in England. Hence it was found profitable to purchase gold 
in India for a particular Rupee price, ship it to Enland, realise 
:English money from these which when converted into the 
R.upees (at the rate of One Rupee = Is. 6d.) gave more than was 
a~tually spent on· the purchase. In other words the gold 
purch(tsing power of ~he Rupee has all along been higher than 
that' ot b. 6d •. in England. . The next question is: Why waS 
the purchasing power of the .Rupee in terms of gold greater 
than that of 1s. 6d? And, why does that continue to remain so ? 
la, it that the currency authority bas, in fixing the rate at 18. 6d. 
undervalued the. currency and thereby brought about the gold 
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exports? There is no doubt that considering the gold purchasing 
power of the Re: and that of the Sterling, the Rupee is definitely 
undervalued ; in fact the very fact of gold exports is a proof. But 
that does not mean that our Rupee is generally undervalued in 
terms of Sterling. For if that had been so, not only gold but 
several other articles of merchandise would have been exported 
abroad. But the peculiar feature of India's foreign trade during 
the years of depression has been that there has been a tremendous 
fall in our exports of merchandise. Thus to say that the Rupee 
was undervalued generally in relation to Sterling is to talk of the 
ridiculous. In fact, the opposite criticism namely that the govern
ment have overvalued the Rupee at Is. 6d. and that a lower rate 
ought to have been fixed from the very start in 1926-27, is more 
tenable. It has been advanced that the Government have pitched 
the exchange rate so high that imports have gained at the 
ex.pense of exports and the balancees in favour of India have 
shrunk. This, according to many, has brought about the outflow of 
gold. Such critics have per force to pin their faith to the Balances 
of Trade argument just disposed of above. Thus the present 
gold exports did not"have their origin in the" over-valuation" of 
the Rupee, and certainly by no stretch of imagination to its 
"undervaluation". If the price of gold in India waS compara
tively lower, that was not due to any fault of the Exchange rate 
being too high. or too low. It was the peculiar conditions of 
demand for. and more still the peculiar conditions of supply of, 
gold in India that led to this comparatively low level of prices of 
gold in India. 

Gold has been hoarded in India in large quantitie.s for a very 
long time indeed. In the first thirty years of this Century alone 
the net quantity of gold absorbed in India has been worth 
about Rs. 54:8 crores. All this gold was brought at a time when 
the prices of gold were very low, and there was therefore 
a potential supply ready to be offered for sale, should 
the price rise very high. In other countries hoarding had 
not been practised on any such large scale and hence no 
snch "gold mines" ready to be opened, were available. No 
wonder, therefore, that the soaring prices after October 1931 
should have found many willing sellers in India. Besides, the 
readiness to dispose of gold increased with the severity of the 
depression which had the additional effect of curtailing peoples' 
demand for gold. The unduly large demand for gold in EUrope 
due to the International scramble for gold, instability of national 
currencies and private hoarding, had no oounterpart in India. 
Hence the price of gold in India did not rise as much as it rose in 
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other countries. The elasticity of supply of gold which. a.stonished 
the most optimistic, and the low level of demand were responsible 
£01' the failure of the price to rise rapidly enough to come up to 
the level of the price prevailing abroad. Hence gold flowed out 
to markets where it commanded higher prices. 

N. S. P ARDASANI 



THE UNTOUCHABLE CLASSES OF THE 
JANJIRA STATE. 

I 

THE GEOGR.APHICAL AND GENERAL SURVEY OF 

THE STATE. 

The Janjira ,~tatel is in Konkan lying between 18° and 18°-31' 
north and 7~t-53' and 73°-17' east. The State is bounded on the 
north by the Kundalika river or the Revdanda creek, in the 
Kolaba District, on the east by the Roba'and Mangaon Talukas of 
the same District; on the south by the Bankot creek in Ratnagiri 
District and on the west the Arabian sea. 4bout the middle of the 
coast line 40 miles long, the Rajpuri gulf divides Janjira into two 
main portions, northern and southern. The total area of the State 
is 324 sq. miles. 

rrhe surface of the State is covered with spurs and hill ranges, 
averaging about 1000 ft. in height, one peak being 1300 'ft. above 
the sea level, and generally they are running parallel to the arms 
of the sea penetrating eastwards into the interior. The sides of the 
hills are thickly wooded except where cleared for cultivation. 
Inland from the coast rise ranges of wooded hills. Near the 
mouth of ihe creeks belts of palm groves 1-2 miles broad fringe the 
shore. Behind the palm groves lie salt marshes and mangrove 
bushes. Behind these again the ri,pe-Iands of the valleys. 

None of the rivers is more than 5 to 6 miles in length. The 
larger water courses flow Westward. During the rains they are 
very torrents but dwindle to mere rills at other seasons. The 
chief creeks and, bulk-waters are, beginning from the North, the 
Borli-Mandla, Nandgaon, Murud, Rajpuri, Panchatan, and Shri
vardhan. A.1I the creek entrances are rocky and dangerous, 

The rock is almost all trap with, on th~ higher hill slopes, 
laterite or ironstone in large boulders. The hills are well wooded, 
teak being plentiful in the north. Tigers, leopards, hogs and wild 
cats are found in some part. 

Except the plots of rich alluvial rice land in the valleys and 
some sandy tracks near the coasts, the usual red strong soU of the 
Konkan prevails throughout the Janjira State. The total area 
under cultivation is 103753 acres under survey tenure, and 1248 

1. The dependency of Jafrabad is excluded from this study. 
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bighas of kowli and unsurveyed lands in inam villages.l. The 
total areable waste land available for cultivation during the year 
1935-36 was 7531 ~cres and 39 guntas. 

The climate is moist· and .relaxing but not unhealthy. The sea 
breezes cool the coast arid the· hill tops. 

During the year 1935-36 the total rainfall in the state was 
102' 81. The following table gives the details :~ 

TABLE No. 1. 

State IAP.rilIMa,y June July I Aug. I sept./ Oct'jNOV. Dec. Jany./Feb·IMar·ITots,l .. 
35 35 35 35 3 I) 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 

~~~; I 0.0 I 0.1 [35.30129.34j20.fn/17.7611.72[ 0. 13 10•4 / 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 [ ~~i 
The average rainfall of the last five years in the State 

is 110. 53. 
The temperature of the State varies from 62° to 92°. 
The population of the State according to the census report of 

the year 1931 is 98296. The following table gives the details :-

TABLE No.2. 

Caste. Male. Female. Total. 

Hindus 34081 36476 70557 

Muslims 7089 8915 16004 

Depressed classes 4401 5000 9401 

Hill tribes 723 799 1522 

Jains 147 10 157 

Ohristians 22 1 23 

Others 293 339 632 

Total. 46756 51540 98296 

There.are two towns and 228 villages and the following table 
shows the distribution of the population· in these villages and 
towns. 

1. The figures that are mentioned in this study and the statements that 
are made are all in relation up to the period ending the year 1935-36. 
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TABLE No.3 

Population No. of villages Total population 

Under 500 182 37826 

5 0D-1 000 28 18544 

1000-2000 15 19511 

2000-5000 3 7238 

over 5000 2 14257 

Encampment Boat and 920 
Railway PopUlation 

230 98296 

Thus the urban population is 14257 and the rural population 
is 84039. The number of houses that are occupied by the urban 
population is 2114 and the rural population stay in 17696 houses. 

Out of the total population 98296, the number of literate 
persons is 7923,1 i. e. 8~ of the population. The following table 
gives the details. 

TABLE No. 4 

Male. Female. Total. 

L I Tot. L I Tot. L I I Tot 

Hindus. 3563 31241 34804 445 36830 37275 4008 68071 72079 

Muslims. 2203 4886 7089 1133 7782 8915 3336 12668 16004 

D.C. ... 200 4201 4401 20 4980 5000 220 91811 9401 

Jains ... 129 18 147 ... 10 10 159 28 127 

Chriat ••. 10 12 22 ... I 1 10 13 23 

Others ••. 155 138 293 6~ 274 339 220 412 632 
-- -- - -~ -- ---- --

Total ... 6260 40496 46756 1663 49877 51540 7353 90373 98296 

N. B.-L=Literate; 1== RUte'!'ate ; Tot=Total 
1. Census report, 1931. 
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N ext to agriculture which supports nearly 70% of the 
population, sea.fishingand toddy-tapping are the main occupations, 
r.rhe small industries in several villages are carried out, where 
articles such as silver brass and copper pots, wicker-wares, 
earthen- wares, iron works, coarse arees, shoes, etc. are made to 
meet the local wants. 

The Janjira State is a first class State, under the direct 
political relationship with the Government of India, through the 
Deccan State Agency. The total income calculated on the 
average of last five years amounts to Rs. 11,30,984. It pays no 
tribute to the British Government nor to any State. It receives 
from the Junagad State an annual" Khandani" payment on Una 
Mahal of 360 Mosambigiri Ryals, equivalent to Rs. 500. 

II 

THE UNTOUCHABLES OF THE STATE 

SOOIAL OONDITIONS : 

(i) ]?opulation:-We have seen that the total number of 
population of the untouchables of the Janjira State is 9401. The 
following table will sh,ow their_ different castes and their numerical 
strength. 

TABLE No.5 

Caste. Male. Female. TotaL 

Mahar ... 3401 3963 7364 

Chamar ... 894 934 1828 . 
Koli-Dhor ••• 9a 91 184 

13hangi ... 10 7 17 

Mang ... 3 5 8 

Total ._t. 4401 5000 I 
9401 

Thus it can be seen that there are only two prominent 
untouchable castes in the State i. e. The Mahars and the Chamars 
and I have carried my research by studying 210 families of these 
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two communities. The following table gives the number of males 
and females of these families. 

TABLE No.6. 

No. of 
Persons 

Caste. families. I Male. 
1 

Female. j Total. 

Mahar 139 I 401 361 I 762 

Chamar 71 l 248 253 501 

-----
210 649 614 1263 

Thus it can be seen that the average size of a Mahar fam.ily is 
5·5 and that of a Chamar family it is 7· O. It is no doubt a little 
larger than the average Indian family. For instance the average 
size of a house-hold of the Mahars of the Sasvad village is 4-81 ; 

that of a Konkan village it is 4.6 51
• From the village studies in 

the Kolaba District it is 5· 66.8 and that of the Aravi village in 
the Poona District, it is 5 '14

; and that of the Badlapul' village 
in the Thana District it is 5 ~ 1. IS ~ 

" 
From my previous study of the Untouchables of Maharashtra, 

it can be seen that the average size of a Mahar family is 7, 7 and 
the average size of a Chamar family, is 7,3.6 

It can be also seen from the above table that there is some 
deficiency of women in general among these classes. This fact is 
borne out from the table No. (5) which actually gives the census 
figures of these communities of the State. 

We shall no\v consider the distribution of population of these 
families according to age. 

1. The Mahars in a Deccan Village by Dr. H. H. Mann (Social Service 
League Quarterly 1916). 

2. Economic and Social Survey of a Konkan Village by V. G. Ranade, 
Page 60. 

3. Some Village Studies by S. R. Deshpande and Dr. G. S. Ghurye 
I.J.E.\ Vol. VII, Page 4'72 ; 

4. "Gramodhar" by N. G . .A.pte, Page 96~ 
5. "Amche Gaon" by N. G. Chapekar, Page 2. 
6. "The Untouchable Olassea of Mahal'ashtra"Page 3. 
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TABLE No.7. 
(Mahars) 

Age. I~\ 1-+10 11_1+6-20 21431-40rl-50\51-50 61·& above Total 

Male 14 34 43 85 61 95 40 44 29 6 401 

Female 8 53 40 33 57 58 41 49 15 7 361 

____ '_~ __ 1_8_7~1_83~1_68 __ I_ll_8_1_15_3_\_81 __ 19_3~14_4 ____ 13 __ .1:: 
TABLE No.8. 

(Ohamars) 

Age. below 1-5 6-10 11-15 Ul-20Fl-110 31-40 41-50151-50 61 .\; above/TOto! 
1 

Male 10 Z7 42 20 29 48 30 17 14 11 248 
Female 13 35 32 33 38 40 24 23 9 6 253 

From the above two tables it can be said that the average 
longevity of the Mahara and the Ohamars is somewhere between ao 
and 40 as there is a sharp drop in the eighth column from 153 to 
81 from the Mahar community and from 88 to 54 from the Chamar 
community. The percentage of death among women is greater 
at the age of 15 probably due to the deaths in pregnancy. From 
the first two columns it may be roughly said that the child 
mortality is little high. 

(ii) Literaoy:-We have seen from the table No. (4) the 
literacy of these classes according to the census report of 1931 is 
2' 3. From my study of these 210 families it can be seen from 
the following table that it comes to 4·2. 

TABLE No.9. 

Caste. l L. 

Male. Female. Total. 

\ 1./ T. L. I 1. I T. L. J I. I T. 

Mahar \31 370 401\2 359 I 361 33 729 762 

Chamar 17 231 248 3 250 1253 20 481 501 

Total I 48 I 6(11 I 649 I 5 I 609 I 614 I 53 11210 [ 1263 

Note:-L = Literate j I =flliterate; T= Total. 
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But if we compare this literacy with the other castes of' the 
State we can realise that literacy among these classes is hardly out 
of infancy. Moreover if we take into consideration the standard 
of literacy and English literacy we can find that there is none in 
the State from these classes who has passed any qualifying 
examination and there are hardly two persons who can be said 
literate in English by courtesy. 

There are various difficulties in the spread of literacy among 
these classes such as their economic backwardness, the segregation 
of their children as it is done in a majority of the village schools & 
want of special care of their children as these people are incapable 
of understanding the importance of education. 

The following table gives the nl.lmberof the untouchable 
school-going children in relation with the total number of school
going children during the last forty years. 

TABLE No. 10. 

Year. No. of untouchable No. of .other Total No. of 
Students. Students. Students. 

1896-97 187 3830 4017 
1897-98 173 3780 3953 
1898-99 159 3252 3411 
1899-1900 142 3112 3254 
1900-01 

" 
8055 3136 

1901-02 2895 2960 
1902-03 70 2728 2798 
1903-04 49 2813 2862 
1904-{)5 45 2913 2958 
1905-06 61 3022 3083 
1906-07 li3 3114 3167 
1923-24 33 3422 3455 
1924:-25 76 8509 3585 
1926-27 94 3786 3880 
1927~28 135 4004: 4139 
1928-29 144 3951 4095 
1929-30 151 3967 4118 
1930-31 158 4003 4161 
1931-32 165 3998 4163 
1932-33 170 4320 4490 
1933-34 211 4370 4587 
1934:-35 169 4562 4731 
1931i-36 174 4809 4983 

IS 
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From the above ta.ble we can see that proportionately a large 
number of children of these Olasses were attending the schools 
by the end of the last century as special attention was paid by the 
Government in matters of their education. 'No doubt it can be 
seen from the table that.in recent years the number of Untouch~ 
able boys is steadily increasing, but special efforts are absolutely 
necessary for the rapid spread of education among them. 

III 

THEm EOONOMIC CONDITIONS 

(i) OcoupationB.-The following table shows the number of 
persons of these classes following different occupations. 

TABLE No. 11 

Total. Nature of Occupa~ I Mahar. I Chamar. I 
tions. M.! F. 1 Ttl M.! F. j T.' M.I F.l T. 

1. Agriculture 61 43 104 25 22 47 86 65 151 
2. Vatan 17 00 • 17 ... . .. . .. 17 ... 17 
3. Casual Labour 121 87 208 22 16 38 143 103 246 
4. Shoe-making ... . .. ... 94 . .. 94 94- . .. 94 
5. Domestic Service 84 ... 84 15 ... l~ 99 . .. 99 

Total I 28BI 130 4131156 38 19414391168 607 

M=Male; F=FemaZsi T=TotaZ. 

From the above table it can be seen that the Mahars have not 
permanent occupations, yielding permanent income. Some of 
them pursue their Vatans but they do not get any payment from 
the Government. No doubt they have got-the right of Baluta i. 6. 

the collection of grain from the villagers and Government tries to 
see that these people get their share. But in spite of that, nothing 
can be said' with certainty about the collection. It all depends 
upon the economic conditions and: the good-will of the villagers. 
Some years back a villager of Borli Mandla had stopped paying 
the Baluta to the Vatandar Mahar for some years and consequently 
the Mahar had complained against the villager to the higher autho
rities and thus he recovered aU his dues. But such cases rarely 
happen. Generally the Mahar Vatandars are very much backward 
both economically and socially and he has entirely to depend upon 
the good intention of·the villagers. If the relations of the Mahars 
are not in harmony with the villagers, they find very difficult 
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to reGover the Baluta. Besides some of the villagers are thEmselves 
reduced to such poverty that they are unwilling to part with any 
portion of their income which is itself insufficient for their needs. 
There is another practice which is entirely detrimental to their 
interests. These people are very pOOl' and in times of difficulties 
they approach the villagers and request them to pay a few annas 
in lieu of the Baluta that they may get in future. 

As the Mahars have no hereditary occupations, naturally, they 
have to depend upon other types of occupations and that is why we 
find 50.4% of them are depending upon casual labour. But casual 
labour is not found at all times of the year and on all occasions. 
Besides except a few villages which are near the towns, the 
rest of them a~e scattered at great distance and these people do 
not get any scope for casual labour, except at the time of the 
harvest. Thus they have to sit unemployed for a majol' part of 
the year. That is why we find the economic backwardness among 
these classes to a greater extent. 

It can be seen from the table, that 25% of the Mahar 
Community and 24' 3% of the Chamar Community are following 
the agricultural profession, but a very large majority of them do 
Dot possess their own lands and they are cultivating the rented 
lands, with the result they find very difficult, to depend solely 
upon agrioulture. Besides they do not get sufficient rented land 
£01' oultivation and naturally a large number of them are de
pending upon agricultural labour. 

It can be seen from the table that 20'3% of the Mahar 
Community and 8% of the ChamaI' Community are employed as 
domestic servants especially at the Muhammadan Sowcars, who 
have advanced money to them for marriages and in return they have 
to serve a fixed number of years. Generally for a sum of Rs. 100 
they have to put in service from 5 to 7 years. During their 
service they get paddy sufficient £01' their maintenance, 
clothes and a pail' of sandals. 

From the table we can find that 48% of the Chamars are 
depending upon their hereditary occupation of shoe-making. But 
owing to the scarcity of leather, they have to depend upon its 
importation from Bombay. Thus it does not become a profitable 
concern and so often they have to sit idle for days together. 
This is largely due to the fact that the dead cattle are simply 
thrown away in many villages without taking out the skin. 

Thus there are 607 persons who are the principal and 
subsidiary earners out of the total number of 1263 persons. The 
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following table shows the relative proportion of the earners, the 
subsidiary earners and the dependents. 

TABLE No. 12. 

Caste. 
Principal Subsidiary Dependents. Total. 
Earners. Earners. 

M.l F.lT. M.] F.I T. OM. I F. 1'1'. M.IF.j T. 

Mahars. 139 - 139 144 130 274 118 231 349 401 361 762 

Ohamars. 71 - 71 85 3S 123 92 215 307 248 253 501 

Total. 1210/ ... /2101229116S!3971210!446!SIi6\649\614\1263 
M = Male; F = FemaZe ; T = To ta Z. 

From the above table it can be seen that the percentage. of the 
male earners of the Mahar Community is 66% and from the Chamar 
Community 62·9%. The percentage of the Mahar female earners 
is 36% and that of the Chamar Community it is 15%. The females 
carry on the agricultural work or get some casual labour as well as 
agricultural labour; but as there is much scarcity of casual labour, 
as these people are practically landless and as they have no 
facilities to cultivate more rented . lands, a large number of their 
women-folk has to sit idle. 

(ii) Earning8 :-The earnings of these classes are generally 
far below than the other agricultlU'al classes. The following table 
gives their number of households with their monthly income. 

TABLE No. 13. 

Monthly income in rupees 

Caste 

1- "is-10\11-15116-2+-25126-3°)31-4°1 ig la:!. Total. 

Mahar ~ 54 42 27 9 4 3 - - - 139 

Ohama 22 20 13 10 3 2 1 - - 71 

From the above table it can be seen that both the untouchable 
Communities are economically very backward, nearly 36-1 of 
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them have their average monthly income less than five rupees and 
29' 5 of them have a monthly income more than five rupees but 
less than ten rupees. Thus it can be seen that a majority of 
these ciasses are in utter economic depl'essed conditions. Of the 
two Communities the Chamars are slightly well-off as they have 
their own hereditary occupation. 

Now if we take into consideration the average income per 
family and per capita we can realise the economic backwardness 
of these classes. The following table gives the average income per 
family and per capita. 

TABLE No. 14. 

No. of fami- Total income Income per Income per 
Cast.e. lies. per month. month per month, per 

family. capita. 

Mahar 139 1245 8'9 1·8 

Chamar 71 825 11'6 1'7 

Total 210 2070 9·8 1'6 

Thus the average annual income of a Mahar family is Ra. 
106-12-0 and that of a Chamar family it is Rs. 139-4-0. 

If these incomes are compared with the incomes of the 
agriculturists, made known through the few studies in the Bombay 
Deccan we find that these people are comparitively speaking 
economically much worse off. For instance in some villages of the 
Kolaba District the annual income per family is Rs. 218-6-11.1 
that in the "Social and Economic Survey of a Konkan Village" it 
is found to be Rs. 281-6-11 J; that of a Mahar family in the 
Badlapur village it is Ra. 137-8-0 and of a Chamar family in the 
same village it is Ra. 234.8 

From my study of the untouchables of Maharashtra it can be 
seen that the annual income of a Mahar family is 138/- and that 
of a Chamar family it is Rs. 234/-.4: 

1. "Some Village Studies" by S. R. Deshpande and Dr. G. S. Ghurye 
ltIndian Journal of Economics" Vol. VII. 1926-27, page 472. 

2. "Economic and Social Survey of a Konkan Village" by V. G. Ranade, 
page 60. 

3. "Amche Gaon"-Badlapur by N. G. Ohapekar, Table faoing page 164. 
4. ''The Untouchable Classes of Maharaahtra." Page 19. 
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JUdging from the above figures, it can be. said that both the 
Communities are below to some extent the average standard of 
income of an average villager that is found out from the above 
studies. 

It can be also seen that the annual income per capita of these 
Communities is very low and it is certainly not sufficient to satisfy 
the neoessary requirements of human life. 

(iii) Inaebtednes8 :-Collection of figures showing indebted
ness of these classes was a difficult task. I have found many cases 
where the borrowers themselves did not know the exact amount 
of their debt and in such cases they are naturally at the mercy of 
the money-lenders. In some cases I have found that they were 
not ready to expose their real position .regarding their indebtedness 
probably due to their sense of prestige among their fellow-castemen. 
Some tried to over-estimate it and others to under-estimate it. But 
I have collected the figures with utmost precaution verifying them 
from all possible sources. The following table gives the frequency 
and the extent of their debts. 

Nil 

Ra. 1-50 

" 51-100 

" 101-200 

" 201-300 

" 301-400 

" ·401-500 

" over 500 

TABLE No. 15. 

51 

34 

27 

16 

6 

3 

1 

1 

139 

20 

10 

16 

12 

9 

2 

2 

71 I 

71 

44 

43 

28 

15 

5 

1 

3 

210 

Thus it can be found out that 35% of the Mahar Families are 
free from debt and that of the Ohamar Families it is 26%. 
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Paradoxical as it may appear that one-third of these families 
are free from debt. That does not mean that these families are in 
better economic conditions. Bnt leaving aside a few of these 
families, they are all free from debt only because they are so poor 
and their credit is so low that no Sowcar would dare to lend them 
any money. Thus it can be very easily noticed the truth of the 
dictum "Debt follows Oredit". On the contrary these people have 
to pay higher rate of interest to the Sowcars when they have no 
credit with them. 

N ow we will take into consideration the average amount of 
debt per family. 

TABLE No. 16. 

No. of families. Average debt incurred. 
Caste. Amount of 

debt. Indebt-j Without Per indebted j P F '1 
ed debt family. er amI y 

Mahar 10021 88 51 114·8 72·1 

Chamar 7655 51 20 150·1 107·8 

Total 17676 I 139 \ 127-0 I 84·2 

Thus we can find from the above table the Chamars are more 
indebted than the Mahara and this it invariably due to the fact that 
they are slightly well-off than the Mahars. If it is compared to my 
study of the untouchables of Maharastl'a it can be fonnd .out that 
the average debt for per indebted Mahar family is 148·4 and for 
the Chamar family it is 163·2; while average debt incurred per 
family of the Mahars it is 91·9 and of the Chamars it is 104'41

• 

IV 

THEm GRIEVANCES AND THE REMEDIES AS 

SUGGESTED BY THEM. 

SO far we have discussed the economic and social conditions of 
these classes. Various methods are suggested by people of all 
shades of opinion to better their economic and social conditions but 
in the following pages I bave tried to analyse their own view-points 
regarding their immediate sufferings and tbe way out of it. I had 
put a question· in my questionnaire to elicit how their economic and 
social uplift can be bad and the following is the gist of their 
answers. 

1. "The Untouchable Ol$!'es of Maharashtra.," Page 29. 
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SOCIAL: 

(1) Removal of untouchability by law :-Thirty Mahar 
families and eighteen Chamar families have suggested that the 
Government should pass a law removing the untouchability and 
they should find an access to all the public and private institutions~ 
Untouchability has proved a severe handicap in their attempts 
of bettering their economic conditions and it will be a great boon 
to them if their untouchability is removed by law. 

(2) Education :-The next step that a majority of them 
have suggested is that their salvation lies in the spread 
of education among them. No doubt there are Govern
ment Schools in several villages but they are not in a pOSition 
to send their children to the Schools owing to their utter eco
nomic backwardness. Some of them have suggested that Go
vernment should give slates and books to their children. Besides 
most of the untouchable families are reSiding in villages and 
except at Taluka places, there is no provision of the higher Primary 
Education. Naturally they get no facility of receiving education 
upto the Vernacular Final Examination. That is why there is not a 
single individual from their communities in the State who has 
passed at least the Vernacular Final Examination. The Government, 
they think should, give to their children sufficient Scholarships to 
enable to complete theIr Vernacular Final Examination course, after 
they have finished the 4th Std. in the village schools. For instance 
a Mahar boy, who had creditably passed his the 5th Std. in the Borli 
Mandla School, had a desire to prosecute his studies further but 
he could not join the Taluka School owing to his economic 
conditions and now he is forced to become a labourer. 

Ten Mahar families and seven ChamaI' families have suggested 
that Compulsory Primary Education should be introduced for 
them so that after a time their literacy will be increased and 
it would help to better their social conditions. 

Thirty-two Mahar families and twenty Chamar families have 
suggested that their children should be allowed to mix freely with 
the other boys of the school. In some schools these boys have to 
sit separately and naturally so much care is not taken by the 
teachers with regard to their studies. For instance a Mahar boy 
at Mazgaon Village had to leave his studies owing to his failure for 
three times in the same standard. This is attributed by the un
touchables to the negligence on the part of the teacher of the 
school where the untouchable boys have to sit in the veranda. 

(3) Acce88 to wells and other public institutions :-Thirty
eight Mahar families and seventeen Chamar families have com-
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plained that they have to suffer greatly on account. of scaroity 
of water for their daily use. N a doubt that they have public 
wells and tanks in some of their villages but they have no access 
to them owing to their untouchability. For instance in the village 
USi'oli the dispute is going on, with regard to the use of the lake 
water. There is a big lake with ample provision of water but the 
Mahars and the Chamars are not allowed to take water by all 
the villagers including the Muhammadans; as they believe that 
the water will be polluted. For getting water they have to 
reqnest somebody to pour water in their pots and in retul'n they 
have to give Some firewood or to pay in cash. 

One Chamar family has complained that the Untouchables 
are not all owed to use the public water-taps at Murud. For 
instance there are three water-taps near the Palace. one is for the 
Muslims, the other is for the Hindus and the third for the MalIara. 
But the Ohamars cannot take water from any of these three taps. 

Ten Mahar families and nine Ohamar families have com
plained that they do not get aocess freely in the Government 
offioes and in the dispensaries. They have to stand at a distanoe 
and it involves a great loss of time and a lot of inconvenience. 
It is true that in serious cases the doctors touoh and see personally 
the conditions of the patients but ordinarily they have to wait 
outside and have to spend a lot of time. 

Seven Chamar families have complained tbat they have to 
undergo various difficulties while they are in journey in the ferry .. 
boats or in the Maohwas. Sometimes the Tandels do not allow 
to enter in the Machwas on the plea that the food of other Caste 
Hindus may be polluted. Recently a case of this type had 
happened at Rajpuri where the untouchables were not allowed to 
enter into the Machwa;1 

Eight Mahar families and six ChamaI' families have said that 
they are very often cheated by the shop.keepers who give 
them the worse type of articles and as they are not in a position 
to make a choice of the· articles by selecting with their own 
hands they have no other alternative but to accept the articles 
which the Shop-keepers offer. 

(4) Mi8cellaneous :-The Chamar families of Sbrivardhan 
have made a complaint that there is no accommodation of space for 
their houses arid they have to live in conj ested and insanitary places. 
The space that is allohed them is very narrow and so it remains 
unhygienic and that is why they say that epidemics like Cholera 
are broken first in their areas. 

1. The Nawakal dated n~5-1937. 

19 
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The untouchables of the village Varal have complained that 
the buxning-place of the caste Hindus is quite close to their place 
of residence and thereby they have to suffer a lot of nuisance 
owing to the buxning of the dead bodies at a distance of a few paces 
from their houses. As a matter of fact, they say that the Oaste 
Hindus have a bUrning place also at another place but they are 
obstinate in burning the dead bodies near their houses. 

ECONOMIO : 

(i) Uncultivated Land-Seven Mahar families and six Ohamar 
families have expressed their opinion that they would gain econo
mic independence much earlier if they get waste lands from the 
Government which are lying uncultivated free or on a very nominal 
rental fee. The problem is of great importance to them especially to 
the Mahars who are depending upon agriculture. But they are 
practically landless and are simply working as agricultural labourers. 

(ii) Debt with low interest-Twenty-six Mahar families and 
nineteen Chamar families have suggested that they are under 
heavy debt with a high rate of interest. They have paid more 
than twice the amount, as interest and still they are in debt. Thu$ 
they will have to remain in debt practically for all their life
time if their debts are not wiped off and if they do not get the 
facilities getting debt with low interest. 

(iii) Forced Labour and the Beggar System-The System of 
forced labour is wide-spread and deep-rooted in the State, especial
ly in the Khoti Villages, hqary with age and even sanctified by 
traditions. No doubt the general policy of the state is in 
favour of removing such oppressing customs as it can be seen 
that the system of "Weth" (curvee) and Nangm' Weth· were 
abolished in the year 1883-4 to mark the auspicious occasion of 
the accession of the late Nawab Saheb.~ But the system of the 
forced labour continues anyhow, till to.day. Twenty-one Mahar 
families have suggested that they had to do forced labour for the 
Government officials for very little or for no remuneration. The 
result is that at times they have to suffer economic loss as days 
after days are wasted in such sort of forced labour. This praotice 
affects not only the Mahars but the other lower communities also~ 

The duties oftha Vatandar Mahars are not defined with the result 
that some times petty officials ask them to render pe~sonal services 
and do such work which has in no way any connection with their 
official work. They think that such system should be stopped and 
they should be paid the due remuneration for their extra services. 

1. The Janjira. Administration Repol·t 1883·84. Page 5. 
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(iv) Vatan System :-Some of the Vatandar Mahars have 
expressed that they get no remuneration from the Government 
for their services and they have simply to depend upon the 
Baluta that they may get from the villagers. So they think that 
it will be a great boon to them if the Government pays them for 
their services as it is done in British Districts. 

v 
CONOLUSION : 

We have discussed so far the economic and social conditions 
of the Untouchables of the Janjira State. Here in this chapter we 
shall try to coordinate the important topics with regard to their 
general uplift comparing to my previous study of the Untouchable 
Olasses of Maharashtra of the six Marathi-speaking Districts of the 
Bombay Presidency.~ 

Education: 
It must be remembered that educational opportunity is the 

key to the advance of all the Communities and the Untouchables 
cannot be an exception to this rule. Naturally the social and 
economic uplift of these unfortunate classes entirely depend upon 
the spread of education among them which will alone help to 
drive their untouchability to a great extent. 

The Educational policy of the State is very liberal to everyone 
irrespective of caste and race. The Primary Educational Depart. 
ment is started in the year 18709 by an establishment of a Marathi 
Primary school at Murud; and if we take into consideration the 
progress that is made during the last sixty years it can be safely 
said that educational opportunities are open to all the· subjects of 
the State. The late Nawab Saheb was immensely keen in the spread 
of Education among his subjects and more especially among the 
Depressed Classes~ For instance i.E we refer to the table No. (10) 
we can realise that immense progress was made in the 'matters 
of Education of these classes in his early part of his reign 
as the nu.mber of school going children was enormously large, 
even greater than what it is today. He made the Primary Edu
cation free to all the classes and in appreciation of this benevo
lent act a memorial was presented to His Highness in the year 
1906 by all the subjects of his State including the untouchables 
for making the Primary Education free for all the classes. S In 

1. i, e. Kolaba, Tha.na, N asik, Ahmednagar, Satara and Ea.st Khandesh. 
2. Bombay GOAette Vol, XI Page 459. 
3. Janjira Administration Report 1905·6 
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the address presented to the Governor of Bombay on 17th December 
1905 the Nawab Saheb made it clear that it was his desire to see 
that educational facilities should be open to all hiS subj ects and 
for that "68 Pl'imary Schools have been opened and a High 
School is established which imparts Education upto Matric and 
School Final. 1 

But the problem of educational advance among the un
touchable classes presents various difficulties, and the· most 
important of them is their poverty. Their earnings are too low 
as we have seen to provide 'for the education of their children. 
The boys are helpful to them in getting small earnings at times 
and often to do agricultural and domestic work, and as such, 
Some of them are unwilling to send their children to the schools. 

Another difficulty in the spread of education among these 
classes is the general indifference evinced by these classes towards 
education. Ignorance, of course, is largely responsible for their 
indifference. They are practically unconscious of the value of 
education, and hence they have no' attraction for it. There is no 
doubt, some awakening among a few of them, but a majority of 
them who dwell in the villages, which are scattered far away from 
the towns have not touched even the fringe of the problem. 

But as compared with the Untouchable Classes of the six 
Districts that I have studied, it can be seen that the Untouchables 
of the Janjira State are lagging far behind. For instance, there is 
none from the Untouchable Olasses in the Janjil'a State who has 
passed any qualifying examination. While in my previous study 
of the untouchables in the six Districts I have found 29 students 
who have passed the V.F. examination, 4 have passed the Matri
culation Examination and four were taking Higher Education9. 
There are also 76 persons that. I have found who are literate in 
English s, while there are only two persons in the State, that I have 
found in my survey who can be called literate in English by 
courtesy. In the questionnaire I had put similar questions a.bout 
their ideas of progress in matters of their education to the 
Untouchables of the six: Districts, and some have suggested about 
industrial education, free accommodation in the Government 
Hostels and facilities for Higher Education, while the untouchables 
of the J anjira State have not got the slightest idea of such various. 
issues of the problem of their education. Naturally, special 

1. Janjira. A.dministration Report 1905-6, p. 3. 
2. " The Untouchable Olasses of Maharashtra " by the Author, page 10. 
3. Ibid, page 11. 
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efforts are necessary to make them to realise the importance of 
education which is "the evident panaca for all the social disorder."l. 

So the great handicap under which these people are labouring 
is want of consciousness regarding the utility of education. It 
must be remembered that they have not cultivated a desire for 
education and special attention is required for making them 
understand the importance of education in their daily life. There 
are many difficulties in sending their children to the schools. In 
Some village schools, they are not allowed to mix: freely wjth the 
children of the other caste Hindus. . In some places the teachers 
are not found much careful about their studies and clean habits, 
and I have found some cases where these untouchable boys have 
to spend two or three years to complete the course of one standard, 
with the result that in spite of spending two or three years in the 
schools, they get no knowledge of the three Rs. and they are as bad 
as the other illiterate boys. So, mere provision of the schools in 
the villages will be never of much use to the uplift of these classes 
unless they are made to realise the importance of education and. 
they are helped in every way possible to remove the actual 
difficulties that come in their way in sending their children to 
the schools. Moreover, special attention is essentially required 
to see the progress of the untouchable boys in the schools and 
such cases should be brought immediately to the notice of the 
higher authorities, where these boys are deliberately neglected 
by the teachers. 

It must be realised that no social progress can be achieved 
withotlt education, as it is the most powerful leveller against all 
their disabilities. The influence which education has in raising 
the status is always remarkably unique and it alone "helps us in 
understanding all the important and intricate problems that beset 
our life today and in visualising to a certain ex:tent at least, in its 
real perspective, what future has in store for US.,,2 Education, 
therefore, can be taken as the only solution for improving the 
social status of the untouchables and which will help. to change 
their environment and the cU'cumstances in which they are 
now living. 

OCCU1)ations: 
It can be seen from the table No. (11) that a majority of the 

Mahar community are merely agricultural labourers and domestic 

1. "Poor Pariah" by Olcott, page 16. 
2. H. H. The Nawab Saheb's address at the opening of the_Hindu Eduea:

ti<1n Society's Boarding on 23-5-1935. 
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servants. This is entirely due to their utter economic backward
ness and to their general ignorance. If it is compared to my 
study of the untouchables in Maharashtra, we can see that the 
economic condition of the untouchables of the State is on average 
below than their fellow-brothers in Maharashtra.1 For instance 
if we look into the table No. 16 of my study" The Untouchable 
OIasses of Maharashtra", we can find that there are twenty-nine 
teachers of these classes who are working in the Primary Schools. 
Besides there are eight Carpenters, eight Businessmen and fi~e 
Cartsmen, while from the table No. (11) it can be seen that 
no persons are carrying such various occupations in the State. 
As a matter of fact, there are very little opportunities for these 
people in the State to pursue such honourable professions as they 
are neither educated nor they have an opportunity of studying 
Skilled labour. There are no facilities for vocational training in the 
State. The late His Highness had declared, while presenting an 
address to the Governor of Bombay on 17th December 1905, his in
tention of starting industrial and technical classes in the State,2 and 
accordingly a carpentary clas~' was opened from 1st August, 1908. 
"With a view to give stimulus to this branch of Education, the class 
had been made not only free, but all students attending the class 
were paid scholarships according to their abilities, varying from 
one anna to four annas daily." A student was also sent for the 
weaving course at the Hewett Weaving School at Bara Baki, and 
under his management a Weaving Class was opened in the year 
1912. S But both these classes seemed to have been stopped after 
a time. It will be greatly beneficial to these classes if some 
vocational institutions are opened in the State, or the Primary 
Education in the rural areas is based upon the vocational and agri,. 
cultural bias, and some of the untouchablE' deserving students are 
given facilities of pursuing the courses, so that· after a time 
80 me of them may find an opportunity of carrying honourable 
professions. 

As for the chamars, they have their own hereditary occupa
tions of making shoes. But there are various handicaps in their 
profession. Thy are not getting sufficient leather as the dead 
animals are simply thrown away in many villages without taking 
out the skin. Naturally they have to depend upon the importation 

10 Compare ta.ble No. 21 page 18 regardiDg their earDinga of" The Unw 

touchable ma.sses of Maharashtra" to the table No. (13) Page (140) of 
this study. 

2. The Janjira AdminietrationReport 1905-6. 
3. The Janjira Administration Report 1912-13. 
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of leather from Bombay and thereby there is little margin for 
their profits. Besides. they are not acquainted with modern 
methods in preparing shoes and several other useful things out of 
leather. They are carrying on, their crude methods and thus it 
goes difficult for them to have any reasonable return from 
their occupation. 

I ndebtednes8: 
One of the main reasons that I -have found for their perpetual 

indebtedness is proportionately the heavy expenditure that these 
people incur on marriage purposes. As a general rule, they have 
got no surplus from the past and thus they are not in a position to 
meet such occasional calls of social obligations. Naturally these 
people have to go to sowcars for debts for such unproductive 
purposes. But they are landless and as such, they have no 
security to offer except pledging their labour to the sowcar for a 
number of years and if once they are entangled in dealings of such 
nature, they are bound to continue to be indebted to their Sowcars 
for a greater part of their lives and even though they are freed 
after a period of ten to fifteen years. their sons by that time 
become of such age as to keep them in service and on pledging 
their labour these people get more sum either for their- sons' 
and daughtel'S' marriages, or for such other social purposes. Thus 
the vicious circle goes on, with no ending. 

This system cannot be exactly called the serfdom, for a 
self means '"'a slave attached to the soil and sold with it." Here 
they are not necessarily attached to the soil or sold with it, 
but they make a contract to serve for a certain number of years in 
return of money taken in advance. They are at full liberty, to 
leave their masters by liquidating their debts. But somehow it so 
happens that they do not get freed from the debts practically for 
a major part of their lives. So "virtually there -is no difference 
between the position of these people and the slaves of the 
American Plantations, prior to the Civil war, except that the 
Courts would not recognise the rights of the masters as absolute 
over perSons and services. But in this country where-more 
probably than in others-the rich have a better chance in the 
Courts than the poor, this difference diminishes in importance 1.." 
Thus it can be described the situation by saying that these people 
are free men dejure but serfs defacto. It is no doubt true that 
they have realised the evils of this system. But so long as 
these people are in want of money, especially for the malTiages 
of their sons and daughters, and so long as they will have 

l. Sedwick's Oensus Report 1921 - page 220. 
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no :surplus of their own, and as they have no facilities to borrow 
on co-operative system either from the village co· operative 
Societies, which are not existing in the State, or from such 
any other source. or so long they do not refrain from spending 
more than their capacities on marriage expenses, and so long this 
system of pledging labour is not pnt to stop, or modified in 
the interest of these people by Some legal enactment, this 
sort of "quasi-serfdom" will remain with all its demerits. 

Wells: 
The question of wells is the most important and also the most 

difficult to solve. Nowhere I have found in my both the studies a 
common well used by the touchables and the untouchables. 
Among the untouchables themselves, a common well is not used as 
it can be seen from the Mazgaon Village, where the Ohamars have 
a well, in good. condition, but they do not allow the Mahars to take 
water from it, nor the Mahars are willing to do so. They have a 
dowara which is in very much insanitary condition and it becomes 
dry in the summer. In such cases, the problem of finding potable 
water becomes of intense difficulty especially during the summer 
season, when in some villages there is a great scarcity of water. 
They have to wait for the charitable person to draw water and pour 
into their pots; or they have to payor to give some fire-wood as it 
is done in th~ Usroli Village. Thus it can be seen that these 
people have to suffer intensely on account of scarcity of 'Water. 
This is really a serious handicap in their way of living a cleaner 
life, and has really a bad effect upon their health and effioiency. 
It also involves sometimes economic loss as we have seen it requires 
great amount of time in getting water or they have to pay for it. 
It is essential that they must be made to appreciate a cleaner mode 
of life, and this will be done only when there is sufficient provision 
of water for daily use. Thus, if the Go:vernment and the Local 
Bodies look into this primary need of the untouchables of getting 
water, it will be highly helpful to drive away the vicious taint of 
untouchability. 

Oonclusion : 
Thus, to Sum up, it is highly essential in order. to eradicate 

untouchability from the society. that the efforts should be made on 
all sides to concentrate upon. the .primary object of securing full 
civic rights for them, as the right of sending ohildren to the public 
schools, without any discrimination being exercised against 
them or the right of drawing water from the public wells if they 
have no wells in good conditions. This will help these classes to 
appreciate a cleaner or more moral mode of life. It must be also 
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seen that these people get access freely to all the public institutions 
such as the Schools, Dharmashalas, Ferry-boats, Markets, Dispen
saries, Government Offices, Public Water Taps, Hotels, and all 
such public and semi-public institutions which are maintained 
under the direct supervision of the Government, or over which the 
Government can exercise its authority. In the village schools 
there must be an attempt made by the Primary School Authorities 
that in addition to the knowledge of simply three Rs, there must 
be created opportunities of imparting discourses on the proper 
ideals of life, on cleanliness, and opportunities should be created 
and handled in such a way, that these classes come in immediate 
contact with ideas of better and cleaner ways of life, which will 
help to effect a change in their social environment. It will be also 
beneficial if the Primary Educational Authorities take special care 
of . the untouchable boys regarding their studies, cleanliness, 
manners, their difficulties in attending the schools, the treatment 
they get at the hands O'f the teachers and other fellow-students, and 
all such allied topics, as it Will be immensely helpful in driving 
the ugly ideas about untouchability from the minds of the younger 
generation, as well as from the older one. 

Another way of helping to drive the notions about untoucha
bility from the society, will be by employing some of the suitable 
candidates from these classes in Government menial services, such 
as the peons, the pattawalas in the Taluka Revenue Offices, Police, 
Forest Guards etc., whereby these people will be in direct contact 
with the public, while carrying the Government duties and thereby 
the caste-Hindus, after a time, will not attach any importance 
to the ideas of untouchability. There is also a necessity of 
nominating representatives from these classes to the Local Bodies 
as they will get an opportunity to ventilate their grievances that 
might exist in any. corner of the State. But the sure way of 
improving the lot of these unfortunate classes will be by establish;' 
ing temporarily a separate department to look into their affairs, 
like the Backward Class Office of the Bombay or the Madras 
Presidency. 

There are no two opinions that untouchability is the worse 
type of social ostracism and it must be driven, from the 
society as soon as possible. No doubt the untouchables 
themselves are getting conscious of their taint and they are also 
mobilising their forces against it as it can be seen iTom several 
instances, happening in the State, such as the incident at Torade 
in Mhasla Taluka.1 But it is the sacred duty of the Government, 

1. The "Dhanurdhari" dated 27-11-1937. 

20 
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and as well as of the Caste~Hindus, to get rid of untotlchability 
from the society. For that, ~pecial efforts must be done. Along 
with the Government efforts in the direction .suggested above, if a 
branch of the Harijan Sevak Sangha is started in the State, in 
order to create favourable atmosphere by educating the masses 
and doing useful propaganda, as it is. doing in several other States, 
it can be easily prophesied that untouchability will be on its. last 
legs and will die out within a very short period.1 

M. G. BHAGA'f. 

1. I am much thankful to the University of Bombay for sanctioning me a 
research grant for carrying this. study. I am also greatly thankful to 
H. H. The Nawab Saheb of the Janjira State and to the Dewan Saheb 
of the State for allowing me to carry out the work and giving me 
facilities for it. 



Reviews 

Poverty and PopuZation in India by D. G. Karve (Oxford Uni
versity Press) 1936. 
Principal Karve's work is the latest addition to a series of 

studies on the Indian Population Question which are growing in 
number and interest. But it is the :first study of the subject 
which attempts a statistical presentation of the relation between 
the growth of production and of population in the country; as 
such, it brings a new realistic note to the whole problem and is 
therefore a very welcome addition to the literature of Indian 
economics. 

Principal Karve's thesis may be briefly summarised thus: 

A survey of the net increase in India's population during the 
last three decades does not compare unfa vourably with that of the 
population of other countries. In fact, during the last three 
decades ending with 1931 the population of British India has 
recorded an increase of only 17% as compared with 23% for 
England and Wales. The rise in India's population therefore is 
not so startling or tremendous as is implied by Some writers. Nor 
is it true to assert that the economic condition of the people has 
worsened :pari passu with the increase of population, let alone, 
because of the increase in population. A study o.f the basic facts 
of the movement of population in India gives conclusive evidence 
to show that there has been a slight improvement in the situation 
and that certainly there has been no decline. Thus e.g. the rate of 
infant mortality bas fallen from 204 per 1000 in 1911·15 to 178 
per 1000 in 1916-30; the average expectation of life has increased 
from 23·67 for males in 1881 to 26-91 in 1931; while the per:' 
centage of the total population resident in urban areaS bas risen 
from 9·9 in 1901 to 11 • 0 in 1931. O.f course, the situation is far 
from being pleasing ; and needs a great deed of improvement; but 
that is no reason to assert that it haa worsened in any absolute 
sense. 

The movement of production is then compared with that of 
population; and the conclusion is drawn that production in all 
branches of economic acitivity has increased faster than population. 
Thus 8. g. we are told that in respect of agriculture, though the 
area under cultivation increased only by 11% the qualitatati-ve 
determinant of agl'icultural production viz. the area under irriga.tion 
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increased by as much as 45%; while the area uri del' com~ 
mercial crops-the more paying part of the agricultural industry
increased by as much as 37%. There is therefore no reason to 
believe that agricultural production has at any rate increased at a 
pace lower than that of population increase. For mining and 
manufacturing industries, comprehensive data are not available; 
but as indicative of the trends, the author gives the following 
indices. 

Production of cotton mills 
1901-05 

100 
1926-29 

156 

For coal, manganese, petroleum, figures of production are 
given only for individual years and not for quinquennial periods. 

Coal 
Manganese 
Petroleum 

1900 1980 
100 400 
100 623 
100 818 

Workers in organised industries 100 248 

Obviously the movements in these groups indicate a much 
larger increase than in population. Indices of trade activity 
con.firm the trends revealed _by the statistics of mining and 
manufacture. 

1001 1929 
Weight of goods cm'ied on Raifways. 100 202 
Value of coastal trade (adjusted for price •.• 100 124 

changes) 
Value of foreign trade (adjusted for pl'ice .... 100 168 

chang~s) 

In further support of the same thesis are drawn the. following 
indices of finanoial activity in the country. 

190.0 1929 
Balance of deposita in Savings Banks & 100 720 

Postal Cash certificates. 
Private depOSits with the Presidency 100 554 

Banks and the Imperial Bank of 
India 

Paid up capital of joint stock companies. ... 100 767 
The three indices of Agriculture, Industry and Trade are now 

combined into a combined index of national production, the three 
branches of productive activity being given weights on the basis of 
the percentage of population that at several years is estimated to 
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have been employed in that occupation; and the following are the 
results of the elaborate statistical calculations which form the main 
contribution of this essay. 

Index of Index of Index of produc-
Period production population tion adjusted to 

that of population 

1901-05 100 100 100 
1906-10 106 105 101 
1911-15 132 106 125 
1916-20 142 106 135 
1921-25 144 112 129 
1926-30 151 111 134 

The conclusion of the essay may now be stated in the author's 
own words. "We might therefore take it as proved, in so far as 
facts statistically ascertained can prove anything, that the popula
tion in India during the last thirty years has not grown and is not 
growing faster than the wealth or the production of the nation." 
It is therefore urged that the nation's attention should be 
concentrated not on the dangers of increase in population but 
should be directed to the need for increasing production. " Even 
if the population of the- country is rendered stationary or is 
actually reduced, $0 long as our industrial efficiency and social 
organisation are what they are no real relief can be secured". 
But the author is not unaware of the dangers of unrestricted 
increase in population. He is not against the use of birth control, 
but he would like it to come as a part of the changed attitude to 
life on the part of the people. "Birth restriction devoid of the 
rational feeling of self· reliance and self-regulation is not a sign of 
growing civilization but one of barbarity." The situation can 
be remedied only by the pushing forward of the cause of 
intellectual and social reformation. "Whether the people of this 
country, whatever their number might be, will enjoy the blessings 
of a progressive and prosperous life will depend upon the pros..; 
peets of a nation-wide reformation in our religious, cultural and 
psychological ideas. Both the progress of industry and the more 
conscious limitation of families will follow in strict measure the 
realization of progressiveness and :purposeful action in our conduct." 

It is difficult to disagree or criticise a writer who ends on 
such a fundamentally rational note. Let me state at once that 
with the two main conclusions of Principal Karve's book, I am 
in more or less complete agreement. My own researches into the 
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growth of Indian Income have convinced me that the per capita 
income is certainly not declining particularly over the last three 
decades; I also agree that mere mechanical limitation of numbers 
will not materially improve the situation. Our main economic 
problem is one of increasing our production and for this the 
cultivation of the rational attitude to life which Principal Karve 
advocates is certainly a great help. Having indicated myagree
ment with the main lines of his thesis, I may now briefly note 
one or two points of detail at which I do not agree with the 
learned author's conclusion. 

I think the actual increase in the nation's production during 
the period 1900-30 will be less than 57% and Principal Karve 
will not have arrived at the conclusion of an increase of 57% but 
for certain faults of omission and commission in his calculations. 
The index of agricultural production contained in Table 36-B is 
based on the yield of 128 million acres (if we take the year 1929-30) 
which is just half of the total area under cultivation. There is no 
certainty that the produce of the remaining area has increased in 
the same proportion. It is certain that the production of Bajra 
has not shown the same rate of increase, and it occupied 14· 25 
million acres in the quinquennium 1926-30. The increase in the 
production of the other food crops, and of Some of the oil seeds 
has also not been of the measure of. 44%. I should therefore 
suggest that the real index of agricultural production would show 
a somewhat smaller rate of increase than that given in Table 36-B. 
I may also point out that no reference has been made at all to the 
output of milk and other products of the livestock industry; and 
this may make a further difference to the index of agricultural 
production. 

The index of industrial production, given in Table 28, is a 
much more unrepresentative figure. No reference is made to 
handicrafts the output of which during this period certainly 
cannot have shown a rise of 136%; moreover handicrafts gave 
occupation to a population several times the size of that which 
found employment in the organized industrial establishments. 
The index of industrial production which forms part of the basis 
for Principal Karve's index of national production is therefore 
very much of an overestimate. 

As for the index of trade, the figure shows an increase of 59% 
mainly because of the index for goods carried by railway showing 
a rise of 102%. But whereas the indices for total foreign trade and 
total coasting trade are based on value figures adjusted for price 
changes, that for goods carried by railway is based on the ton-weight 
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of goods carried by railway, without making allowance for any 
changes which may have taken place in its composition. The last 
item would naturally show a larger rise, if the proportion of 
heavier goods has risen in the meanwhile; and in any case it is 
not strictly comparable with the other two indices of trade~ 

Moreover a part of the increase in rail way goods traffic may have 
been at the expense of other forms of inland transport; and the 
real index of internal trade may show ,a smaller rise than the 
index for goods carried by railway. It is likely therefore that the 
~omposite index for trade may show a smaller rise than the 59% 
mentioned in Table 40. 

I conclude therefore that the rise shown by each of the indices 
for Agriculture, Industry and Trade contain elements of over
estimation; and that therefore the rise shown by the composite 
index for national production which is based on these 3 items also 
contains elements of overestimation. Therefore the figure of 57% 
which is claimed by Principal Karve as the extent of the rise in 
national production during the period 1901-29 is an overestimate; 
and production has not increased as fast as it is claimed to have 
done; but I still believe that the rise must be more than 17% i.e. 
production has not lagged behind population, though it certainly 
has not gone very much ahead of it. 

To the extent that the rise in production is even smaller than 
that postulated by the author, I think the case for restriction of 
numbers gains in strength. I agree that mechanical restriction of 
numbers is not deSirable and also that mere restriction will not 
solve the problem of Indian poverty. But I do believe that if the 
fruits of increased production are to be translated into a better and 
securer standard. of life for the mass of the population, restriction 
of numbers would be an essential condition. I do not suppose 
Principal Karve would disagree but Some of his unwary readers 
may be misled by his vigorous emphasis on the side of production 
and may draw false conclusions regarding the question of numbers 
in India; hence my warning. 

I cannot conclude this review without giving expression to 
the sheer joy which the reading of this book gave me. For 
lucidity of exposition, clarity of expression and neatness in the 
arrangement of data, few books on Indian economics can claim to 
rival the book undel' review. Principal Karve's work on " Poverty 
and Population in India" is a most stimulating book to read; and 
no student or publicist interested in India's economic problems 
can afford to miss it. 

V. K. R. V. RA.O 
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The Social P'1'0C8S8 (in the light of a century of Sooiology) -R. R. 
Kale Memorial Lecture 1938 by G. S. Ghurye, Ph. D. ( Oantab. ) 

The lecturer begins by stressing the· phenomenon of change 
and making it clear, that his view of society is the one called 
dynamic or functional. This fact is also made clear by the title of 
the lecture. The sooia1 process is conceived firstly as ideas about 
man as a living entity, and also as the process by which the indi .. 
vidual is assimilated in a particular oulture complex. Before 
prooeeding to take stook of the thought of the last century from 
Comte upto date, Dr. Ghurye shows that there was no· science of 
sooiety before Comte. He then makes a rapid survey of different 
ages and oivilizations including the Vedic age of India, the Greek 
thinkers from Protegoras to Aristotle and the Middle Ages, 
bringing the story to the German Philosophers of the 19th century. 
He asserts, that whatever was written about the being and destiny 
of hUmanity was mere barren speculation as it was a purely 
intellectual and a jJriori structure not founded on observation of 
empirical faots relating to the being and doing of individuals and 
society. In the second place the work was vitiated by ethical and 
political oonsiderations. 

After the Middle Ages European philosopherS expended mnoh 
thought on the origin of human society and the place of the 
individual in it, but it was left to .Auguste Comte, the founder of 
modern sociology, to lift the whole problem from the realm of 
speoulation to that of the empirical descriptive sciences. The 
biologists like Darwin :fixed the place of man in a continuous 
stream of life forms. Then came the psychologists like James and 
Shand who made clear the working of the mind, individually and 
so cially ; and thus we reach the second aspect of the social process, 
the adjustment of the individual t{) Social Institutions. 

The one social institution, which permeates the individual life 
and moulds it is the institution of marriage and family. Genetics 
is playing a very important role in the theories of social good and 
generally of social values. From the considerations of the 
endogamous marriages of Hindu society Dr. Ghurye reaches the 
conclusion, that the restriction of caste has proved dysgenic in the 
past beoauSe men and women of outstanding merit had to seek 
their mates within the caste, whioh was not always able to provide 
them with mates of equal distinction. It would be better therefore 
if there were marriages of gifted individuals without regard to 
caste distinctions so as to build ultimately in a given society a solid 
block of eugenically sound intermarrying and interconnected 
families. Dr, Ghurye ends by an. ~ortation that marriageahould 
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primarily be looked npon "as a union between biologically and 
psychologically compatible mates having no concern with status, 
either economic or social ". 

In this admirable survey of the history of sociology Dr. 
Ghnrye is rather hard on the ancients and charges them with 
indulging in barren speculations instead of observing the dynamics 
of human society. He cites the ancient philosophies of India and 
Greece in support of this assertion. But the modern philosophers 
have not been able to build philosophies which are less abstract 
than those of the ancients. It is the essence of metaphysical 
thonght, that it deals with the abstract and the conceptual 
rather than with the concrete and the empirical. The ancients 
have proved themselves to be keen scientists and not just artists in 
life, as Dr. Ghurye hints, in aspects of thought other than philo
sophical. I need but cite the Niti literature of ancient India, 
which as an investigation into certain aspects of social life, is a 
model of clear, empirical reasoning. 

There seems to be a certain confusion about the dates of 
Darwin and Spencer. Dr. Ghurye writes: "Comte, and more So 

Spencer, were no doubt evolutionists but they were philosopher
evolutionists. They were corrected and substantiated by Charles 
Darwin, who worked for the :first time in the history of thought, 
on scientific lines to solve the problem of origins, especially the 
origin of man and his species". (P.14:-15). This passage 
snggests, that evolution as a scientific hypotheSiS was promulgated 
after Spencer's writings. The dates of different publications 
however give the priority to the biologists Darwin and Huxley and 
not to Spencer. One may see an idea of evolutionary processes in 
Hegel's theory of social progress in three stages of thesis, antithesis 
and synthesis; but the hypothesis of evolution was first clearly 
enunciated by Darwin and applied to human beings by Hux.ley. 
Darwin's" Origin of Species" appeared in 1859, "Descent of Man" 
in 1871 i Huxley's" Evidence as to Man's place in Nature" appeared 
in 1863 and all of Spencer's books were published from 1871 to 1896. 
This process of borrowing biological concepts to explain social pheno
mena has been going on since Darwin's days 'Ilpto the present time. 

Dr. Ghnrye rightly emphasizes the social aspect of the insti
tution of marriage as a contact between two families, leading to 
the creation of a sympathetic social environment for the growth of 
the new generation. But it seems almost ironical that on eugenical 
grounds he should be led to define the ideal marriage as a union 
between biologically and psychologically compatible mates, having 
no concern with status either economic or social. Does not 
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biological and-psychological compatibility involve more than just 
outstanding ability of the two individuals without context of their 
families and all that these families stand for in a historically 
evolved society? I think the eugenical and the sociological 
concepts of marriage need a thorough investigation as to whether 
they can be combined in one compatible system and for this 
task no person is better suited than the lecturer, so keenly aware of 
the involved social relations in India as also of the necessity for 
eugenic considerations in the population policy of the future. 

IRAWATI KARVE. 

Urban Handicrafts of the Bombay Deccan by N.M. Joshi, M.A. 
(Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics) 

In the sphere of economics; as in any other, a sense of propor
tion is a great quality. In these days of haste and hustle, only 
activities organised on large-scale attract our attention; and even 
men setting forth for investigation and research are not immune 
from this danger. We are, however, gradually becoming alive to 
things and activities which though insignificant in their isolated 
existence, affeot the life and living of a section of human popula~ 
tion. Mr. Joshi has done well in taking up a problem which has 
been neglected for long due to its apparent insignificance. The 
handicraft industry was given up as one which, if not already 
dead and dying, deserved to die. We, however, forget that it 
provides a living, however inadequate, to more persons than are 
provided by the large-scale machine industries. 

Mr. Joshi prefaces his study with an excellent chapter on the 
theoretical aspects of handicraft economics. The section on the 
Indian handicrafts is full of interest to the student of economic 
history. The author has not merely confined himself to the 
political causes of the decay of the handicrafts, but makes an 
important contribution to the study of the structure and organisa
tion of the industries prior to the factory stage in India. Subsew 
quent chapters contain a careful and patient collection of data 
pertaining to all the important aspects of the handicrafts in the 
urban areas of the Bonibay Deccan. 

The survey runs over a period of more than 50 years, from 
1880 to the present day. The past history of the industry is 
useful in assessing the conditions which are essentiaL for industry 
to flourish. The causes of the decay of the handicrafts are partly 
political and partly economic. The interests of· the Imperial 
Economy and the Industrial Revolution, which harnessed mechaniw 
cal power to the processes' of production, making other processes 
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obsolete and uneconomic, combined in killing the handicraft 
industries in India. 

The study is confined to the handicrafts in textile, metal, 
leather, paper and calico printing. The author has ex.amined their 
past history, their present distribution, the method of their 
organisations for production and marketing. Though the picture 
is full of a confusing array of small details, he has succeeded in 
giving us a definite impression of the position of each industry. 
One can perceive in it the pathetic and tenacious adherence of 
many an artisan to his traditional types and modes of production. 
The competition of giant machines has driven him to the wall, but 
from his narrow corner he still manages to eke out a precarious 
living by catering to the caprice of many a conservative and 
aesthetic consumer. The increasing elimination of the independ
ent artisan, who mainly conducted the industry in the past j and 
his replacement by petty capitalist Karkhandars, who have reduced 
the former to a position of a wage earner, is a significant commen
tary on the trends in the present economic system. The indebted
ness of the artisans and the dominance of the local dealers in raw 
materials and finished goods tell us that there is little or no 
margin of profit in the industry for the primary producer. 

The niost vital point in the handicraft economics is the 
problem of relation and adjustment of the industry with the 
large-scale machine industry in the same line of production. Mr. 
Joshi's study proves that .there is still a scope for both tb ese types 
of technique to exist side by side. The problem is to make the 
two complementary instead of competitive. The demarcation can 
be both in the types of production and the processes of production 
in other wordS, it can be both horizontal and vertical. In the 
former, certain artistic and predominantly local requirements,
e.g. shalus from Yeolaand the foot-wares from Poona and 
Ahmednagar-may be entirely left to the handicrafts. In the 
latter, such an exclusive allotment can be suggested only after a 
careful analysis of processes involved in different industries. 

:Mr. Joshi's study is comprehensive and minute, and enables 
one to detect easily the weaker spots in the structure of the handi
craft industries. In the final chapter on the reconstruction of the 
handicrafts, he has suggested various big and small improvements, 
which would be read with great interest by those interested in the 
subject. Mr. Joshi's book is quite up to the high standard establi
shed by the publications of the Gokhale Institute and further adds 
to their reputation. 

M. L. DANTWALA 
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